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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

NATIONAL BANlf

Burrill

Maine, Wednesday afternoon, july 6,

T,“1_ellsworth,

ELL8WORTH, ME.

part of
j ing
where

they

Walter M. Allen, son of County-ComM. L. Allen, of Mt. Desert, and
graduate of Kent’s Hill, has been appointed a clerk in the Union Trust Co., of
this city.

K C Haines—Porch shades, furniture, etc.

missioner

Stephen N Goodwin—Notice of foreclosure.
Fred L

Mason—Application for admission
attorney of circuit court.
Horse and cow for saie.
Exec notice—Est Edmund A Pendleton.
Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works—To
automobtlists.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
Eastern Steamship Co.
Surry, Mr:
Mrs N J Kane—Pocket book found,
Bucksport, Mr:
Bucksport Nat’l bank—Statement.
Bar Harbor:
Competent girl wanted.
Bangor, Mr:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.

a

as

THE DOORS WILL OPEN

readily enough to you
deposit vaults, but

at

these safe

tightly

are

closed against those arch enemies.
Fire and Theft.
YOU CAN RENT A COMPARTMENT
IN OCR VAULTS
for a very reasonable sum, even as
low as AMO per annum. Valuable

[

papers, securities. Jewelry, or any
other articles of value can be

You

are

Inspect

cordially Invited

our

to

The

In

|

a m;

112.07, 4.35, t5.89, *6p
12.20, 5.50 and 11.07 p m.

MAIL CLOSES AT

m.

m.

j

Eastern Trust &
BANOOR. HAIM-1.

Branches

Miss Mae Studer has returned from
New York.

rela-

a

Fourth with their parents, L. D. Foster
and wife.
Dr. George H. Caldwell, of
Frank E. Smith, of Gardiner, spent the j
Portland, was also here over the Fourth.
Fourth in Ellsworth.
Frank C. Stetson and family, of WhitMrs. C. 1. Davis is visiting friends in
man, Mass., are guests at the American
Bar Harbor for a few days.
house. Mr. Stetson was bookkeeper for
H. W. Dunn, Jr., arrived home Saturday
B. E. Cole & Co., when that firm was runto spend his summer vacation.
ning the upper shoe factory. While livMiss Myrtle Ridley, of Richmond, is the
ing here he made many friends who are
of
H. W. Dunn and wife.
guest
glad to greet him.
Miss Mary Aiken, of Philadelphia, is
The marriage of G. Stephen Floyd, son
visiting her uncle, F. B. Aiken.
of Mr. and Mrs. George B. Floyd, of EllsI. L. Halman’s family arrived at their
worth, and Miss Lucy Edwards Spofford,
summer home in Ellsworth Friday.
of Haverhill, Mass., took place at MarshMarry Achorn, who has been in the city field, Ore., Wednesday, June 29. They
for a few days, has returned to Boston.
will make their home in Marshfield,
F. C. Burrijl and wife have gone to where Mr. Floyd has been located, for
friends
of the
their Shady Nook cottage for the summer. some time. Ellsworth
Mrs. Clifford G. Royal is visiting her bride and groom extend congratulations.
visit in

j

Banking Co.,
Old Town

at

visiting

and Mach la*.

DON’T FORGET
TO CALL AT THE

amount

to more

Soda at

son,

Tea Store

Fancy

TRU8T

UNION

OF

4c. per lb.
Extracts at 10c. per bottle.

Misses
are

ELLSWORTH

been

Corn Starch at 0c. per pk^.
i

Monday, Wednesday and Saturday Ev'gs.

M.

have

been

land,

are

Dr.

Op

Sunday
M.

here

and

a

few days at their cottage at Green Lake.
Reuben Rankin, wife and child, of
Brewer, have been visiting Charles W.
Smith and wife.

Lyman Johnson

wife,

Mrs. Geraldine Moore, of Bar Harbor,
np over Sunday, returning home

Monday evening.
Miss Mabel Giles spent Monday and
in Amherst with her parents, E.
K. Giles and wife.

Tuesday

Miss Lnvie Haslam was called to her
Waltham last week by the death
of her brother’s child.
home at

York,

H. Greene and wife, of New
guests of Dr. Greene’s 9ister,

are

Capt.

P. Wiswell.

Goodwin, who was
week, left last Friday
for Stockton Springs.
Mrs. G. F. Newman is spending the
week with her daughter, Mrs. Shirley
! Norris, in Bar Harbor.
Samuel

B. H.
Lkk

Young, Manager.

teaching

in

mother here

Albert A.

WATER STREET

iGREAT BARGAINS
('all ami
which I

the Barrel

my

selling
I

able prices.

Kerosene Oil by my
j
I

am

see

am

Ladies’

at

very

coats at cost.

reason-

|

also closing out }

Ask to

see

our

liue

of warranted-to-wear “wunderhose.”

lifrioz.

Kabo and P. N. £1.00

cor-

selling for 59c.,

at

A. E. MOORE'S.
I

\°u

Amatite is

made'in convenient rolls
ready to be laid on the roof.
t

Anyone

can

do the

job.

Free sample and booklet

the

asking.

sent

for

c. W. GRINOAL, Agt.
Maine
Ellsworth,

A.

lawn

a

church

was

postponed

to next

Sunday

evening.
Miss Rose A. Clark, who has been in
several weeks with

her

sister,

D. H. Dan forth, returned home last

Thursday.
C. A. Harris, ensign on torpedo boat
Preston, has been spending a few days
with his aunt, Mrs. A. R. Furbush, in

Ellsworth Automobile Co.,

road.

repair,

the

broken

on

year,

the Baptist church is out of
wheel of the bell being badly
the morning of the Fourth by
in

the boys who rang it.
A. R. Furbush, foreman of The American office, has moved his family here from
Jacksonville. They are occupying the
Parody house on Beal avenue.

was

be

be

pending investigation as to the necesdiscontinuing one or two more
schools. The superintendent was authorized to have necessary repairs made on
of

schools, most of which are
of a minor nature.
At the West Ellsworth school it will be necessary to put
several of the

in

new

window* sashes

Frank
toes

ELLSWORTH.
acres

of

Touring Car

Leon

OF

THE

RIVER.

pota-

planted.

Wednesday, July 13,

at Odd Fellows
Musicals and whist party under
management of ladies of St. Joseph’s

hall

—

society. Tickets, 25 cents.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept.
20, 21, 22—Hancock County Orange fair, at
Ellsworth.

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 28 and
29—Annual fair North Ellsworth farmers’
club.
COUNTY.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept.
6, 7, 8—Bluehill fair.
Wednesday, Sept. 21—Highland grange
fair at North Penobscot.

Wednesday, Thursday, Sept. 21,

22—

Eden fair.

Wednesday,
grange

Sept.

28

Narramissio

—

fair at Orland.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Sept 27, 2S—Amherst fair.

When the stomach fails to perform its
functions, the bowels become deranged,
the liver and the

ing

kidneys congested,

diseases.

numerous

tion,
Liver

and

Easy

it.

a

healthy condi-

Chamberlain’s

Tablets

can

he

caus-

The stomach and

liver must he restored to

Stomach

depended

to take and m'*st

and

upon to do

effective.

Sold

by all dealers.

Sttjrrussnnattsk

THE

Ellsworth

Foundry

-and-

Machine Works
HAVE ADDED A

GARAGE
to their equipment, and are prepared
to meet all demands for repairing at
short notice.
skilled
machinists;

ample storage
FULL

A

room.

LINE

OF

SUPPLIES

Water Street. Ellsworth

Swett spent the Fourth at Bay-

Ernest

Ray and

wife have returned from

Columbia Falls.
Mrs. Laura
of

Alexander, with

Lynn, Mass.,

is

visiting

son

her

Ralph,
father,

Robert Carter.

Mrs. Mathew Moon, who has been visiting relatives in Bar Harbor and Salis-

bury Cove, is at home.
Virginia Pinkham,

who for the

past

school,

Mrs. John Royal Ray, of Gardiner, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Alfred Smith.
Mr. Robert, who has been in poor health
for some time, is improving.

Mrs. Alvin Maddocks and Mrs. Jenness
McGown were in Bangor Saturday.

Mrs. Frank Sargent, of Belfast, is visiting her parents, Charles B. James and
wife.

Alice H. Scott’s office.

side.

year has been in Massachusetts at
is at home for the summer.

throughout.

Thomas has fifteen

MOUTH

made for

week

sity

Mrs. Allen

elected teacher of

Willard Luekings, who has been employed at Bar Harbor, is home doing his
haying.
Helen King, who has been visiting relatives at Bar Harbor, has returned home
To let by Hour or Day.
Mrs. James E. Parsons and son Edward
much improved in health.
Mr. Parsons met them here,
are in town.
The Union sewing circle will have a
and after remaining a few' days, returned
lawn party and sale at the home of Frank
to Lubec, where he is employed.
Moore Thursday evening, July 7.
The ladies of the Methodist society will
Miss Addie Maddocks, of New York,
Automobile Supplies and Repairing.
g»re a straw berry supper to-morrow even- who has been
visiting her parents, H. F.
ing at the home of Mrs. Fannie Hopkins, Maddocks and
wife, returned to New
14 Church street. The public is invited.
York Monday. She was accompanied by
J. W. Tatley and family, of Montreal, her sister Ruth, who will be employed
there.
are in Ellsworth for the summer, spendEllsworth.
Main Street,

for

Mrs. Mary J. Dunham went to Aagusta
spend the Fourth with her grandchildren, Charles Curtis and wife.

occu-

from district
No. 1 to No. 2 school. The same teachers
as last year were elected in districts No.
3,15 and 18. The election of teachers in
other outlying districts was deferred for a
the

I

will

Arrangements will
transportation of pupils

NORTH

Stetson Foster and family, of Hingham,
Mass., arrived in Ellsworth last week, to
spend the summer at their bungalow on

Surry

1 last

pulpit

No. 2.

at

Children’s day concert announced
Sunday evening at the Methodist

The

The bell

d°n't have to coat it or paint
alter yon lay it. It is there to
give
Protection without further attention.

Presque Isle,

lodge is planning to
W. C. Bellatty’s on
party
Laurel street on the evening of Thursday,
J uly 14.

the

it
't

of

Ellsworth.

Oall up Tel. 109-3

with a top layer of real mineral
’natter, form Amatite Roofing.

Joy,

Nokomis Rebekah

hold

Mrs.

,■eit

summer.

Charles W. Hopkins and wife, of East
Boston, are here on their annual vacation.
They are guests of Mrs. A. W. Packard.
Forrest Treworgy, who has been employed in Lynn, Mass., the past year, arrived home Sunday for a short vacation.
The ladies of St. Joseph’s society will
give a musical? and whist party at Odd
Fellows hall Wednesday evening, July 13.
No.

Foxcroft

r

been

for last

sets now

O layers of Coal Tar Pitch
rolled between two layers of
*ne best grade of waterproofed

has

joined her

Whittaker has sold her
place on the Bayside road, through C. W.
«& F. L. Mason, to Daniel B. Hamilton.

Mary

Mrs.

suits

Children's, Misses’, ami Ladies’

for the

has

spent
Sunday and the Fourth with his parents,
Austin H. Joy and wife, in Ellsworth.

i

SEED OATS
GRASS SEED

who

Hull, Mass.,

The many friends of ex-Mayor A. W.
Greely will be glad to learn that his condition shows slight improvement.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

C.W. GRIND AL

A.

over a

Miss Paulene Foster,

Ellsworth

WATER STREET,

Bru.nixu,

Waltham to visit relatives.

Meader, a girl friend of Mrs.
pied in the morning by State Missionary Nahum Flood, but for many years a resiKev. J. E. Cochrane.
There w'ill be no dent of the West, was the guest of Mrs.
evening service, owing to the concert at Flood last week.
the Methodist church. Mr. Cochrane will
Warren Jordm and wife, of Brewer,
preach at Hancock in the afternoon and were here over Sunday and Monday,
1
Mt. Desert Ferry in the evening.
guests of Mrs. Jordan’* parents, Charles
Dr. E. L. Swan, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who Lynch and wife.
has a boys’ summer camp at Belgrade
Leroy Haslam and wife, of Brewer, and
Lakes, was in Ellsworth yesterday in- Frank Haslam and wife, of Bar Harbor,
specting his yacht, White Wings, which spent the Fourth here with their mother,
is being repaired and refitted at the Ells- Mrs. Abbie Haslam.
worth Foundry & Machine Works. While
The community was deeply shocked by
here he bought a Walker engine which tbe death of Alvin
Staples at his home
will be installed in the White Wings. He here on
Wednesday morning of last week,
went from here to Hancock Point, where at the
Mr.
age of forty-four years.
his mother, Mrs. S. B. Swan, has a sumStaples bad been failing in health since
mer cottage.
early spring, although his case had not
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. DeLaittre, of the been considered serious until within a
Landour, will leave to-morrow evening few weeks. Mr. Staples was a man of
for Montreal, where they will join a party
conscientious and hardof Boston friends and will sail Thursday sterling quality,
working. He served the city faithfully
for an extended trip through Europe.
They will be passengers on the Ionian. as alderman from ward 4, several terms.
Their itinerary includes
the
trip to He was a member of Lejok lodge, I. O. O.
Oberammergau, where they expect to see
a delegation from which attended the
the passion play, and during September F.,
they will tour Sweden and Norway. Mr. funeral. The bearers were lodge memand Mrs. DeLaittre have visited every bers. Mr. Staples leaves besides his wife
part of the United States during their and son, his parents—James A. Staples and
winter
travels.
regular summer and
wife; one sister—Mrs. J. W. Moore, and
—Minneapolis Journal, June 26.
one brother—Oscar Staples.
Funeral serAt the regular meeting of the school
vices were held Friday afternoon at 2
board last evening, it was voted to diso’clock, Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating.
continue the school in district No. 1 next
Interment was at Juniper cemetery.
Martin A. Garland, who taught
year.
the

—

Dance.

of

was

to

ELLSWORTH.

Thursday evening, July 7, at home
of Mrs. Fannie Hopkins, 14 Church street
—Strawberry supper, 15 cents.
Friday evening, July 8, at Society hal

Tuesday, July 12, 8 p. m., at Odd FelLubec, lows hall—Reunion and banquet of E11battend the funeral worth high school alumni association.
Tickets, 75 cents, may be obtained at Miss

and

were here last week to
of Alvin Staples.

Kev. P. A. A. Killam, of the Baptist
church, will leave Saturday for a missionary trip in Washington county. In his

Sunday,

NOW;

COMING KVKNTS.

were

Monday with relatives.
H. Haynes and wife are spending

way to

absence

home.

R.

Mrs. A.

Moore and infant son, who
for a month in Port-

visiting

at home for

Direct Importing Co.,

and
Bernice
Giles
Boston, where they have

v.siting.

Mrs. L.

1,

COMPANY

FALLS.

Edward Tredic and family

school.

Bertha
from

home

July

than $10,000.

ELLSWORTH.

Herman E.

...

accounts

the amount, what you can conveniently spare.

Hoyt H. Austin, and wife in Augusta.
The annual reunion and banquet of the
Mrs. Frank Moore, of Portland, was
Hill, of Boston, arrived Sat- Ellsworth high school alumni association here last week to attend the funeral of
is
be
held
next
to
at
to
his
vacation
in
Ellsworth.
evening
Tuesday
urday
spend
her uncle, Alvin Staples.
Odd Fellows hall.
A reception at 7.30
George F. Goggins, a letter carrier at
Misses Helen and Laura Flood went to
We have Teas and Holyoke, Mass., is here for his annual va- precedes the banquet, which will be folin the Lee block opp. Postoliice.
lowed by the annual business meeting, Bangor Tuesday evening for a visit with
cation.
other
and
articles
at
one-half
retail
Coffees
regular
price
dancing and cards. Special effort is being their sister, Mrs. Walter B. Cram.
Miss Bertha Barbour, of Foxcroft, spent
Mrs. Henry Graves, of Bangor, was
made to have a large reunion in order to
accordingly. We call special attention to our
the week-end with her aunt, Mrs. W. A.
do something toward benefitting the high here Friday night of last week on her
Alexander.

New

depositors'

TO DEPOSIT IS

THE TIME

During the shower Sunday evening,
lightning struck the tower of the hardwood factory, doing but slight damage.
A tree near Pond spring was struck during the shower Monday morning.
George S. Foster and Dr. Walter R.
Foster, of Portland, spent Sunday and the

Senator Hale is home from Washington
for the summer.

j

Money deposited in our Savings Dept, earns more money constantly, at a liberal interest rats. Once yon “get the habit”
of sending us a portion of your earnings regularly, you’ll be
surprised to see how easily it can be done, and how fast your
total ot savings mounts up.
We will gladly
explain to you
our hanking-by-mail methods, on request.

last week

At the semi-annual
meeting of the
Union Trust Co., of Ellsworth, held yesterday, O. W. Tapley, of Ellsworth, and
John R. Holmes, of Eastport, were elected
to the general board of directors.

*
t Train stops
Daily, Sundays included.
Sundays only. ;Daily except Monday.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
•
east Sundays.

WEIL HELP YOUR MONEY GROW!

city

will

1910,

Friends of Harry L. Wheelden, carrier
of R. F. D. route No. 3, and his wife,
deeply sympathize with them in the loss
of their infant son who died last Thursday, aged two months.

POSTOFF1CB.

Going West—10.30 11.50 a m; 2, *5.30, *9 p
Going East—0.30 a in; 4 and 5.80 p m.

that will be credited to

in our Savings Department on

tives and friends.

MAILS RKCRIVBD.
a m;

in the

were

effect June 20, JO 10

From
From East—11

SEMI-ANNUAL INTEREST

THE

Mrs. M. F. CaInane and her daughter,
Miss Mary F. Calnane, who is a teacher in
the public schools of Cambridge, Mass.,

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

vault.

near

unoccupied.

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

call and

Wheelden

house

INTEREST

the dam,
bought by H. B. Phillips and moved to a
lot on Sterling street, was burned about
midnight Sunday night. The house was

kept

here In absolute security.

IbbnttMintnti.

tbeir time at Pleasant beach,
are occupying
the Grindal

cottage.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

-1\

No. 27.

1910._I-ys!

LAKEWOOD.
John Wilbur held services in the chapel

Sunday.
Rodney Salsbury

"She can
~

hiraTbut ha can't
_

is

hauling

staves

to

y»»»

Ellsworth.
Moore received a shipment of
fish from Bar Harbor this week.
Norris

Miss Effle Franklin and a friend, of
Boston, are guests of B. J. Franklin and
wife.
William Ballantyne and friend, of Boston, after a pleasant week at the Ballantyne camp, returned to their work, singing the praises of the lake »nd picturesque
scenery.

There are two times in a man’s life when
should not speculate—when he can’t
afford to, and when he can.
he

ana

tee

bar”
y

«-~~

Vudor*'"

PORCH
ROY C.

SHADES^
HAINES,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

CLEARANCE SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK
A
5

large

cents

number of Geraniums at
each, while they last.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone S3.

Tople.-Th« mode! Christian Endeavor
godety.—I Cor ail. t-K. Edited by Rev
Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.
The word "model" here does oot
mean

"a

-mail

Imitation

of the real

thing,” hot the real thing Itself. It Is
the Ideal society, the one that may be
pattern to other societies
worthy of tbelr Imitation and emulation. Such societies may be few and
far between, but the model Endeavorer
will always be filled with aspirations
to make his society a model aad Ideal
beld up

as a

as

•ne.

If

Hot to:

Toe purponen of thin column in nneelbctlr
icnted'o m> title and motto— It In forts* mutuil
Worst, and altai u. be b*lpf»l and hopefu’
Bulnp for tbe common pood, it in for tbe com
of in
son uee—a public servant, a parreyor
for malic and un rcoloi, a medium for tbe Intt*
It
nolle
icrcnanrcof Idea.. In iblt capacity
com me mention*. and lte iucccm depend# Inrpely
Comon tbe support rim it in this re*pnci.
munication* mutt be timed. But tne name of
writer will not be printed except by permt**ton
Communication* will be (abject to npprormor
none
rejection by tbe editor of tbe column, bat
wlli be rejected without pood renton. Addre**

In any religions organization the supreme factor Is spirituality, h'o Chrlstlon Endeavor society can be a model

cials may be crowded and create great
enthusiasm, yet unless back of all this
and In It ail is the Spirit of God It Is
not a model Christian Endeavor society
or any other kind of Christian society. It is simply Intelligent young people following mechanical forms laid
oot for a Christian Endeavor society.
The Spirit of God must therefore be
manifest In all the devotions, work
and fellowship of sn Ideal Christian
Endeavor society. The talents used
must be Spirit given talents. Then the
model society will begin.
Possessed of the Spirit each member
In harmony with all others should
make the best use of the gifts bestowed upon
him
by the Spirit
"There are diversities of gifts, but the
We have different talsame Spirit”
ents, but all are Spirit given, and we
•bonld use them w hether pusseaned In
a low or a high degree. There are various duties In the model society.
Some are able to do the more Important ones and others the less, bat all
must be done to make tbe society s
model Tbe smallest wheel In s machine If broken will destroy Us entire
usefulness. Every part Is Important
regardless of the place It occupies.
Paul uses here the illustration of the
human body: "The body Is not one
member, but many. If the foot shall
say. Because I am Dot the hand I am
not of the body. Is It therefore not of
the body? And If the ear shall say.
Because I am Dot the eye I am not of
the body. Is It not therefore of tbe
body?” Tbe point of this Illustration
as continued by the apostle is readily
seen and the moral emphasized.
Every
member of the human body—foot
hand, ear, eye, etc.—has Its pises and
duty, whether of great or little Importance. and each one most fill the place
and perform tbia duty If the human
body is to be perfect and perfectly
perform Its dnty. The same principle
applies to ChrlstlaD Endeavor. Each
member must do bis dnty In his special sphere If the model society Is to
be attained. Onr Scriptural verse that
should have been read If not read detracts that much from a prayer meeting and makes It fall by that much below a model, as If organist or leader
failed In bis duties.
When each one
takes his part and does his work under
the direction of the Holy Spirit, then,
and then only, la tbs ideal attained.
BIBLE

HEALINGS.

Neb. lv, 6; Zech. lv, 5-10; Ex. xlx.
Acts lv, 23-32; vi, 1-7; x, 30-43;
Matt xl 42; Matt, xxv, 1-13; Acts xiii.
1-5; Rev. U, 10.

8-8;

Christian Endaavor and Temperance.
I am very glad that the Christian
Endeavor society has taken up the
work of urging total abstinence. There
Is no doubt that the organized effort
that the society will put forth will result in securing hundreds of thousands.
If not millions, of signers, and that
means a very perceptible decrease In
the total amount of liquor consumed
and a very considerable Increase In the
strength of the temperance sentiment
of the country. One cannot do much
to encourage total abstinence so long
as he drinks himself.
The moment
be becomes enlisted under the banner
of total abstinence his influence becomes a factor In the spread of tem-

perance.—William Jennings Bryan.
In Faraway India.
Charles W. Fairbanks, former rice
president of the United States, who was
expected at the world’s Christian Endeavor convention in Agra. India, until
the last, was unavoidably detained a
few hundred miles from the convention when on bis way to Agra. However. be kindly telegraphed the substance of his address In a message of
This was received with
751 words.
great applause, and after It was read
by Dr. Clark the American contingent,
aome fifty In all. rose and sang "America.” Then the British, not to be outdone, sang “God Save the King!” and
an joined In "Blessed Be the lie” at
tbs close.

THE AHEKTCa*.
Ellsworth, Me.

The love ie the priceless thin*.
Tbe treaaare oar treasure must hold.
Or ever the Lord will take the fift.
Or tell tbe worth of the fold—
By the love that cannot be told.

etable Compound
as you told me to
do.
1 am glad to

Soimd

j

J
j
,

no

two

persons

27,
regular
present.

with

session

twenty

!

Creamery

Dntrhtr. Pr*«id»nt S»Uon»l
Association of Audubon bocietie#.)

Bt

perl.....

the

seen

same.

We

are

we

so

con-

each

MX*.
Freak

laid, per >lo*..

100*

sketches of the

lives of

noted

—

j rendered
I

j

present there

conveniently go

these words:

are

associated in the

or

—

a brief stay at the reunion—it
better to bold it in a place more
central. “Come one come all.”

Minneapolis. Jane 23Dear Aunt Madge:
Have just a moment oat of a bn*y morning
for a little note, bat later on 1 mean to write
too so long a letter you will want to consign
it to your newspaper waste basket- Your
“Aunt Hue”, health, mind, and tide being favorable. with ber partner, sails from Montreal
June SO for a summer in Europe. I send you
An Itinerary that you may once in a while
from “our dear Maine land” send a thought to
your loving niece.
I hope to find time (and news) to write to
the M. B. column once in a while. Not that
I can edify, but to contribute my share toward your good work.
On our return we plan on three or four
weeks in Maine and Massachusetts, and this
time I hope to meet you face to face for our
mutual benefit and enjoyment. May the summer be
rich to you iu health, friends and
Aunt Hub.
happy days, is the wish of

various

life, we cannot feel that this
is altogether a cold world. Service is tbe
outcome, love tbe mainspring.
Never were there such responsive, faithfnl neices and friends as those of tbe M.
B. C. fn proof of which, read tbe letters of
each member of the committee, and seehow
nearly of one mind they were without
having consulted on the question of the
reunion.
>.

My Dear Friend:
I have left everything this beautiful morning to ait down and write you a duty letter
Did you make a mistake when you appointed
me on the committee to decide in regard to
the reunion? I am afraid yon did; but as I
am such a poor correspondent for tbe column.
I will take up any work which yon may

Isn't it delightful that

assign me.
Now, I have not conferred with either of the
other ai ate rs. as I have not their addresses,
although I have met them both in the grange
and ought to know. But first let me say right
here that my invitation which I extended to
the M. B. a still holds good, and 1 should
delight to welcome them to my home here.
But I think it would be nice to have it as
early in September as possible, while things

Aunt Sue

Maine.

We

Eudora

descriptive

expect

some

in

trip.

How many good things we have to share
and bow we enjoy sharing them! With
best wisnes to all.

Aunt

Madge.

pretty.

Savin* the Seconds.
day and age of high-speed tools
and skilled workmen, time is the most
In this

valuable asset

_

Friday, June

24.

trees.

June 13 we had a bad day. Our grandson.
Levi E. Gnndle, who lives with us, got
kicked by a cow and hart badly, and we lost a
fine yonng cow. Now wasn’t that a lot for
one day?
But Levi is coming on quite fast
now. and the sun really shines, so we are forgetting the rest fast.
Now about the M. B. reunion. I say, please
let's have it at Dell a. Bhe has plenty of room
and we all want to see the new home and enjoy the piazzas, and ’tie central for the M.B. s.
But if Aunt Jana and 8. J. Y. think otherwise,
why I’ll step out and go where they say. and
smile.
I wish all those who love flowers could see
my pansy bed this morning; 'tis lovely. I am
Yours
so sorry for all those who sorrow.
Ackt Maria.
truly and sincerely.

suggest having the reunion early
September and two select Dell’s as the
meeting place, I see no reason why, if
everything is agreeable and satisfactory to
Dell, we may not appoint September 1 as
the date aud Dell’s as the place of the next
reunion, with the understanding, as usual,
that if the weather is not good we will
meet the day after.
Many thanks to the three members of
the committee.
They have solved the
question promptly and thereby helped
Aunt Madge more than they realize.
We would all gladly avail ourselves o
the invitation of Aunt Jana and some of
us may make a trip to Bangor and hold a
reunion with her ip the future, but at

WHAT BACKACHE MEANS.
Generally backache means that the kidneys
diseased. If they are, do not waste a moment, but begin sc onoe a treatment with Kidnets, the greatest of kidney and backache
remedies. Delay may mean a fatal ending, so
do not delay.
Druggists ang dealers sell
Kidneta at 60c. a box, and guarantee satisfactory results.

mem.

I

served.
M

best
a

manu-

many years in the busiest
factories, are being saved and
so

new

asset, for the collecting and

saving of these valuable atoms of time not
only lessens the cost of production but
increase the output of the factory.
.nanuiaciuring is now almost
the product of machines of almost

entirely
human

intelligence. The skilled laborers have
little else to do than to bring the work to
the machines and to

the device is
Right
great many seconds of

running smoothly
here is where
valutble time

a

see

and

that

properly.

formerly lost, for not
work was so large and so

were

infrequently the
heavy it took many minutes
a

some

work

arrange it
machine, for

to

drill press, or other
trivial little thing, such

small hole
was

as boring a
through a certain part. This
altogether too arduous for hand

tools.
Here

saving

came

the

man

who

specializes

seconds and

drill

ended the

Ice-cream,

by ladies. Alaugha-

evening’s entertain-

cake and bananas

were

■
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The truth ia, at this season the
of supposed female goldfinches are
really of both sexes, the male bird having
aaaumed in the previous fall, usually by
winter.
flocks

the end of

October,

sembling

that

plumage closely

a

Oromrl**.
u> See-per

re-

of the female and young

bird of the year.
The male retains

t

Wo.
Mocha,
Jk»k*
Tea—per B—

10+15
3ft
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A8BAPAQCA. 477, SOITH

BLUEHILL.

!

1

tendance?’’

was

cided that it

well talked over, and debetter for a grange to

was

weekly meetings.

hold

476, ELLSWORTH.

BAYS IDE,

Bayside

with an
grange met June
attendance of sixty-eight members and

Lamoine and Hancock
degree work was laid
over until the next meeting, and the time
was given up to the plans for the Fourth.
After recess the program for the married
members was carried out, they scoring
about 2,000 point#.
six visitors from
granges.

All the

Ministers* Salaries.

According

on

invented the motorportable drill so that the machine
could be easily carried to the work and
the holes drilled without
handling the
heavy casting. The type of portable drill

to

compilations

made

by

the

notice

Buckwheat,

a

This molt, or renewal
feathers, is actively continued through
March and April, and by the first of May
bird is with us again.
our resplendent
The change from yellow to brownish and
back again to yellow can be noted by the
student in the field, who, with a good
opera-glass, wilt find that the variations in

Pork, S
Chop,
Ham, per
10+18
Shoulder,
17+1*
Bacon.

Beef. %:

qualities,

mirable
which

is

in

the

re-

report their salary and others to report
sufficient clearness. Of the grand
total of 186 demon mat ions in continental
United States, the report states that fifteen have no regular ministry and sixtynine either pay no stated salaries or made
returns which

plete

tbeir

one

were

to warrant

not

sufficiently

com-

tabulation.

lhe denomination

showing the highest

average i* the Unitarian, with fl.6&3,
while the denominations next in order are
the Protestant Episcopal church, f1,1-12;

Universalists, fl,238; the general convention of the New Jerusalem in the
United States of America, fl,233; the
Jewish congregations, fl,2£i; the Presbyterian church, fl,17T; the Reformed
church, fl.lTO; the United Presbyterian
church, of North America, fl,086; the Conthe
gregationalists,
Christian
Catholic church in Zion, fl,C87; and the
Synod of the Reformed PreBbyterian
church of North America, fl,008.
the

_

—

i*
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Lard,

15+34
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40 Clam*, qt
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Mtckerel. tfc
12+00 Salmon, »
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and
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Feed.

Floor—per bbl—
0

Corn.lduh bag
Corn meal, bag
Cracked corn,

Oats, bo
00 +7 *0 Short*— be*
145 Mix. fee
145 Middling*.'
] 45

4»
1

g>a jt
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a %

WUOHT1 AJID HEA*( «ES.
▲ bushel of Liverpool Mlt #h*il wrigb K
a oil a bu»bel of Turk's island »a,. -nail
welch 70 pound*.
The tumlanl weight of * bushel of j- istoe*
In good order an«i fit for shipping. Is M pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of s bushel of beans Is
good order and fit for shipping, la w pounds;
of wheat, beets, rutabaga turnips and peas, se
pounds, of corn. 56 pounds; of cnbins AJ,
of carrot*. FncMsh turnips rye and
pounds;
Indian meal. X pounds, of parsnips, * p uads;
of tMtrley and buckwheat, 49 pounds. of oats
S2 pound*, or even measure as ot agreement
LAW EMARDiaO

season

pounds,

brown and the trees are bare, a flock of
goldfinches adds the charm of life to an
otherwise dead outlook.
The goldfinch migrates, but not to the
extent that the truly migratory species
Catch of Tile Fish.
do. The warblers, for instance, desert
Fishermen, old and young, stared in
their summer homes and, after making amazement when
the fishing sma-k A. C.
long journeys southward, spend the winter New ball, Uapt. S. A.
Landry, from
beyond the limits of the United States; Gloucester, unloaded at New Bedford,
the goldfinches, on the contrary, graduMass., last week.l .000 pounds of tile tish—
move
southward as far as the a fish
ally
that all reliable authorities believed
gulf stale* and in winter are found from to have become extinct twenty or thirty
the gulf coast as far north as the latitude
years ago.
of central New
York. Their breeding
Cap*. Landry, of the amacr. which
range is from the Carolina* westward to
the Rocky mountains and northward to

brought the fish in port, has not the least
definite idea of what they ar< worth.

provinces and southern Labrador; There
consequently they are permanent resiThe

ranges
forms

large part of the United States

a

migratory

their

overlay.

There

found in the West and
border which
can

finches

are

the

on

Mexican

he could have loaded op within a week
ten
Tile fish are of th* deepwafer variety. The Newball t<x>k them
In seventy-five fathoms of water about 100
or 130 miles southeast
of New Bedford,
the
out to sea on
George's
ground. The smack was out of port on
this cruise only two weeks, and N sides
the 1,000 pound* of tile fish, brought in
aix good-sized swordfish.

that

it may

found in

a

be

gold-

said

large part

North

of

America.

directly

Goldfinches are very cleanly in their
and indulge in frequent baths; indeed, the border of a shallow pool is an
excellent place to study this species, as it
is not an uncommon sight to see a number
of the brightly-colored males gathered
habits

During

there.

parent birds

route from the

breeding

the

seem

to have

nest

to

a

a

season

Tongue
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner
coated?
Bitter taste? Complexion callow?
Liver needs waking up.
Doans Kt^uiet*
cure bilious attacks. 25 cent# at an> drug
store.—Ad rl.

the

well-defined

common

days.

or

much like the Ameri-

are so

goldfinch

the extraordinary abundance in
fish were found.
The New hall cau carry forty live or
more tona of fish, but l/apt. Landry *ays

goldfinch

of the

moat

which the

closely related

are

sub-species

or

market quotations f r them.
surprising part of the whole

are no

matter is

breeding

and

water-

ing place.

Sfibrflikimcntk.

The nesting site may be in an evergreen
deciduous bush or tree, and the nest
may be built only a few feet from the
ground or at considerable height, where
it is saddled on or attached to a forked
The nest itself is an exquisite
twig.
piece of bird architecture, compactly built

or

Know It Well.

of dried grasses, leaves and shreds of
the outside
embellished
being

bark,
with
which
Audubon
lichens,
says are attached
saliva.
The
inside
of
the nest is lined
by
with the softest plant-down.
The mother* bird is the builder of this
tasteful

during

home,

her

handsome

Familiar Features Well Known
to Hundreds of Ellsworth

Citizens.

consort,

the

nest*building time, devoting
efforts to singing to cheer his
industrious mate. After the four to six
bluish white eggs have been laid the
the

of his

singing partner

has

more

work to

for he

A familiar burden in every home.
burden of a “bad back.”

Tbe

do,
His

has to feed his brooding wife.
are
always announced
w ith a
sweet, conversational song, which
he seems able to give even though his bill
is filled with seeds.
such as is being used
These ieafiets are published to induce
extensively in
factories foundries and machine shops once to deep water.
the boys and girls of the country to
keep
consists of a small alternating current
In learning alone in shallow water allow their eyes wide open and see things out of
motor no larger than a pint
cup direct yourself to drop slowly from a standing doors. One of the things we want to
connected to the drill head. The device is to a swimming position and
try to lie know about the goldfinch is why he befitted with suitable handles and a breast comfortably with feet a little below the
gins to nest so late in the season, often
plate, and it will drill a three-eighth inch surface and mouth submerged.
The long after most birds are through with
hole one inch deep in cast iron in less water line should come between the domestic
duties for the year. August is
than twenty-seven seconds. .It'will drill mouth and the nose. The muscles should the time he
chooses. Surely it seems a
the same sized hole in steel in a minute
be relaxed and no part of the body rigid strange month for
nest-building and the
and a half, and will drive a hole through or strained. There is bo need to crane care of
young. Does he select it because
an oak block as
though it was made of the neck in order to keep the mouth before that date nature has not provided
cheese.
above water, it only tires without helping, food suited to the needs of the
young
and it destroys the balance of the body. goldfinches?
Mrs. Benham—Did Mahomet go to the The arms will lift
The goldfinch belongs to the thickyou while they apply
mountain? Benham
No, I suppose he their power and you can then breathe billed, eeed-eatinffmxfc'onbirds, and is exhad to stay at home and send his wife to
freely without raising the head at all.
tremely fond of the seeds of thistles, a
the monntains.
Having assumed the proper position, go most noxious weed. Does he postpone
slowly through the movements until you housekeeping until the thistle seeds are
feel yourself sinking, then just put down
HAT FEVER AMD ASTHMA
your feet, stand up and try again.
But ripe enough to eat?
Bring discomfort and misery to many don’t hurry. Take
The agricuitarisrvhoatdtw interested in
only three or four
people, but Foley’s Honey and Tar gives ease strokes at
first; taka only one if you find this bird. Every thistle along the highand comfort to the suffering ones. It relieves
unable
to
do
more
the congestion in the head and throat and is yourself
without sinkis prolific source trouble, but when
soothing and healing. None genuine but ing, but make that one a correct and a de- way
Foley s Honey and Tar in the yellow package. liberate one. You can afterward increase yon see it ornamented with an animated
G. A. Parchub
one by one if you can do no better.
bit of gold and black, you may know that
driven

j
ge»

mode of life.

gregarious
the short

»

15+18

Flour, drain

add song, it is the very abandon of happiness.
Even in winter, when the fields are

most

■.earning to Swim.
if you have to learn to swim alone,
choose, if possible, a place where the
water is shallow, but not too shallowsay up to your chest.
This, that you
may be able to swim without your feet
touching bottom, yet have the feeling of
security that an assured footing gives one.
If you can find an assistant, get used at

!

t

9ai;

Halibut,

devoted
domestic duties, they associate in flocks
and live a
happy, nomadic existence.
Their undulating mode of flight seems to
express joy and exaltation, and when they

Except during

10+35
11+23

Haddock.

make up in adof the chief of

they lack in sire they

where

figuring

\*

Havana.
3ft
Porto Rico.
50
Meat* and Provision*

early as the middle of March and ends
late in August.
Goldfinches art wee birds, some four
and one half-inches in length, but whst

of

port on the census of religious bodies,
which is the first effort made in a United
States census to secure official statistic#
concerning salaries paid to ministers.
The report, which will shortly be published, it is stated, is not entirely satisfactory to the chiefs of the census, on
account of the failure of some ministers

«

Z

Mota»*e*—per gal

of

dents in

all the denominations

ca

pgx

Oolong,
inconspicuous Sugar—per
*—
Granulated aw:,* *w
S
JranuWi, 5I*«<« Ofl-perga)February, when one can
0(1
Yellow, C
Un#ec*i,
sstu
gradual change taking place in
Powdered,
00+14
Keroser..,
this

of the birds.

some

c.-nsus
a

*25

dress until late in

British

bureau, the average annual salary
minister of the gospel is but f663 to

Rice, per 1
Vinegar, gal
wheat,
Oatmeal. per %
Cracked

«ft+6ft Graham.
80+06 Rye men;,

Japan,

to

Masaapaqua grange met June 30. The
question, “U it better to suspend meetI ings during the summer months or to
j hold them regularly even with reduced at-

with

made

Morrison;

ble farce

I

to

and

I

I

Willie

made from

on

A0 two

or

j

facturing plant.

wasted for

North Lamoinb, June 27-

in

factory

any

Fortunes have been
former scrap heaps, thousands
of dollars have been saved where no one
dreamed there was a penny's worth of
economy, and to-day the precious seconds,

1910.

Jf. B. Friend*:
Good morning. Isn’t this a perfect morning? And the shadows lie lone under the

Dear Aunt Madge:
I have been considering the proposition you
have put up to a committee of three, and I
will bring in my vote to have the reunion at
Dell’s on Thursday. Sept, l.and then if it is
stormy we could have it the following day.
I think that would be as central a place as
we could have it for the greater part of the
clan. What say the others? Love to all, and
hope we will all be at onr next reunion. 8.

in

;

|

by the members of Bchoodic
follows:
Piano duet, Grace
Hanson and Alioe Roberts; duet, Grace
Hanson and Myrtle Guptill; reading,
Marcia Wcarton; song, Julia Grover; song,
as

grange,

at

letters from Aunt

of her southern

:

can

trip and then report to us
least something of what she sees?
We ail hope to see heron her arrival

take that

If you will write and give me the addresses
of 8. J. Y. and Aunt Maria. I will see what we
can do. also write a few instructions of what
Aunt Madge thinks. Hincerely yonr*.
Acirr Jana.

are

day

one

else make

relations of

Basoos. June

than

more

seems

There is the secret. If the heart be
kindwarm and tbe best of life'a love and
liness flows in a current to those with
we

many who cannot
far, on account of beho

ho

ing from borne

“Then give to the world tbe best you hsve.
And the best will come bsck to you."

whom

are

v

Four

one

umn, till it touches the centre of thought
meeting
and the "negative and positive
there, send a flash light which illumines

52!

—.

presented to
Steak.
and herbs.has beenthestandardremedy j proceeds f3),
Koaata.
stituted that the views of life
for female ills, and such unquestion- ; the grange. A rising vote of thanks was
Corned,
of
it.
circle.
: able
take ere oar own personal appraisal
Tongue*.
testimony as the above proves the given the
fenl
value of this famous
bot when one bears tbe statement made
remedy, and
erSHXAJf, 371. OOrLDRBORO.
Steak,
to young people just entering upon life’s •hould give everyone confidence.
are
fioaata,
extreme#
between
the
two
Cushman grange held its regular meet- plumage
If you would like special advice
i Lamb
realities, young people full of hope and
number.
without
June
with forty-six members, and
about
29,
case
ing
Lamb,
write
a
confidenyour
no
vigor, that "this is a cold hard world;
Tongue*, each
The song period with the male goldtial letter to Mrs. Finkhani, at visitors from Scboodic, Pamela, John
a
body care* tor voa but your parents,
wears
bis
| Lynn, Maas. Her advice is free,
as
as
he
finch
continues
long
| Dority, Bayside, Lincoln and Lamoine
little chill creeps along your spinal col- and
i Cod,
always helpfuL
A fine program was gold and black livery, for it commences as
granges present.
world

I

Hotter.

American Goldfinch.

Dairy

members

{

the

The

HARKKTV

below

quotation,
give the
retail price* in Ellsworth.
Country Pro*tnc*

importance.

greatest

no

—

form the act.

1 suppose to

was

The

of

much, and I gladly recommend yonr men, J. B. Wilson; clippings, members:
Yt eetable Compound”—Mrs-W illu question, MWhich is the best way to hatch
Edwards, Ilolly Springs. Miss,
| chickens by incubation or in the old
One of the greatest triumphs of : way.” Sentiment favored the incubator.
I.ydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comis the conquering of woman’s
MAJUAYILLK, 441.
tnmor.
read enemy
If you have I Mariaville
grange met July 2, with a
mysterious pains.infiammation.ulceration or displacement, don’t wait for ; good attendance. The third and fourth
time to confirm your fears and go J degrees ware conferred upon one candithrough the horrors of a hospital opera- ! date. A fine Fourth of July program was
tion. but try Lydia E- Pinkham's Vege- rendered.
table compound at once.
The sale and supper held at the hall
For thirty years I.ydia E. Pinkham's Wednesday evening was a success. Net
|
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
which the circle

Dear

doe#

SKDGWCK, 244.
to bad weather there

and feel so well that my friends keep
.askir.g me what has helped me so | Grindle;

6* B. B. 8.

if. B. Friendt:
The thought of the poem may be curried
a step farther, and be a comfort to some
whose hearts would be iD the deed of
kiodness they would be glsd to do if only
they had the time or opportunity to per-

Veg-

isav tnai now

Behold us, the rich and the poor.
Dear Lord, in Thy service draw near;
One consecrateth a precious coin.
One droppeth only s tear
Look. Master-the love is here!
—Harriet JfrHwew Kimball.

KI.I.N WORTH

*'•*
Worthy Master tloason preThe goldfinch is also known aa the Poultry.
applications for membership I yellow bird, wild canary, lettuce bird and
were received.
Sister Amy Eiwell, chair- thistle bird. The
'•*'..::: Sg
English name of the gold- Hay.
*
man of the entertainment committee, pre| finch is well chosen, aa the bright yellow Beat loon, per ton..
readsen
ted
a
fine
of
;
singing,
program
of the male w hen in breeding plumage is
**S
ings, recitations anc two questions which like burnished gold. The Lntin generic Straw.
at
were
discussed.
was
served
ably
Gandy
to
|
name of the goldfinch has reference
..
recess by Sister Hattie A. Alien.
The
It
pnckJy plants, while its specific name,
y.aatahlea.
usual good time was enjoyed by all.
fnsfM, sad. refers to ita rather plaintive
j
Putalne*. pk
11,15 Oolona, a
J6 Ureen pea. pi
flight note. The female goldfinch ia more New pnutoef.pk
Slrlaa bran., ,tt OSnle Sweet, pol.be.
HlQHUkND, 364, NORTH PKNOBSOOT.
*
p
S
modestly dressed than her mate.
New brat*, buaeb
<W Carrot*. bur,
s.
2
an
met
with
Highland grange
July
The changes in plumage of the male are lettuce, bead
10 Cabbage, ft
! attendance of about thirty members.
It
naweb
»«a
Celery,
ft
Par*n!|<*,
very interesting and, to the novice, someSi lnwh. pk
15 fUdl.be* bgoeh
2
; was decided to take a recess until the first what
puzzling. 1‘ntil the stadent be- Tamaloee, ft
lSSjW Cucumber., each0 ,**2
'S’*
of August. The lecturer gave a short proAtparagu*. bch is. to
comes acquainted with this bird be may
rrwlu
Reading, Mrs. Mary wonder
gram as follows:
why be sees no males during the

toyouforadvice.and
began to take I.rdia
E. Pinkham's

j
j

sided.

yourwonaernu mea-

iciues have done for
me. The doctors said
1 had a tumor, and 1
had an operation,
but w as soon as bad
sgainaserer.l wrote

which form the balk of it* ftwd
although during the breed me
give* iu young conaiderable anim.i ,
ron.iating of ioaecU of vmriou. k ;n,i,

j

Sedgwick grange since May
until June 24, when the grange met in

■

Holly Springs. Miss —“Words are
inadequate for me to express what

It It not the deed we do.
Tho' the derd be never eo fai r—
Bat the love that the dear Lord looketh for.
Hidden with holy care
In the heart of the deed so fair.

are

Th* Modal Enduvorir'i Medal.
No one can be a model Endeavorer
without a model.
If you think It la
possible Just tty It a little while and
you will be convinced of the contrary.
Onr model caD be only one—not Dr.
Clark, tbougb be founded the society;
not your pastor, tbougb be stands at
the bead of your cburcb; not the wisest and noblest and most learned and
holy man or woman we know. The
only possible model for a human being
la not a human being, cannot be. because human beings are full of faults
and sins.
It Is the God man Jesns
Christ. That Is one reason why God
came down Into onr human life to give
us a perfect model for It. That Is why
we are told to seek perfection after the
example of His perfectness —Amoa K.
Wells.

to

to

Owing
meeting

Removed by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

the coanfoi* orr*aix«.

Sent

j

interpoting one of her m,.,
rapid iocrraoe of ,J
praU. Erery goldfinch rare, the
roach hard work by destroying
we^d^eo.

chock, to the too

co a mo

pecially

t«

nalare

Nrighborr

Is devoted to the Gr*#f». esCedar this bead the AwaaicaJ* will from
time to time print abort article# relating to
the e ranges of Hancock county
The ooloma is open to all fra a per* for the bird*, and especially their relation to agrtcnldiscussion of topic* of feaeral interest, sad tarsi Interest#. Most of these article# will be
for reports of grange meetings. Make letter* reprinted from leaflets isaned by the bureau o*
short and concise. All communications mast biological #nnrey. department of africsflire.
be signed, bat name* will not be printed ex- or by the National Association of Andnbon
AS! cotn- I “octeties. and will be authoritative. They
cept by permission of the writer.
musical too* will be subject to approval by will be of Interest not only So bird lover*, but
the editor, but none will be rejected without of educational value to farmer*, to whom the
! protection of many specie# of birds is of the
good reason.
This

TUMOR OF
YEARS
GROWTH

“Helpful aud Hopeful'1

all communications

society without deep spirituality. Many
■lay attend and all be willing to cake
part, the committees may meet regularly every month and plan tbelr wort
and bring In written reports, the so-

"iraT

EDITED »T

Prayer Meeting Topio For the Week
Beginning July 10, 1910.

Biri

Among tl>e ®rangrr*.

fflotnal Bmcftt Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

A lame, a weak or an aching back
Tells you o( kidney ills.
Doan's Kinney Pille will cure you.

frequent visits

|
1

Here ia.Eilaworth testimony to prove a:
Mrs. John L. Smith, Ellsworth Falls*
Ellsworth, Me., says: “I cannot say too
much in favor of Doan’s Kidney Pills. “8
to
they have been of the greatest benefit
me.
1 hsd trouble from my kidneys tor s
long time, evidenced by e dull, heavy avbe
in the email of my back. I also hsd dizzy
spells and feelings of distress in my bead,
1 ne

accompanied by an irregularity in
Anpaesagee of tbe kidney secretions. 1
ally read about Doan'a Kidney Pills, »ud
procured a box at Whitcomb, Haynes
the
ft Uo.’e
store.
They freed me of
backache right away, and regulated tbe
“*'■*
passages of the kidney accretions. 1
taken the remedy three or four times since,
when I
not

have noticed that my kidneys wet*

act'ng properly, and

I nave never

failed to get relief. Doan’s Kidney Pdl»
an a remedy that can be nlied upon.
For tale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

!
>
<

l,
}
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I dummy

whist points.

BRII)(iE

hand is played, and let it be with
the moat nonchalant air in
the world,
third hand may be forced to use
king to
win the trick, either the
first or the
second. He will be somewhat
chagrined
if he uses the king the first
trick, or the
■co, perhaps, and then, too late, sees that
dealer has none of the suit.
The same rule applies with
king and
two or three of the suit. Few
exceptions
allow any play, second in
hand, with king
and one, but the
king. Lone ace or lone
queen in dealer’s hand call for the small

COMMON MISTAKES MADE
THE GAME.

IN

advantage of finer
BOW TO take
'ARRLR88NE8S ON* OF

POINT!*

THE greatest troubles
OF EXPERTS.

(Till of life ia careleasness,
one of the
a* well as
thj, applies to card-playing
The rubber man baa aomer #ffsirs.
element of the
to say about thla
tbia week, and he rebride w hist game

one.

While there is occasion for
taking
chances now and then, it is a different
species of play from the simon-pure
phase,
best termed carelessness.
Many hands look
hopeless but they may be held to what
they are worth with the exercise of due

mark*

careleaaneaa to mar your
bridge whiet table. It is tnto your partner, w ho is
(I(.awhle. unfair
to sit idle and ailent, “hot under
allow

!

poo

the

a!

form

care,

or

made

worse than they measure
up
player.
(M collar"
It is impossible to eliminate that sort of
One of the
entire hand.
tbit ruin the
and that sort of
playing. The
oarcleee player ia indifference players
follte* of the
temperament of the man is shown in alsave a card of
to
failure
discard,
to the
most everything he does.
“I play as if
in the hand that haa a set up

forced

while he

by

miaplays

watches

m-entry
■nit.

careless

a

there

stake of a thousand dollars,’»
is the motto of a local
player. That is the

of that waa seen a few
One instance
it servea to illustrate the
day. ago, and
It wa" » no-trump make, and three
wen- set op in the dummy hand,
useless and only a
dcart- and diamouda
clube tor the key to the
jack and three
Dealer'a spades were two,
situation.
originally, gone in the Brat two tricka,
and four of clubs.
bat be held ace, queen
small
Third hand, in a forced lead, played
club, dealer dropped bia four spot on the
made trick
pu-k. second hand, leader,
sewed
with king, and returning the lead,
dialer’s hand where ace, queen
up the
There waa no small card
alone remained.
of
for him to throw whereby the Jack
clube would make and then let him go

was a

player for one’s partner. You will
his mistakes; you will feel confident that they are the faihire of his
system of play not of his care.
Play as if the
stake were a million
dollars, if you like,
sort of

excuse

point.

[Ldti

other fellow demonstrate one
of the worst of human habits—carelesshut let the

ness.
__

Bl'YINC, A HOKSfi.
Points

i hat

Should

be

Considered

Selecting Animal.

In

The back should be
the hunter and trotter,

rather long if in
but not too much
so in
the all-round horse. The short
back is found universally in the draft
down through with the good spades.
horse, and denotes great strength, but imThis careless play of amall club cost four pair* somewhat the
rapid movement of
tricks a.* opponents got in and made small the horse. The back should be slightly
redtards, the dummy hand being dead depressed behind the withers and then
from tbat time on. It ia plain that dealers running almost straight in the loins. Do
of clubs on, se- not
pjay was to drop queen
buy a horse with a reached back.
cond In band, allowing king to make. The haunch must be good and full, even
He would be left with ace and four. Jack broad. The thighs should be muscular
and two small remaining in the dummy and well proportioned. A horse with
band. This would give bim a chance to thin, lanky thigh will lack strength and
make the next club trick with ace. Use endurance.
his one remaining set-up red card and
The hock should be long, and just above
throw off losing club in dummy hand, it wo look for the disease or injury known
crossover to jack of club and flniah the as the
and it is safe to

play with the three good spades.
Playing without due deliberation
bim dearly and waa a very beneficial

thoroughpin,

lea-

son. Probably he will study that sort of
actuation the next time it la presented to
bim.
of
carcleaaaneaa.
instance
Another
Dealer bridged and dummy-holder made
third
hand
declaration.
no-trump
doubled, leader opened with Jack of hearts
and dummy's hand revealed king, ten and

upon with
extend in

lock.

would win

one

or

they have
with

an

or

statement will

the

directed,

the chances

are

to one

over

and

the]

elbow.

If the

is

If croup be

dipping,

the lame-

behind.

Wedding Klee Caused Death.
Mrs. Asa Cummings ot
Binghamton, N. Y., was, showered with
Ten years ago

bags of rice by her friends as she left her
home on a honeynoon tour. She died in
New York city recently from the effects
rice which
of one of the kernels of

in this

just

right.

ness

You are bound to depend upon
your partner for something. Always, in
whatever phase of the game your point of
view is

horse

If your horse be on the road and his
nods and dips, there is lamentsa
forward. If the head drops*to tbe right,
look for lameness on the left, while if tho
head drops to the left, the lameness is on

is other-

analyze

the

head

fair band and system.
Is it cart less to declare
no-trump with
only three suits? It ia and—it isn't. That
form.

looked

lame.

wise a

conflicting

liable to

relaxed, the knee bent, one foot
other, look for the lameness in
Hind foot knuckling, or
the shoulder.
off tbe ground shows lame hind .foot. If
one hind leg is held in front |of its mate,
look for the lameness below or in the
Both hind feet wel!*forward, head
hock.
Fore
up, both front feet may be {lame.
feet back under the chest, leauing forward. head down, both hind .feet may be

average
due amount

what

more

behind the

the

jeopardize

are

limb be

partner is
measured by a
of caution
«nd a minimum of carelessness. Where
there is one instance of good luck resulting from a careless play, 500 will result

disastrously

awkward

mate, there is trouble.
Look for lameness at

turned

and

too close

are

an

If the upper portion be extended,
knee bent, the foot quite in line w ith its

they have time for reflection, and the mischief they have caused
that they might have avoided is apparent.
The play that will suit the average
occasion

fet-

mate?

like
are

will take

Having

imbued

are

line to tbe

studied his general appearance, youjshould
now see him in action.
You must look
for lameness and defects injgait. Does he
rest one foot, pointing it in front of its

American charac-

They

a

tbe.hock joint and
additional troubles tofj wind gaits,
knuckling, cutting and strained fetlock.
The hoofs should be sound"from cracks,
pliable and not dry, or shelly.

feeling that the hand should be
lightniug. After the thirteen

a

played
tricks

strain of

a

well to have

the

have the game.

carelessness.

perptMidicular

ness, and such horses
all the ills surrounding

and

Experts may say, “Those are very bad
players you are talking about." That ia
not so.
They are not poor players but
teristic

It is

The leg below should

together,
tendency
as they approach the hocks, toes turning
out.
Horses with this tendency sometimes show good speed, but it is a weak-

dealer likewise. The
leader followed the lead with a small heart
and third hand picked up the king and
ten in dummy hand with bia ace, queen
and went along down the line with small
heart* and won eight tricka. whereas the
tieet he might have done waa seven.
Han dealer taken the precaution to size
up the cards, be would have seen that the
king would force the ace and third hand
would either set up the ten, if he led ace
for the next 1 rick, or would open another
snit to allow bia partner to come through
again with a heart and keep the ace to kill
the ten.
tn opening another suit, he
might have the misfortune to let the
dealer in and establish the auita tbat
small

a

If the hocks

legs

the

Obviously there waa but one
play.that is, the king. Deader, with illconctaii-d disgust, played small heart. Iht: d
a

suspicion.

good length hock.

•mall heart.

hand

say

ninety per cent of lameness in bind legs is
found in and around the hock joint. Here
is found tbe spavin, thoroughpin, and just
below, some three inches, the curb. Any
enlargement of the hock should be looked

coat

lodged

in her

When

two

were

against you, i. e., your partner’s
haml is balanced against the hands of
both of your opponents. You must study
the score, the elements of chance as to
*bat you are risking and what you can

ear.

Mrs. Cummings and her husband
with rice as they left on their

pelted

honeynoon, some of it entered her ears.
w as unable to get all of it out for several

She

A year elapsed before she had any
serious effects from the experience. She
to have slight headaches and pains

days.

began

g*»n. and then decide. There is
noexceeplion to the rule that a three-suit hand with
abnormal red strength demauds a red
make.

in the back of the head.
Mrs. Cummings at first

attributed her

illneae to an obstinate cold, but the pain
Increasing to such an exteut that
hand is spades and clubs, with kept
she consulted a physician. It was found
?ood stopper* in diamonds,
can
readily
you
that one of the kernels had become im^ tbat there
is twice the chance for a
iu the ear. Efforts were made to
double in favor of the opponents, leader or bedded
without avail.
third hand, whichever one has the hearts. I extricate it, but
Her condition eventually became so
It is apparent
is
the
that
there
also,
always
alarming that she underwent an opera*ort of a chance when you hold a
tion. She was greatly relieved, but only
three-suit hand.
a
You
are
taking
kernel waa not removed
hazard as to the location of the thirteen for a time. The
iu the operation. She afterward undercards in the
suit.
missing
which again afforded relief
There is something to be said in favor went another,
but not a cure. A short time ago she
°I the chance
when you hold three aces, a
entered a hospital for a third operation.
certainty of thirty points in honors. If
Her condition then was very grave.
you have but
is
risk
greater
two, your
Brain fever, directly traceable to the
and it would be a
who
rash
very
player
kernel of rice, developed, and after much
If th>

would

make

a

declaration, “without,” suffering she
ace
suit en-

holding bat one
tirely lacking,
A little
bluffing,

and

now

a

fourth

and

then,

is rel-

'ahed by the shrewdest men-not a
quotation— and we will
suppose dealer declares
with
and
the
hand
no-trump
three -suit
eader opens in the “abaent
family.”
luckily finds queen and two or
hree in
dummy hand. Hang onto that
queen like a
dog to a root. It is the life
Preaerver of the hand. If the smallest in

Something Wrong.

An

j

Ijeabr
A

sudden attack at night of

°wel

Complaint

some

form of

to

anyone,
a bot°f Dr. 8bth Arnold’s Balsam.
Warraated by W. I.
Partridge, Bluehill, Me.
may

come

very family should be provided with
e

died.

|

Australian auctioneer who waa
to have more education than

reputed

professional ability

wub

endeavoring

U>

sell some cattle to an audience of farm
"CJentlemeo.” he began, “I
hands.
have a particularly nice lot of heifers
and bullocks, and I may say that the
heifers predominate.”
He was Interrupted by • very agri“I
cultural voice from the crowd.
thort there waa something wrong with
’em,” It said, "or you wouldn’t have to
■ell 'em.”

The first view 1 ever had of Farmer
Hodges' daughter Lucy she was wading a stream. Her shoes and stockings she held In her hands and lifted
her skirts to her knees. Her half had
fallen down her back, and her straw
hat hung from her neck over the hair.
She was as pretty a piece of human
flesh as I ever saw. I fell In love with
her right away and, Incklly for me.
didn't have much trouble getting her
consent to ask her father to give her
to me.

The old man owned a stock farm.
Among the animals on It was a bay
filly, pretty as a picture, that I very
much wanted. That was at the same
time 1 wanted his daughter.
He set
great store by I.ucy, and I knew that
It would break him all up to lose her.
ft's no fool of a Job to go to a man and
ask him to give up the girl he’s raised
from babyhood, and 1 didn’t have any
fancy for It. 1 rehearsed all I would
I would Insay to Farmer Hodges.
troduce the subject by asking If he
would sell the bay filly, praise her to
the skies, then ofTer him a big priee
for her. This would put him In a good
humor, taking advantage of which 1
would ask him for Lucy.
I parted from Lucy at 10 o’clock on
]
a moonlight night at the gate, it
be-;
Ing arranged that I should go up the ;
next evening after supper when her!
father was smoking his pipe on the;
porch and then and there put In my j
application. I didn't say anything to |
Lucy as to my Intentions with regard
to opening the subject, for when wt
separated l hadn't thought anything
nbout that. 1 Just told her 1 was going to brace up and ask for her.
It was a hot evening when I called,
and the farmer, Instead of sitting on
the porch, had put his rocker on the
grass before it, where he could get;
more air.
He asked me to have a
chair that stood beside him. and 1 sat |
down for the hardest Job of work 1 j
ever did In my life,
"Scllin' much stock Just now, Mr. I
Hodges?” I asked.
"Oh, l get rid of a few animals now
and then, but 1 can't say I'm doin’
j
very much."
"Reckon 1 can take one of 'em off j
your hands If you and I can agree on
a price.
I've taken a shine to that little bay filly with one white foot and
a white spot on her forehead."
“You mean Lucy, I reckon."
“I was speaking of the bay filly,” 1
stammered, suspecting he had fore- i
stalled my real object.
"She's Lucy.
I’ve called her aftet
my daughter. She's a rattlin' fine anl
maL"
"you bet. I hastened to chltne In re

j

turn.

The Change of a Latter.
At the period when British Columbia
was threatening to withdraw from the
Dominion of Canada because the Carnarvon settlement bad been Ignored
by the Mackenzie administration the
late Lord Dufferln took part in a public function in Quebec. While the pro
cession was moving through the principal streets a gentleman, breathless
with excitement, hurried up to his excellency's carriage to say a "rebel”
arch bad been placed across the road
so as to Identify the viceroy with the
approval of the disloyal Inscription
thereon. “Can yon tell nia what words
there are on the arch?' <<uletly asked
Dufferln. "Oh, yes,” replied his Informant; “they are 'Carnarvon Terms
or Separation.’
"Send the committee
to me,” commanded his excellency.
“Now, gentlemen." said he. with a
smile, to the committee. 'Til go under
your beautiful arch on one condition.
1 won't ask yon to do much, and 1 beg
but a trifling favor. 1 merely ask that
you alter one letter In your motto.
Turn the S Into an It— make it ‘Carnarvon Terms or Reparation'—and I
will gladly pass under It.” The committee yielded, and eventually Dufferln
contrived to smooth over the difficulties and to reconcile the malcontents.
Odd Street Names.
In Clerkenweli. England, there la a
street railed Piekled Egg walk.
It
takes Its name from Pickled Egg tavern. which formerly stood there and
made a specialty of serving pickled
eggs. An Interesting London thoroughfare is Hanging Sword alley, which
is mentioned in Dickens' "Tale of Two
Cities."
London has also Ptckleberrlng street. In Leicester is a street
called the Holy Bones and another
null has
called Gallows Tree Gate,
a street with the extraordinary name
the Land of Green Ginger. Corydon
has a street named Pump Pall, and
there some years ago lived Peter PotThe most
tle. a dealer In furniture.
daring of farce writers might well
have hesitated to Invent a combination
of name and address so Improbable as
that which really belonged to Peter
Pottle of Pump Pail.—St. James’ Gasette.

"Kind and gentle as a suckin' dove,
mean tricks about her, easy goln\
obedient to the ribbons—In fact, sbe'a
the best little girl I've gut on the

Power of Imagination.
"The imagination is wouderful," said
a college
professor. “I know a Chicago man who went last summer to
place.”
He In a quaint way
'•That’s Just the disposition 1 want Asbury Payk.
I wouldn't like any balking or kicking proved my point. He didn’t reach Asor anything like that.
I don't believe bury Park till 10 o’clock at night, and.
In using the whip, but If there's any i very tired, he turned In at once. As he
thing vicious I think It ought to be settled his head comfortably on the
laid on well."
pillow he said to his n*ife:
‘Listen to the thunder and hiss of
"I wouldn't mind puttin' her through
I haven’t heard
her paces to show you what she can the surges. Maria.
that glorious sound for forty years.
do."
I've seen No more Insomnia now!’
“Oh. It isn't necessary.
her going. She's mighty well put up
“And. Indeed, for the first time in
three months the man slept like a log.
What do you want for her?”
too.
At that moment, looking up. I saw But when he awoke in the morning he
Lucy herself—the real Lucy—at the found that the uproar which had lulled
window.
Her father's back was to- him to sleep was the noise of a garage
1 in the rear of the hotel. The sea was
ward her, so he couldn't see her.
Detroit Free
faced her. She wore a very peculiai over a mile away."
Indeed, she looked mad Press.
expression.
enough to bite through a nail. Whal j
Runciman and Hanley.
had occasioned this alteration In hei
It Is related that shortly after Runcisince the last time 1 had seen her I
couldn't for my life Imagine. The ap man, the well known writer on seaparitlon threw me completely out ol farers and smugglers and poachers,
had bitterly fallen out with W. E. Henmy reckoning.
"If you want Lucy,” the farmer re ley he lay dying in London. To Henplied, with the deliberate twang ol ley In Edinburgh, lame and ill. came
an
indirect message that Runciman
one selling a horse, "you can have het
If you like her you can keep believed that if Henley would come
to try.
and look on him he would get well.
her on auy terms satisfactory to you
If you don't like her you can turn hex : It was a dying man’s whimsy, but
Ileuley took the train from Edinburgh
back on me.”
How much of this my love heard I and arrived in Loudon to hud his
didn't know, for before It was finished friend dead.

j

—

matter?"
“What do you mean by talking so
about me?”
“About you?”
“Yes, 1 heard you. So you’re going
Not on
to apply the whip, are you?
me.”
"But. Lucy”—
“And father! What has come over
him? To think of his Baying that If
you don’t like me you can turn mo
back on him!"
I hurst out laughing. Catching her
about the waist. 1 kissed away hot
tears that were trickling down her
Then 1 explab ed the matter
cheeks.
to her and the next day asked for a
woman, not a horse.

Tender Buds From Hillside
Tea Gardens
F
k

Under the Spell.
Dashaway—A few short hours ago I
was sitting with a girl, telling her she
was the only one in all the world I
loved, and so forth.
And she believed you,
Cleverton
didn’t she?
“How could she help it? Why, I believed it myself.”—Life
ever

—

leave,
Mistress
you
With what motive are you
Mary?
a
ain’t
Cook—It
motive,
leaving?
mum; It’s a policeman.—Boston Confer.

I

Feme.
“Why are statues erected to famous
men, father?” said a child.
“So that they may become known,
dear,” was the answer.-Exchange.
Who by aspersions throw a stone at
the bead of others hit their own.—
Herbert.

so

young

are

situated

on

as

to be still covered

“down.”

Leaves having
the smoothness of flavor and rosewith

like bouquet that make tea
delicious.

so

Teas made from the coarse lower leaves lack the richness and

smoothness of “Fifth Avenue” Teas.
and nerve-soothing effects.

They lack the fine fragrance

Moreover, they lack the distinctive characteristics that have
made “Fifth Avenue” Teas the favorite with discriminating people.

Fifth Avenue Teas
New York’s Famous Teas

Clarion Cooking

Ranges.
proved their right
to your approval.
Thirty six years of com-

rhave

plete

success

are spon-

sors for them.

|csta,B8L3'Ihed

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

ELDRIDQE,

J. P.

Bangor Me.

W

|

Ellsworth.

■

LEES

TAeUh/yersa/

ENT

|

All dealers sell Lee’s Liniment for 25c.
The bottles
are large size containing TWICE THE USUAL 25c QUANTITY

You Can Have a Model Kitchen
as

cool and white

no

heat,

no

dust.

as a dairy.
No smell, no smoke,
No old-fashioned contrivances. The

Oil Cook-stove
is the latest practical, scientific cook-stove. It will cook the most
elaborate dinner without heating the kitchen.

Boils, bakes, or roasts better than any range. Ready in a second.
Extinguished in a second. Fitted with Cabinet Top, with collapsible
1

to

__

gardens

/ We use only the first pickings—
I exquisite flowery pekoe from leaves

Setting Her Right.
want

These

lofty hillsides where the iron soil
grows teas of superbly strengthening quality.

Without Trimming*.
Payne, an examiner at Cambridge
university, whose questions were always of a peculiarly exasperating nature, once asked a student at a special
examination to “give a definition of
happiness.”
“An exemption from Payne,” was
the reply.

So

We obtain our teas from the
world’s finest tea gardens.

^

Squaring the Circle.
The origin of the problem squaring
the circle Is almost lost In the mists of
antiquity, but there is a record of an
attempted quadrature in Egypt 500
years before the exodus of the Jews.
There is also a claim, according to
Hone, that the problem was solved by
a discovery of Hipprocates, the geometrician of Chios—not the physician500 B. C. Now, the efforts of Hippocrates were devoted toward converting
a circle into a crescent, because he had
found that the area of a figure produced by drawing two perpendicular
radii in a circle Is exactly equal to the
triangle formed by the line of Junction. This Is the famous theorem of
the "lunes of Hippocrates” and Is, like
glauber's salts out of the philosopher's
stone, an example of the useful results
which sometimes follow a search for
the unattainable.

no

she ducked.
"You'll have to excuse me just now.
continued the old man. "There comet
a man to make a dicker for some o'
Do as you please
my racin’ stock.
about Lucy.”
It was a terrible disappointment tc
get no further In the matter, or. rather
not to get to the real object of my
visit, but a man came In at the gate
and the farmer went to meet him. 11
looked up at the window where my
girl had appeared, but she was not
there. I waited till there was nobody
about, when she came down and.
marching right past me. made for the
road. I followed and called to her:
“Lucy! For heaven’s sake what’s the

WmUmmuM.

Cautionary Note: Be

acre

you get thia stove—see
that
the name-plate
reads “New Perfection."

11
U

n

V

rests, towel rack, and every up-to-date
feature imaginable. You want it, because it will cook any dinner and not
heat the room. No heat, no smell,
no smoke, no coal to bring in, no ashes
to carry out.
It does away with the
drudgery of cooking, and makes it a
Women
with the light touch
pleasure.
for pastry especially appreciate it, because they can immediately have a
quick fire, simply by turning a handle.
No half-hour preparation. It not only
is less trouble than coal, but it costa
less. Absolutely no smell, no smoke;
and it doesn't heat the kitchen.
The nickel finish, with the turquoise
blue of the enameled chimneys, makes
the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the 2
and 3-burner stoves can be had with
or without Cabinet.
Every dealer everywhere ; if not at youra.
write for Descriptive Circular to the neareet
agency of the

Standard Oil Company
Cl—orpofted)

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

Thu U very much better
deficit.
»K.n the flnanr.al condition a
yea?
haa been adopted
ago. A oe* systwsn
in the treasury statement, and the

Chf <£Usu>ortt) 3.meruan.
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every
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If thi* account should
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voeid be a deficit ot aboat kJ4.000.WX-.
At this time one year ago the fieca.
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POLITICAL JtOTKS.

tative.

The democrat* of tb* etas*
Gouldsboro. Winter Harbor,

STATE TICKET
Pot GoreTBor,
BELT M- FERNALD. of Pound.

Ido

of
Sollivsn,

whole

town*

Fa* represen ialt»e to Conerew.
Third Dwtriet
EDWIN C. BCRLEJGH. of Aarneta.

republican

The second district
held at
was

conven-

1'mted Statu*

Lewiston Thursday
Congressman John P. Swssey was renominst i by acclamation. Congressman
gwseey sodreeeed the coo vent, on. and received an enthusiastic reception.
tion

j

00C5TY TJCKJBT.
Fcr
WILLIAM A. WALKER. of CWtia*.
J. HEEBEKT PATTEN', of Bur Harbor
For SbrriS.
FORREST O. oILSBY. of Ellsworth.
For Cirri of Courts,
JOHN F. KNOWLTON. of ElDworthPor Jodg* of Probate,
EDWARD E. CHASE, of Bluehill.

Coanty Commissioner,
ORLANDO W. FOeB, of Hancock.
For

A*

climax to tb*

a

republican ranks
congressional

first

ever

witnessed

in

the

district of

~~

STATK CO!»V«jrm».
Goveraor

j

Fernald I'aanlmously Re-

Bomllitrd by R»p»bllr»Bi.
Go-ieroor Bert M Frrnald tu unani-

mously renominated
the republican Stale
gusta.

William

being instructed

nomination

W.

last

Wednesday at

convention

in

Au-

of general legislation imNot only
portant to tbe country at large.
it the work of tbe aeaaioa effective in tbe
number of lawa placed on tbe statutebooks, but because at tbe mope and far-

in

McCann, o( Poland,

to cast

to* vote

voicing

I

..

GOC9TV

One of nature's curiosities brought into
The Americas office this week was a twin
daisy, pecked by Mis* Freida L. Sargent,
daughter of Albert Sargent, of Ellsworth.

a complete tariff law at tbe special session, gives to tbe first part ol President
Taft's administration an importance never
before attained by any President during
tbe same period in time of peace.

ol

Among otber important measures passed
were tbe
approved by tbe President,
following.
The railroad bill, extending tbe regulative power of tbe government over common camera by rail.
Tbe establishment of postal savings

**

Prow* Cranberry Itle*. Tremont, Mount
Deteri and Susan t Itland.
A. K. McBkide. of Mt. Desert.

and

banka.
Tbe creation of a commission to inquire
into stock and bond issues of railroads,
with s view to ascertaining il they bare

Seizure *t South Brooksville.

Deputy

Sheriffs GrindetL

Weacott and

W ard well went to South Brooks viUe Sun-

j

been watered

day and raided an Italian boarding-house,
kept by Sylvano Lally. seizing ten barrets
of various kinds of

liquors, mostly

beer

impossible
happen was

withdraw and that other

things

likely

were

to

set at rest at tbe convention last Wednesday, when tbe present
chief executive was unanimously renominated amid great enthusiasm.
And then Gov. Fernald bimeelf pro*

effectually

Renomin*led by republicans of Maine.

was arraigned before Judge Snow
Western Hancock municipal court
yesterday, found guilty and sentenced to
sixty days in the county jail, and a fine of
(100 and costa. He appealed, and furnished
bonds for appearance at October term of

Lally

in the

Dr.

Fred Reynolds, of Dover, N. H., is
his family here.

visiting

Harry McNider has opened ice-cream
Deeded to demolish the almost equally
! parlors in the Gault building.
have
tbe
democrats
stories
which
silly
Harry Bennett, of Boston, is visiting
handed out as shortcomings of the
his parents. William Bennett and wife.
present administration. In his adMrs. Chatman and her daughter, Mrs.
dress of acceptance he presented
Miles, are at Luther Gilpatrkk s for the
facts and figures which to rightsummer.
thinking men effectually dispose of
Dr. Charles Brag don, who has been visthe reckless charges of extravagance,
iting his sister, Mrs. H. L. Smith, reincompetency, unfaithful stewardship turned to his home in Brockton, Mass.,
and graft which have been so freely Monday.
indulged in by the democrats.
July 5.
N.
Gov. Fernald not only gave a satisLANCASTER-BROWN.
factory accounting of tbe State’s
A pretty wedding took place at the home
financial and material condition, bnt of Sir*. E. E Lancaster last
Wednesday
be also made wise suggestions as to afternoon, at 3 o’clock, when her
daughline
of
reforms
future action in tbe
ter, Bernice Helen, and Frederick Emen
Brown, of Waltham, Mast., were married,
and progress.
The bride was tastefully attired in s
There is little danger of the levelheaded voter of Maine being misled dress of white Suesine silk trimmed with
lace net over taffeta. In one corner of the
by the kind of material with wbicb room a bower of
green had been arranged,
the democrats have opened tbe camtrimmed with wild flowers which made s
paign.
pleasing background.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. P.
The Member from the Third District.

|

j

!

j

j

j

__

Following t^ie

custom

which

bas

obtained in Maine for so many years,
bas
made
and
wbicb
following
Maine’s Congressmen so influential in
tbe nation, tbe republicans of tbe
third district have renominated Hon.
E. C. Burleigh for the eighth consecu
tive term. And there are bnt flftyfour men now in Congress wbose continuous service in Congress bas been

longer tban his.
Mr. Borieigb himself admits that be
is not a speech-maker, bat this does
not prevent him from being of great
service to his district, bis State and
the nation. Tbat he will be elected
in September to continue bis career of
usefulness in tbe public service la
about as oertain as anything in the
fntnre can be.

Kiilam,

A. A.

of the

Baptist

church

Ellsworth, using the ring service.

couple

was

unattended.

in

The

j

j
>

Refreshments

served

by Miss I vs Watts, of Southwest Harbor, a near friend of the bride.
Mrs. Brown was a school-teacher, having
just closed a successful term at Trenton.
Mr. Brown is a watchmaker. Both young
people have a host of friends who wish
were

relationship.
After s trip of two weeks, they will make
their home in Waltham, Mass.
them

well

in

their

uew

ASHVILLE.
Mrs. Lin wood Martin is visiting in Belfast.

Thuriow Hammond and Ralph Robertspent July 4 and 5 in Bangor.

son

Elizabeth Havey, of West Sullivan,
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Jessie Brag don.
Edward H. Smith is st home for his vacation, after a successful year as a teacher j
! in the of Attleboro, Mass., high school.
Miss

its administration.
Admission Of Arizona and New Mexico
into separate statehood.
Authority granted to tbe President to
withdraw certain classes ot public lands
from entry in pursuance of tbe national

cock

conservation

of certificates of
authorized for tbe completion of irrigation project* already begun,
but held up on account of a lack of fuods.
An issue

Increase in tbe
two flrst-daas

record

our

navy by construction of

battleships, lour torpedo

boats, and otber craft.
Tbe following legislation eras enacted
upon the President’s recommendation,
although uot included in tbe party platform:

from

republican platform

by the President, and which failed of enactment during the session just closed,
will have consideration daring the next
session, or if not passed then, can be taken
up at the next CongTess. It is important,
then, that the next Congress have a substantial republican majority in order that
all pledges may be kept and all recommendations of the President carried outin this connection, it may be said that
there is no longer any democratic claims
of a walk-over, and the exultation of a few
weeks ago has vanished into a doubtful

;

attitude on the part of the democratic
leaders, while the republicans all over the
country are jubilant and confident that
they will score a big victory in November.
The fact is, the democratic party has

single issue with which to go before
people during the coming campaign,
while on the other hand, the republicans

not

a

the

upon each, and every
Uke an aggressive
stand and appeal to the people with the
greatest hope and confidence.
have several issues

one

of which

they

can

There will be no division in the republican ranks; there will be harmony from
one end of the
country to the other.
There will be an entire agreement-first,
upon the legislation that has been enacted
Soreness of the muscles, whether induced by vioUnt exercise or injury, is
quickly relieved by the free application ot
This liniment
Chamberlain’s Liniment
is equally valuable for muscular rheumatism, and always affords quick relief.
Sold by all dealers.

women of
good charm
k^aale*
X
enroll at ike Dorer Baalneae College, in,™'
ladle*
can
make
>' H
Yoaag
tnufeank
to col eipeoee* la half hy ohtalainc board
and room free. Chaama for yoong meg
Iw
to
*
»IJ per week wared
PrxHton* pa J lag
for graduate*- Write oow

"vrocso

Pfdp EUantrl.

oTT'r

R»T CUM kale-roan (aeatm
to represent
M
A A
Mbmaebamtu
company offering i new ranee pro*.ecu©:- Maie«i
Iona c*»*ed by personal acctd* nu or tiekaem,
for
fit*
all
liNera’ bene
provide*!
accident* *Bd
diseases including Sr»t week ateknea*. doable
benefit* for travel accident*, policy in ciean
red
aeii*
mod cooelae, no
tape*
bar quarterly
premium of fiE good investment lor pureba*.
tr. fine proposition for aalewtnan. can rap]©*
yoar whole time or part time- Writ* at once
for term*, particular*. Aeawcnr D«r*r Koo»
Sru. *1 Rim etreet. Springfield. Ma»*

17*1

FAMILY (t) dr sire* «oau fo,
Wage* 91 per week.
Pleasant. easy fedUea. perm*neat. <Hly is,
*11-round, eompe aot. experienced person accepted No other* should apply. In^aire.
personally ot by mail. X Y Z, care of Jfeemd
oftce. Bar Harbor
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Fuller arrived at Sorrento

her father.

Upon looking

at

P'elerrwf

„*cfcooL

lo

in
«•

'Ww

—
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CARD or TRANKS.
ere cannot thank individually all the
friend* who were so kind daring the
UineM and death of oar loved one. Alvin
Staple*, we lake this way to expre** publicly
our sincere appreciation of their interest and
sympathy. The inquiries as to bis conditio*,
the general offer* of service, the tender words
of connotation, the laviah gift* ot flower*at
the funeral, cheer us in our sorrow. Ib«y
will not be forgotten
(Signed Mt *md Mas. Jambs A. Stah.es,
Mas. Atrtn Brans*.
Oscab IHrmts
Abvilla Moobb.
Ellsworth. Jaly h. DIS-

Vm

CARD OF

TRANK*.

him

llrE wish to thank all those, eepectally the
masonic order, who assisted a*, by
“I am feeling very
V?
bearing
act* of kindness and words of eowaolation.sod
•
senooa
he
in
that
w*a
she
realized
ill,*1
endeavored to lighten the sorrow in the boar
condition tsd telephoned for a physician, of bereavement on the death of our beloved
father. To each end all we are deep:y gratebut Judge Fuller died before he arrived.
ful. and will ever rewwtnber their rymAll of his fire daughters, except one who pathetic kind new.
M- C. Lcbvbt and Wir*.
to
live* In Tacoma. Wash., are expected
»
Dracot ventre. Mass.
funeral. The
arrive in season for the
CARD OF THANK*
daughters are Mrs. Hugh Wallace, of Ta- 1IT
E, the underrifned. wish to exp re** our
White, of Chicago;
coma; Mrs W. H.
thanks to the many trie cd» for thelT
If
bereavement
Mrs. T. S. Beecher, of Tarrvtown, N. Y.; kind a**istance la our recentand
to tte paralso to inose who sent flowers
Mrs. R. F. Mason and Mrs. Nathaniel tor for hU comfort tag word#.
Wwbbldbm.
LMa.
amd
Mas.
Babiy
Francis, of Washington. There are no
Ellsworth. Me July A 1910__
sons.
Mrs. Fuller died Aug. 17, 1904.
NOTICE
Chief-Justice Fuller had been a summer
U. 8. Ciuccrr Corar.
resident of Sorrento the past seventeen
his word*:

and

Ma»mb Dtanucr.

Tout la mci. July A t*l9- 1
Melville Weston Fuller was born in Ot’RAUANT to the rules of the Circuit
Court of the United »tate* for tte DisJL
Augusta, Feb. II. 1333. He was educated trict of Maiae. notice is hereby given, that
at Bowdoin college and
Harvard law Fred L- Mason, of Ellsworth, in said district,
has applied for admission as an attorney sod
school, graduating from Bowdoin with counsellor
of said Circuit Court.
Jastna K Haw «v. Clerk
the class of 1353, and receiving the degree
I —of A. M from that institution in 1356.
NOTICE TO TAX-PAT KK 8,
He received the honorary degree of IX. D.
board of aseeesora will be iu sessios
the second Monday of each month for
from Northwestern and Bowdoin in 1383,
I the purpose of transacting any business that
Harvard in 1391, Yale and Dartmouth in may come before them relating to tbr »***»»•
£. P. 8T*X‘asaiDoa.
I meal of taxee.
1901.
Johm F. Eoy*u
He was admitted to the Kennebec
Hoyt E. Act:*,
Aasewora
county bar in 1356, and practiced law in I Ellsworth, jane ». 1»1»
."■■■■
Augusta two years. He practiced law at
-<
Chicago from 1356 to 1383. He was apLegal jscutta.
pointed chief-justice April 3D. 1388, by
sotiCl Of Fonaaosm.
President Cleveland, and sworn in Oel. 8
of Sorry,
'W'Bfc.REAS. CbArte*O, With*!®, hi*
mortof the same year.
Hancock constJT. *•!»*. by
f?
d 5«k.
a
deed
aereaUenth,
dated
May
He had been a mem be? *» the board of gage
and recorded in the registry of deed* for •*»<*
trustees of Bowdoin college, chairman of county of Hancock, in book *3*. f***’ M6;co°’
in
the trustees of the
educational veyed to me. the undersigned,
years.

THE

—

...

Peabody

fund and chancellor of the 8mitbsonian
institution. He was named as one of the
arbitrators to settle the boundary dispute
between Venezuela and Britiah Guiana,
meeting at Paris in 1399, and was a member of The Hague permanent court of
arbitration.
A funeral service will be held at the Sorrento house this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
The body will then be taken t o Chicago,
where interment services will be held Friday afternoon. Associate- J ustice Oliver
Wendell Holmes will be the official representative of the United States supreme
court at the funeral servica at Sorrento.

creation ol a commission with a
obtaining facts on which the
federal departments may be reorganized
in tbe interest of economy.
Laws aimed at tbe suppression of tbe
Mrs. Smith *m engaging a new servant,
"white slave" traffic.
and sat facing the latest applicant.
“I
of
tbe
Tbe reorganization
lighthouse hope,” said she, “that you had no angry
service.
words with your last mistress before leavComparatively few propositions, a* the ing.” “Oh, dear no, mom; none whatrecomwere
of
runs,
Congress
history
ever,” was the reply, with a toes of her
mended by tbe President and failed.
head. “While she was having her bath 1
jost locked the bath-room door, took all
Whatever legislation was promised by
my things, and went away as quietly as
or recommended
the
Tbe

view to

approval of

the
clean,
straightforward and successful administration of Governor Fernald, who has labored
most earnestly for the best interests of the
Suit* snd its people.
We cordially endorse our senators and representatives in Congress fcr all their acts in
the last Congress, and extend to them our
hearty thanks for their devotion to the fundsmental principles of the republican party.
We stand squarely and emphatically in
favor of prohibition and for the vigorous and
honest enforcement of the prohibitory laws.
We believe in further legislation for good
roads, equitable taxation, the assumption by
the btate of such municipal burdens as benefit the Htate as a whole, and a continuation of
the policy inaugurated by Governor Fernald
looking to the conservation of our forests and
the development of our water powers in the
interest of our own people.
We urge upon our legislature the enactment of such direct primary and other laws as
We

policy.
of £20,000,000

indebtedness

ministration of President Taft as wise, progressive and safe, and commend it for continuing energetically and effectively the wise
and necessary policies of President HoosevelVs administration.
We commend the present Congress of the
United State*, under republican control in
both branches, for its industry and success In
interpreting into law the purposes of the
party as expressed in the last national convention. The reasonable regulation of interstate railroad rates, the conservation of the
natural resources, the establishment of postal savings banks and the adjustment of tariff
duties to new conditions of industrial and
commercial life, have presented serious questions of great nstionai importance, which the
republican administration and Congress have
decided wisely and for the advantage of the
people of the nation.
The ta-iff question has been adjusted by
legislation whicn, in its broad and general
feature*, as is being shown by iu practical
application, meets to an eminent degree the
demands and expectations of the American
people; and by a provision for such further
scientific investigation as may be needed in
in the details of future adjustments. And we
condemn the efforts of the democratic party
to precipitate another general revision, with
the consequent disturbance of business conditions.

There is no donbt that the republi- I
Mrs. Ethel Haskell, with daughter Ruth,j
party will in tbe coming elections ! has returned to East Sullivan, after visitmay properly regulate the conduct of all
exwas
tban
have a better standing
| iog her parent#, William Martin and wife, i caucuses to secure the honest and free exThe
4.
Phokbb.
pected two or three months ago.
July
presion of the proper voters therein.
the fiscal
We favor the ratification by the next legislagovernment is winding up
ture of the amendment to the federal constiAll the figures
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tabyear In good shape.
tution as proposed by Congress, relative to an
relating to receipts and expendituree lets gently stimulate the Uver and bowels income tax.
are now in to
are not yet in, but such as
expel poisonous matter, cleanse the
We pledge to the nominees of this conwill get system, care constipation and sick head- vention a cordial
show that the treasury
and loyal support at the
no ache. Sold by all dealers.
polls.
through the year with practically
can

recommending

for

a scene

county.
The following platform was adopted:
The republicans of Maine in convention assembled here will submit to the people of the
state the following statement of views and
principles:
The republicans of Maine endorse the ad-

EAST LAMOINE.

not. and

1,183 delegate* presof great enthusiasm.
Charles P. Hatch, of Augusta, was renominated for State auditor.
H. E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth, was reelected State committeeman from Han-

the sentiments of tb©

ent, amid

the supreme court.

or

legislation to Congress.
Publicity of campaign contributions m
congressional and national elections.
Tbe creation of a bureau of mines and
mining, with an appropriation of |MBJW>

GOV. BERT M. FERN All).

and wine.

Fernald Renominated.
The Billy story started out just before tbe republican State convention to
the effect that Gov. Fernald would
Gov.

ttw enactment

reaching importance of moat ol them.
Tbe work ol tbia first regular tea*km
taken into consideration with tbe peerage

GOSSIP.

From Eden.
‘-Some
are
haring fine success in
William H. Davis, of Eden.
our North
From BluekUl. Surry. Hancock. Lammne chk ken-raising here/* writes
Erastut CanBrook iin correspondent.
and Trenton.
dage put fifteen eggs under a hen, which
Fkake L Homines, of Lsmoine.
recently hatched oat seventeen chickens.
From Sullivan, Winter Harbor. Sorrento.
This hen was partitioned off from the
Franklin. Gouldtboro, Fact brook, Wale
other bens, and the only explanation that
tkam and totcntkipi and plantation!
can be given is that she laid two eggs
7, S, y, 10, 21, 33,
when she first began to set.”
BkdfoBH E. Tbact, of Winter Harbor.
From Deer lete, Stonington. Sedgusiek,
Itle aw Haul and Eagle itland,
Feed A. Tokkey. of Stonington.

borne

—

j

utuminoei

summer

June *&, from Chicago. He had an ill turn
in Chicago the middle of Jane, but since
coming to Maine bis health apparently
had been very good, considering hit
WASHINGTON I.KTTKR.
advanced age. He attended church SunRepublican Pr»«i- day morning, and when be retired SunWork of tseasloa
day night, he was m excellent spirits,
The « omlng Campaign.
ise* Kept
Repobli- with not the slightest indication that
Wismwros. D. C„ July 2
tbe there was serious trouble with bis heart.
<*o» claim and democrat* admit that
Mrs. Francis, with whom he lived, was
session of Congress: wbich cioeed Jane 25
awakened at 5.45 a. m. by a feeble call
« a* tbe moat effective aince tbe Civil war

,

for tbe nomination, withdrew
convention. Col.
name* from tbe

Hale moving tbe
of Mr. Hind*.

at bn

CONGRESSMAN EDWIN C. BURLEIGH.
R»»oo>ie»««1 by r*poblie»n» ol tb? «hi~i

!

CHartlrt.

area a ad

supreme court, died early

morn mg,

Chief-Justice

J*

Maine, Asher ;

fight

~~

bU

SMALL
general housework.

Sorrento.

j

For Register of Deeds,
WILLIAM O. EMERY, of Sullivan.

FOB EEPBEl'EXTATIVE*.

the

Monday

Fredyear after eleven years service. Ooi.
erick Hale and Judge Edward C. Reynolds,
who were contestent* with Mr. Hinds in
their

For County Treasurer.
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.

in

C. Hinds, ot Portland, was nominated last
Thursday by acclamation as tbe republican
candidate to Congress to succeed tbe Hon.
Amos L. Allen, of Alfred, who retires Ibis

tbe

For Coanty Attorney,
WILEY C. COSABY, of Bucks port.

figbt

hardest

people.

( kiefdH«tlcr ol I*. S. Supreme f’ourt
IMed at Sorrento Home.
Okie!-J i®tice Melville W. Fuller, of toe

tb* legislature.

tive to

whatever,

JTDGR FI LLER DEAD.

Sorrento. Franklin. Waltham. Eaubraofc
ap-river towns bsve nominated Frank
E. Mace, of Great Pond, for representa-

and

For State Aadiior.
CHARLES P- HATCH, of August*.

reason

jderse

Tb* democrats of the Bloehill class
oernunsted Dr. Otis Littlefield, of
BloebilL as their candidate for represen-

have

STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 12. 1*18.

now

House will be repob!nun.
majority will be five or fifty.
be predicted, but there i# no

considering Ihe record
i made hy the President and Congree* that
1 a single neat should be lost, while on the
t contrary, there is seuson to suppose that
many seat* will be gained.
! Tbe country never had a butter Preeia bet ter administration;
| dent; never had
j never bad a better Congress than that
I watch it now possesses, and it i» believed
Without doubt that the people will enwhich,
most heartily the party
j through ite President and member* of
J Congress, ba# done and will continue to
work beneficial to every imeresl of tbe

ginia, the oldest democratic senator
2.39*5 in point of service, died at Washington Last Wednesday, of paraiyaia.

BEPl BLICAN N<>MIN EES.

j

ks*«ubie*li

C*OTTAGB—By

The next

Vir-

John W. Daniel, of

Senator

Eliewonh

revenue.

whether the

expenditure*

The

BEE A ED OOW~- Belonging tTJrr
eadate
May he keen
°*

C10TTAO

ol aatisfaction to Americans
»u2ciently well informed in financial
affairs to know that ordinary receipts
now nearly balance
and

B4Mfc—w wn»teirto*<

and successful in the way

no

Jamamaa Tatar.

i
the day. week or wwiTtk.
Tbe President is frowinf wronger with
Crockett cottage at Contention
people every day. and those who have Apply to Mm E. C. Lone- Ra*t harry,
been nodding their bead# have, within tbe
E—Oa Oak Point road. 1 mil* J7
met few weeks, come to admire tbe chief
*"»» fen her
l-«
itiormZ
*?•*•
Rentes. Baynde, or p
lion apply Wo 4 ^
executive for tbv amount of ie#»»iation
Baou**. Rllewortb
that ha» iieen enacted in a large degree
through hi* quiet but effective effort*.

matter

kt 4.BSJ *:'.i n-«»er** iM

every

the

of k30,fl00.:>30
yenr ended with a deficit
to the account of ordinary receipts
and disburse me sts, and kUV,OQG.«30
taking into con*:deration the account
of the Panama canal. It sr.il be a

tiiiw

Thi* week’* edition of
American i» 2.400 copies.

of

VoVkir-eX^L

It

EE MOTOB-A 1
Belbaaa “UUl.Olaa.J»*« tb. ikrag for
Hood »* ■*«
Itgkt
la Iowa which haa waierworka
wTii ri
Add re** P O. Eoa 1. EllaworthT”
cheap

the

of the tariff
department. Lhirc. in support
be, which has proved to be 10 beneficial
and labor
in
way to the industries

ordinary ncatph and di*tiraeineou
are
kept apart fro® the Paaact

_

.vm

procootina legislation and
ffksency and economy practiced in
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certain real estate situated in aa»d nsrrr.
and certain real estate situated in Oriaac, in
said county of Hancock, and sll o*-rr •“***
described in said mortgage, to which wer*
enee is hereby made for more particular
scription; and whereas the condition of
mortgage has been broken and remain!
broken, now therefore. I claim a fore« o*arr
of said mortgage bjr reaeon of the breach of
the condition thereof
Ararat* N. GoodwinDated lily 4, a. d. 1919.

de-

subset iber nereoy gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will aad teetameot of
EDMUND A. PENDLETON, late of EDEN,
in the county of Haacock, deceased, ao bonds
being required by the terms of asid win.
All persons having demand* against me estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indexed
thereto are requested to make payment im-

THE

mediately.

National Bank j&tatnnmt.
REPORT OF THE

CONDITION
-OF THE-

BdcM National Bet
at

BEAUTIFUL HAIR
G.

A. Fart her grlh the Gmtnl Hair
BeauiUer in the World.

Parisian Sage, the grand and etficieut hair restorer, is guaranteed to
permanently remove dandruff in two
weeks, or your money hack.
Parisian Sage stops falling hair—it
prevent* the hair from fading.
It is the best beautitier of ladies'
hair, as it makes harsh, lusterless hair
fluffy, soft and beautiful. It is a
most refreshing and daintily perfumed
dressing, not sticky or greasy.
Parisian Sage is sold and rigidly
guaranteed by <». A. Parcher. Price
50 cents large bottle.
The girl with
the Auburn hair is on every package.
"In the time I have used Parisian
Sage I have found it very satisfactory,
both as a grower and dandruff cure.”
-Miss Ada M. Bratt, lioosick, X. Y.,
March 23, 1910.

1oil
Yellow bloodhound pup, nbout 2
month* old. Will On ler return to Huiit
E. Davi*, Ell*worth, and receive reward?

PUP

—

fonnti.

Maruaibt Rivisas PasDtrro*

July 5,1910.

Bucksport. in the State of Maine,

the cloee of business.
June 30.1910.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
Premiums on U 8 Bonds.
Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking house, furniture and fix
tures
Due from State and Private Banka
and Bankers. Trust Companies.
and Savings Banks.
Due from approved reserve agents,
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other National Banks—
Fractional paper currency. nickels
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in bank, vix-:
at

Specie.#12.932 §5
Legal-tender notes. 2,330 00
Redemption fund with U- 8 Trewsurer

(5 per

cent,

of circulation)

#1*1 ■*** 42
S0.0M 00

JJ

91,320 06

3.589 »

NMh

~

ft
l®500
61 *

15,252

»

2,5W

^
w

Total. #353.013 75
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.

10.000 00
Surplus fund.
Undivided proflu, leas expenses
ana.M
I*®**
and taxes paid.....V..
National bank notes ouutanding
II
«
2.000
Dividends nnpaid.
Individual deposiu
to check, *20.501 25
Low*'
Demand certificates of deposit.
Caabler’s checks ouutanding.

*®»22!

subject

#553,013 75
ToUl.
STATE OF MAINE.
County or Hancock as.:—I, Harold OHussey, cashier of the above-named bank. ao
solemn!]* swear that the above statement
true to the beat of my knowledge and belter
HAROLD O. HUSSEY, Cashier.
Subscribed and aworu to before me this 5tn
dm70.Jui7.WM.,

th.8I.ITH.

Correct—Attest.
Notary PublicI
PASCAL P. GILMORE.
Directors.
HORACE E. SNOW.
)
PARKEE SPOFFOBD.

J

-^with public travel, the work to
be under
BAPTIST CHURCH.
OCEANVILLE.
flbbfttfefmattt.
the direction of Alderman
Hagan.
Miss Fannie Bickford, who has been
The extension of
lor Acceptance of Private
on
Some
Petition
Water street,
survey
Extensive Repairs to be Made
near Janies Anderson’s
•pending a few days with friends here,
Way-Roll* of Account*.
—Handsome Donation.
shop, was referred
returned to her home in Shelton, Conn.,
; to committee on streets
ot
tbe
and
A
Street Comcity
meeting of members and friends of
Thr regular July meeting
Tuesday.
missioner Hurley, to be attended to at the Ellsworth
la.t evening, there
Baptist society was held in
rtvernment waa held
once.
Capt. Jeremiah Hatch, a former resident
the vestry last Wednesday evening for the
the Fourth, and reon
no
loorum
of this place, died at the home of his
brim!
The janitor of Hancock hall was inTablets
H. B.
purpose of considering the plans that the
takenWin*
strueted to pans in a
Mrs. A. A. Bickford, at Shelton, valuable in case* cf nausea, heartburn,
Aldermen Parcher,
monthly itemized pastor had in mind for the remodeling daughter,
inal
and
Conilagcrthy,
For
distress
after
Indigestion.
eating, |fli'
»,ynr
June 28. Mr. Hatch was born in one
statement of amounts received
tablet will afford immediate relief. *
by him for of the auditorium. A .good number was Conn.,
and Small were preaent at I
Uoon-. Hagan
dition
the rent of Hancock
Powders
Oceanville
and
eigbty-one
years
ago,
hall, together with present, and much interested in the
meeting. Little outaide of |
ed in cases of Distemper, Coughs. Colds. Loss of
i„t
fees collected.
spent his life here until a few years ago.
changes that were proposed.
came before the board.
Appetite, Roughness of Hair, Stoppage of the
Since
then
has
routine hu»inea*
his
winters
in
ConAdjourned.
spent
water, Swelled. Legs, Horse Aft,
After the conference, an informal vote
and Cream of Heaves,
aa folwere passed
Worms, and for bringing
Boll* »f accounts
necticut. He had many friends and was rewas taken of the members of the
Horses Into general good condition.
society
Tartar
THE TRAP SHOOTERS.
lows:
which indicated their approval of the en- spected by all who knew him. Besides as a system cleanser and blood
for
cenpurifier
wo.
3.
aou c» aococwT*
the daughter already named, he leaves an- turies, and cream of tartar assists in
terprise and expressed a desire that the
Amount. Ruin
Ifam*.
f! fU*d
Interferes with Fourth of July work be carried
other
Mrs. E. E. Crockett, of Stoning- the process. Clears the complexion. I
forward.
♦ 16 80
E L Drummey.
Helps rheumatism and gout..
Polict.
ton. Services were held at the church in
Little Pills for the Liver
Shoot In Ellsworth.
An unexpected feature of the
29 80
]
Timothy Bresnahan.
meeting Oceanville.
For Constipation, Headache, Dizziness
was
Interment
at
Greenwood
was the address of Rev.
j
2 00
The heavy showers in the
Michael Linnehan.
H. B. Killam,
early morning
Biliousness,
Torpid Ltver, etc. |
a sweet laxative
There were many beautiful Co era eo Wufprc
cemetery.
2 00
vyaiers confection of sen*
James B Holmes.
sadly interfered with the registered pastor of the Baptist church in Edmeston, flowers.
na and aromatic fruit pastes.
2 00
A tonic
Thomas J Holmes.
N. Y., and a
somebow-cousin of the
laxative for bilious headache, sour V
2 00 tournament of the Ellsworth gi^n club on
James McIntosh,
A.
|
July 3.
pastor. In his address he presented some
stomach, bad breath, blood and bowels. ■
6 00
John H Hresnshsn,
the Fourth. At the hour when the
Witch-Hazel
early of the more striking features of the
Power Co.
190 88
WEST BROOKLIN.
C« |Vp is excellent for dressing wounds and
Oectric light. BHAUR
trains left Bangor and Bar
World's International 8unday school conrain
001
▼ w
Harbor,
Hose
Hale
260
00
Co.
Senator
bums, the bites
Fire dept*
Mrs. Joan Reddy has gone to Brooklin
Carbolic Salve and stings bruises,
wan falling in
of insects, fresh aud old
50
torrents, and nature was vention, recently held in Washington, D.
David Friend,
is excellent for family and popular use in heal* sores, eczema, salt rheum.
to
work
for
Mrs.
Edna
Clay.
He was
21 58 furnishing one of her finest displays of C., to which he was a delegate.
C W Grtndal.
lug Wounds. Sores. Burns. Cuts. Old
John Carter, of Sedgwick, is visiting Ulcers. Tetter. Ringworm. Scabies or
14 00 fireworks as if to make up for the lack of listened to with close attention and the
Martin K Jelltson.
CC 1
Itch, Chapped and Cracked Skin
noise occasioned
j
196
Whitcomb, Haynt 4 A Co,
by the growth of the hearers evidently enjoyed his description his daughter, Mrs. Eugene Friend.
Morrison. Joy A C'o.
60 “safe and sane Fourth” idea.
About fif- of the great gathering.
Mrs. Moulton Cooper and Mrs. Izora
Arnica Salve
H
12
Austin
87
Joy,
l
ine improvements on the church inteen shooters who had
A popular and reliable ointment for
planned to come
Bridges spent Thursday in Rockland.
Licorice
Pow45 00
Lao J Ward well,
wounds
and
bruises.
were kept at
home, and several of the Bar clude the remodeling of the auditorium.
German Laxative Powder.
Miss Etta Bridges, after two weeks at
Wro H Pomroy.
45 00
A steel ceiling, seven feet below the
Harbor men delayed coming until noon.
pres- home, went to Melrose, Mass.,
IOO
BHAUR Power Co,
1.000 00
Saturday
WsterBefore noon the weather cleared, and a ent ceiling, will be put in, reducing the
10 00
E E Springer,
to resume her work.
Library.
of the room to seventeen feet. A
Absorbent Charcoal TabMrs H H Emerson.
14 75 gale from the north, directly in the face height
|
Tooth Powder
Rufus Bridges and Ray Carter, w'ho are
Made without Compression or |£_
of the shooters gave them the most partition will be thrown across the rear of
14 80
,tl3
Msry A Hodgkins.
|
For cleaning, beautifying and preservsweetening.
at
Bar
came
to
employed
the room, cutting off sixteen
Harbor,
Friday
41 M tliftlcult targets they
the
Clara O Hopkins.
teeth.
had
ing
!
ever
feet,
shot
making
at,
goptofsch*.
remain over the Fourth.
2 92 w hich accounts for the low averages. Even the auditorium 44x50 feet.
In the part
High school. E E Ilsbb A Co,
thus cut off from the auditorium there
Miss Minta Seavey and Miss Alice
75 the four experts who shot
[
Hoy C Haines.
the
through
52 40
Ernest D Giles,
program fell down below’ their usual will be two class-rooms, 16x18 feet, one Duffy have returned to Brookline, Mass., Granulated Effervescent Granulated Effervescent
O
56
2
Hopkins,
Test book sop.Clara
each side of the corridor. The
of Soda
average.
Citrate of
partition after a vacation at home.
15 00
Hancock Co Pub Co.
use is of service when a gentle purgaThe experts who shot were Orrin R. will be arranged with lifting doors, so
m
July 4._B.
Mve. its use is of service when a gentle
p
Atkinson. Meatier A
tlve action is desired.
that all may be thrown into one room
j purgative action is desired.
14 70, Dickey,of Boston, representing the United i
Grover,
WEST SURRY.
when necesnary.
6 00 Btates Cartridge Co., the Parker gun, and
t
School bouse, E K Hopkins.
The side walls, as well as the ceiling,
Farmers are expecting a large crop of
E. J. Dupont A Co.; W* B. Dalton, of
4 60
Edward Haney.
SOLE AGENT FOB
Whitcomb. Haynes A Co,
1 17 Portland, representing Marlin Firearms will be finished in steel. Memorial win- hay this season.
dows will be put in, all but one of which
10 00 Co.; G. M.
Herman E Hill.
Mrs. Mahala F. Campbell has much imWheeler, of Brunswick, repreA
a
tissue-builder,
a
blood-purifier,
Vi
rift 1
5 50
Willard P Jordan.
▼
uvai
gchool.
senting Peters Ammunition Co., and have already been pledged. Modern pews proved, and is able to sit up a part of the
Mesh-creator and strength-producer, Nicelle Olive Oil
6 00
I
Alta Cousins,
FRANCK. The highest type ol pure olive oil
William G. Hill, of Portland, represent- will also be put in the church, over two- day.
30 00
producible.
Charles E Alexander.
ing the Remington Arms Co., and the U. thirds of which have already been
Maurice Cunningham and wife are re30 00
Martin Alley.
pledged. The work began yesterday, with
M. C. Cartridge Co.
35 00
Clara I Carter,
ceiving congratulations upon the birth of
Ttao amateurs who shot were F. A. Edgar Strout in charge.
aw
a son.
Amy t Astonry,
In
the services last Sunday, the
Charles
F. Shea, John G.
pastor
KuHtll Nuoo,
2 00 Colby, Bangor;
L.
July 5.
FOR SALE ONLY AT
announced the receipt of
a
bond
for
Dr.
ft00
J.
T.
Shea,
Maynard Quinn.
Hinch, Fled E. Hapworth,
from
fl,000
Charles
P.
00
of
F
ft
AitCottle,
Ernest
A.
Graham and Mr. Pettingill,
DeLaittre,
Myra
LAMOINE.
ft SO Bar
Harold E Treworgy,
Harbor; W. E. Whiting, Frank H. kin, Minn. This is for the purpose of
L. £. Blunt, Chicago, is visiting the
ft 00
A B Moore,
a fund for the benefit of the
| Young, H. F. Wescott, and O. M. Clem- establishing
scenes of his boyhood days after an ab20 00 1
Edward Haney,
and
is
to
be
church,
known
as
the
“Joseph sence of
ent, Ellsworth.
forty years.
Ernest D Giles,
1ft 00
|
First prize for amateur high gun for en- and Sally DeLaittre Memorial Fund” in
Freeman D Hratth.
80 00
honor of his parents, who were valued
tire program, a silver cup, was won by
ft 00
Elmer L IteWitt,
members of the church,
MARINE LIST.
helpers who
Ernest Moore,
7 00 : Charles F. Shea, and second, a traveling
“were loved long since and lost awhile”.
ft00 bag, by F. A. Colby. The merchandise
Leamon Franklin.
Ellsworth Port.
Every Thanksgiving in recent years Mr.
42 00
Thomas E Hale.
Contingent,
prizes for amateurs for score on second
Sid July 2, sch Catherine, Salem, lumber,
DeLaittre has generously remembered the
8 75
B H ft U K Power Co.
hundred birds, a
handicap based on
Branch Pond Lumber Co
and this last gift is so arranged
132 40 •core in first
Hidney P Stock bridge,
Ar July 3, schs Henrietta A Whitney, Bar
hundred, were won as fol- society,
that the principal is to be kept intact Harbor; Mineola, Boston; Scud, Bar Harbor
40 00
R E Muon.
lows :
Ar July 5, Ann C Stuart, Searsport
32 00
John E Doyle,
while the interest is to be
to
the
applied
First, silver cup, Charles F. Shea;
Hancock County Porta.
32 00
Walter J Clark.
current expenses. It is a practical way to
Franklin—Sid July 2, schs C Taylor 3d,
second, Thermos bottle, Frank H. Young;
46 00
PC Burrlll.
insure a perpetual income.
Forest Maid, Searsport
Searsport;
third, silk umbrella, W. E. Whiting;
3 r
N' K Tel ft Tel Co.
i
.Ar June 30, sch Agnes Mabel, Rockland
In view of the fact that the
society has
fourth, fishing rod, O. M. Clement; fifth,
1 00
W J Clark, jr.
West Sullivan—Sid June 90, schs Georgietta,
lost many members in recent years by
1 40
Providence; Eastern Light, Boston
safety pocket axe, H. F. Wescott. FolC w Grindal.
Ar July 2, schs Alice J Crabtree, Boston;
death, but more severely by removal,
2 00 lowing is the score in detail;
George M Campbell,
j
thus cutting into the support of the Mabel Goss, Stonington
60
A G Jellison.
Sid July 5, sch Mabel E Goss, Boston
\
Tot Tot church, the timeliness of this gift is
Ar July 4, schs Storm Petrel, New Bedford;
Target* 20 20 20 20 JO 20 20 20 20 20 shot *cr
F L Heath,
apparent. The members of the church are Franconia, New Bedford
15
17
18
16
16
l>*ckey.17
18 19 15 12 200 163 appreciative of Mr. DeLaittre’s
Clifford Patten.
Ar July 3, sch Lavolta
I
kindness,
ALL KINDS OF
Wheeler. 16 15 is 19 18 i« 17 17 is 15 200 164 and are grateful to him for his rememWalter Lake.
Hill "••• If 15 20 30 18 17 18 16 18 18, 200 182 brance.*
00
George C Austin.
BORN.
Lewis Gray.
Dalton.1* If If If 16 16 17 17 17 17 200 180
60
Charles A Joy,
60
EAST ORLAND.
Young.9 11 i# M 7 9 12 IS 11 13 200 113
BRAGDON—At Franklin, June 21, to Mr and
Hi rain Hamilton.
60
Colby.12 15 11 16 14 11 15 15 12 12 200 133
Mrs Frank H Bragdon, a son.
Miss Olive Farnham has employment at
Shea.13
13
15
150
13 16 17 17 17 12 17 200
60
Eugene Carter.
BROMLEY—At North Sullivan, June 27. to
Mrs. Harvey Gaylord’s.
Clement
Clarence Foster.
II 12 15 IS 14 16 13 14 12 10 200 130
Rev and Mrs C E Bromley, a daughter.
60
Dr. Walter Clark and family are at the FOGG—At Brooklin, July 3, to Mr and Mrs
4 14 13 15 16 12 9 10 12 12 200 117
Daniel Hurley,
WeWOtt
3 00
j
James Fogg, a daughter. [Annie Lois.]
Michael J Drummey,
Poor,
296 83
Whiting ...12 11 11 11 8 11 14 12 10 8 200 108 Bell camp for the summer.
GARDNER—At Oceanville. June 26, to Mr
Shea.18 16 18 17 15 17 8 14 14 13 200 14«
Miss
of
and Mrs Burpee C Gardner, a daughter.
Total.
Marguerite Kincaid,
Ellsworth,
82.691 89
j
180
Hinch.9 16 10 12 17 14 16 17 12
123
[Lucy Mae.]
is visiting at E. II. White’s.
STRBKT COMMISStOSKB'S SoLU.
141
18
200
.15
11
14
14
14
16
11
12
16
Hapworth
HUTCHINS—At Bucksport, June 30, to Mr
81.366 76
Highways.
Mrs. Fred Moses, of Bar Harbor, is the
180 102
and Mrs Melville Hutchins, a daughter.
Graham. ..14 12 9 16 11 13 9 9 9
Bock crushing.
107 T9
80
42
9 13 13 7
LUNT—At Long Island, July 2, to Mr and Mrs
Pettingill./
guest of Mrs. Nellie Atkins.

CITY 3WKKTIJIG.

PARCHERSSPEClAL P REPARATIONS

j

Dyspepsia

j

Cunningham’s OrigImproved

Jn^tant
_

night'*

Sulphur
Lozenges.

|

—

!«?£*•

—

Compound

Compound

Compound

Compound

Antiseptic

/|l£

Phosphate

Magnesia ^1,^;

_

|

83»«

$1.00

25c 50c $1.25 $4.00

PARCHER’S DRUG STORE

|

1

j

I

..

Concrete

___

Real Estate and Insurance

...

F1. L. MASON

C. W.

Sidewalks.

186 58
38 92

Bridges.

Mrs. John Lauterjung, with
1,891

08

GREEN LAKE.

TSACRSaa' SALARY BOLL.
Common schools.
9406 00
■High school.
188 68

School closed June 24, after a successful
taught by Mrs. C. E. Scribner.
Charles, Hazel, Helen and Alma Merrill,
Lydia and Albert Bisson, were perfect in
At the closing exercises,
attendance.
If 1
there were reciations as follows:
Knew, Helen Merrill; A Boy’s Opinion,
Willie Danico; Little Tommie’s First
Smoke, Kalph Bennoch; The Fox and
Helen
Merrill, Lydia Bisson,
Geese,
Charles
Merrill; The Truthful Boy,
Guvilla Bennoch; How the Parson Broke
the Sabbath, Charles Merrill; What a
Little Girl Heard, Lydia Bisson; Me First,
Hazel Merrill; The Experiment, Clifford
Bonsy; How She Cured Him, Owen Higgins, Hazel Merrill, Annie Davis.
term

38888
Grand total.

Keport
printed
ordered

of

full elsewhere,
tiled.

in

Voted,

94,97886

City Auditor T. E. Hale,
wan

received and

for fl.000 in
city
fnror of Bar Harbor A Union Kiver Power
C°- t* delivered to John H. firesnahan,
that

collector,

order

to be

applied

tax of said

to

company.
Petition of B. J. Franklin, A. H. GarInnd and Norris L. Moore requesting city
to accept a private way leading from
Mariaville to their homes, and which has
been in use some seventy* five years, was
referred to committee on streets.
The Bar Harbor A Union Kiver Power
Co. and the New England
Telephone A
Telegraph Co. were instructed to move
their poles near junction of State street
6nd the Waltham road, as they interfered

Judge—You

,

are

privileged

challenge

to

any member of the jury now being impaneled. “Well, then, your honor, OiTl
fight the shmall mon wid wan eye, in the
corner there ferninat yez.”

$

35 00
45 00

$2,496

$6,035 00
4,545 00
900 00
400 00

208 41

191 59

1,000 00

892 60

107 40

400 00

400 00

City poor.
City schools.
High school.

3,550 00

8 42

1,000 00

37 93

2,300 00

889 08

1,063 32

2,475 10

93

990 20

47 73

2,989 08

609 33

400 00

107 23

Text-book.
Schoolhouse.

400 00
400 00

7 52

407 52

8opt.

schools.

500 00

39 74

539 74

Police.

750 00

....

City library.

113 06

700 00

408 42

3,372 921,108 42
3,800 00
2,000 00
2,923 18

3,800 00

City water.
Electric light.

2,000 00
2,300 00

623 18

86 00

72 90

ToUls,

961 73

$34J»6

ToUl credits.
Tout warranU drawn.

50

397 02

166 64

373 10

246 70

616 36

978 18

2,39174

226 93

881 49

1,438 66

2,361 35
2,000 00

10
*

06

372 92

Interest.

Perpt. care cam. lots,
Overlayings.

863

00

3,000

*2,463
*37,369 89
11,820 97
$25,548

16

2,180

762 32

1907
1909
1910

Totals..

137 90

137 90
951 73

*37,369

*11,820 97 *25,548

89

Bewiyed since
Total,
Jnlj 5, mo

last report,

Mason,

over

George Phillips

Condon's sister, Mrs. E. C.
the Fourth.
Francee Gilkey

Pyam Gilkey,
and Miss Dorothy Cook, of Germantown,
are
at the Gilkey bungalow.
Pa.,
Mrs.

Miss

Mrs. John McF'arland and Lawrence
McFarland, of New York, are boarding at
Abbie Wardwell’s for a few weeks.

92

to date.

I8-873 82

61

3,407
46,092

78
36

$69,447 26

report.

Bal. ouUtanding at last report,
Clash

hand,

Total,

M.

a

tine

showing

of

Soper

wife and

baby

are

visiting

W. Ginn’s.

Water

is

been

improving.

B. Ginn and wife entertained An-

* 382 03

2<98273
72 OB

*3,406 84
T. E. Hale, Auditor.

a

yearling

SARGENT —At North Sullivan,
BUNKER
June 26, by Rev C E Bromley, Miss Grace M
Bunker, of South Gouldsboro, to Edmond
Sargent, of Franklin.
At
CROWLEY
HARRIMAN
Searsport,
June 28, by Rev J Albert Corey, Miss Sarah
Harriman, of Prospect, to John H Crowley,
of Corea.
At East Lamoine,
BROWN
LANCASTER
June 29, bv Rev P A A Killam, of Ellsworth,
Bernice Helen Lancaster, of Lamoine, to
Frederick Emery Brown, of Waltham, Mass.
PARTRIDGE—GOODWIN—At Brewer, June
25, by Rev Willard L Pratt, Miss Harriet L
Partridge, of Orland, to Bion B Goodwin, of
Hudson.
SMITH—REYNOLDS—At Bar Harbor, June
26, bv Rev Charles F McKoy. Mrs Martha
Dorcas Smith, of Ellsworth, to William
Henry Reynolds, of Machias.
At Marshfield, Ore,
FLOYD
SPOFFORD
June 29. Miss Lucy Edwards Spofford, of
Haverhill, Mass, to George Stephen Floyd,
formerly of Ellsworth.

July 3 Mark

—

—

—

—

and

us

for low

Teachers Wanted
during vacation to sell

Life

Insurance
to

Apply

B. T. SOWLE, Mgr.

a

sucker.

W. Ginn and

family

ate

potatoes and green peas from their

HOUSE CLEANING
MADE EASY!
That sounds like an impossible proposition, but the Santo Vacuum Cleaner
does it. I am prepared to do housecleaning without removing furniture
from rooms. Operated from any eleotric
light sooket from your own or near-by
home. Prices reasonable.

George

B.

I

Jameson,

St.,

Ellsworth. Me.

Hancock Co. Agencies
DIKD.
At Sorrento, July 4, Melville W
FULLER
Fuller, chief-justice of U S supreme court,
aged 77 years, 4 months. 28 days.
GRINDLE—At Bucksport, June 29, Miss Lizzie Grindie, aged 14 years.
HATCH —At Huntington, Conn. June 28,
Jeremiah Hatch, formerly of Stonington,
aged 81 years, 2 months, 3 days.
HIGGINS—At Indian Point, June 21, Almira,
widow of Benjamin H Higgins, aged 89
years, 8 months, 14 days.
OSGOOD—At Bluehill, July 2, Henry H Osgood, aged 68 years, 9 months, 9 days.
RICHARD80N—At Hall Quarry, July 2, David
D Richardson, aged 68 years.
BALLS—At Stonington, June 28, Alden Marshall Sails, aged 3 days.
At Southwest Harbor, June 28,
SEAVEY
Horatio Seavey. aged 85 years.
WHEELDEN—At Ellsworth, June 30, Austin
L, infant son of Mr and Mrs Harry L Wheelden, aged 2 months.

MUTUAL

UNION

LIFE

INS.

CO.

—

Me,

Ellsworth,

THE=

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by tbe Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace— ii

sure

5

CENTS

BANANAS AT WHOLESALE

LUCHIN1
MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH

it is a

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

Ellsworth

Spring is the time to give your horse

DR. A. C. DANIELS’

ELU3WOKTH

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
catarrh and

Cures all humors,
rheumatism, relieves that tired

garden.
feeling, restores the appetite,
Margie R. Colby gave a short concert at cures paleness, nervousness,
The builds up the whole system.
East Bucksport church June 29.
ladies of the society sold ice-cream and
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.
cake. Proceeds, fll.
Spec.
July 5.
own

The world’s most successful medicine
for bowel complaints is Chamberlain’s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
has relieved more pain and suffering and
saved more lives than any other medicine
in use.
Invaluable for children and
adults. Sold by all dealers.

prices.

130 Water

two

tine colts-#i two-

and

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER, Sales Dept. Portland, Maine

—

—

atrtjirtiannnUa.

well.

On

Write

MARRIED.

—

Potatoes here are looking bad; the plants
did not come up even, and are not grow-

new

Bal.uncol.

1,007 43
2,00918

report,

fur-

was

About 200 attended the dance and supper at Johnson’s pavilion on the fourth.

ing

373 30

on

A tine program

M. W. Ginn has three

92

Paid since last

candidate.

one

4.

year-old,

....

*3,046

on

Kenney and w ife July 3.
N. B. Colby, who was burned out
years ago, is building a fine house.

*26,548

*62,493 88

conferred

Fittings,
Systems.

Ripos,

Rumps,

shall.]

drew M.

undrawn.

4,415
48,13163

were

There were visitors from Arbutus, Highland and Verona granges. A harvest sup-

H.

92

21

~$3,406 84

Mrs.

poorly,

$26,548

Balance

92

3,408 84

Mrs. Clara Condon and
visited

Mrs. Bertelle H. Ginn, who has

underdrawn
AcdbunU overdrawn.

Accounts

treasurer's

Balance on hand last report,

Mr. and Mrs. Story ind two children, of
New York, and their guest are boarding at
Mrs. E. C. Mason’s.

W. R.

373 30
..

Everett, Mass.,

arrived Sunday for an extended visit with
relatives and friends.

at Mark

* 9,573 82

.”.

of

roses.

86

951 73

COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNT*.
Col. since
Uncollected last
last report.
auditor’s report.

Tax.

Agnes Forsyth,

Mrs.

NORTH ORLAND.

TAX

1889-1904

cottage.
Frank Wentworth and wife, of Brewer,
were the guests of W. L. Wentworth one
day this week.

Maria L. Ginn has had

_

73

of

July

2,379 75
'292 77

Hiram A Lunt, a son.
SALL8—At Stonington, June 23, to Mr and
Mrs Marshall E Sails, a son. [Alden Mar-

Harvey Gaylord and two children,
Buffalo, are occupying the W. O. Buck

per was served.
nished.

400 00

3,568 42

1,037

Bal otcrdrawn.

572 62

1,000 00

Fire department

Rein-

Mrs.

grees

$3,538 19
3,280 23

81

1,275 77
327 38

Rock crushing.
State road

of

visiting

son

sister, Mrs. E. G.

her

regular meeting of Alamoosook
grange June 25, the third and fourth de-

(After charging off rolls and orders passed June 6, 1910.)
Total Warrants Bal unAppropria- Sundry
derdrawn.
credits, drawn.
credits,
lion.

Contingent. $6,000 00
Highway. 4,500 00
900 00
Bidewalk.
400 00
Bridge...

holdt,
Wiley.

is

At the

CITY AUDITOR’S REPORT.

Fund.

Material Furnished

Building

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms
•HO

PAY, HO

All kinds of l&nndry work done at short notice
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
Ellsworth. Me
Kstey Building. State St..

$rofu*Umal

J)R.

C.

E.

from
building on Water street to
building corner Main and

nor

the
Hancock streets, recently occupied by Mrs. M. Linnehap.

HERBERT COUSINS, Prop.

Cart)*.

Horse Renovator
Powders
Gives Vim and Strength,makes New Blood,
Acts on the Kidneys and Urinary Organs.
DR. DANIELS’ book on Horses, Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Dog and Cfet, FREE at

WHITCOflB, HAYNES & Co’S,
and GEORGE A. PARCHER’S.

HOLT,
BANGOR,

ELECTRICAL SZS.!"*

DENTIST.

Pull LIum of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

ALICE
RESTADRm
THE CQDSlHS
the Oaymoved
has been

WA8HKB.”

H.

SCOTT,

SPECIALTY MAD* OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of the Uuion Safe Deposit A Trust CoH of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.

Cor. Main and Water Sts.

Store),

(over Moore's
Ellsworth, Me.

Battalia

a

AND FIXTURES.
WMif ut Sapflla Ckartoll, dtra.

ANDREW M.
Bate, Building. State St..

MOOR.
Ellaworth.

The proeoeeion of low prieaa it moving
headed by advertieort fa
1
Drag right along,
THE AMERICAN.

aknL

COUNTY NEWS.
FJSANEJUN.
91 Sti» EDiii*.

M*u WisifBMl Goo marwNi to Km*-

Fn£Uj.

Mia* Marjort* Bmfdop
h«ft iMlma.
M

Batty,

Generate*

a*

ai home

a

from

Creter
Tb-cse
*so

has

j

Mr*. Kii Hcomion. who uwtel at W.
A. Barry « ia*i week, returned home Fri-

dayHerbert Marshall,
i* netting f**iativ«e ai Pnaa Edward
Irtaad.

with ha anos,

Hast Flora Goodwin, of West Mifiraa,
w*» the truest of Mia Berate* Dana snx-

|

tbe

beasden

I

Baaece.

The onset*!* game Jaiy 4 by the FrankHancock lemmm *ae a drawing

lin and

The

card.

team

home

cottage Thursday. She
panied by her *o« Arthur.
Mr*. WiTlard, Mias Mary
her

delphia,
«

Mr*. Amelia Bow dm

firagdoo,

and Mrs. Mary A.

of w«i Sail; van.

were

gaesi* of

Beagdo® Friday.

Mrs. Haiti*

Mines Hazel Baffloaand Fame** X>yex
left Friday for Hancoca Point, where they

employed

will be

tftia

Hazel Clara

Mias

wee*, a;

CenifwrilJe,

he

lightful

with her

Bersedkteo*

W

and wife.

Under tte management of Mr*. J. D.
Mtarty formated
dinner and sapper at tte ton hall July 4.
Fresn salmon was served at each meal and
tte bill of fare woo many expression* of
h:os». tte Methodist

Thursday.

Being

one

of tte

Singing

July

fraternity,

added* tte pres'ratatioo of a
silver tea* poo a* by otter
tsemtets was a pleasant surprise to Mrs.
Coiilaa.
and

aewjy

half

congenial people,
friends who will

a

Tte grammar schools
weather for their

fine

were

Friday evening

cise*

at

the

Baptist

Tte programMarch; prayer.
F. E. Proven, piano solo* Miss Mayo;
recitation*, iioiU* J. Orcctt, Marcia F.
Gordon. Velma F. Wallace, Ernest C.
William*: solo, Mias Mary Gordon; recitations. Nora B. Banker. Otho F. Hraith,
Marion J. Wentworth. Raymond W.
Biaiadell; solo, Mia* Viacom her; recitations, Eirena be Beck. J. Boyd Robertson,
Gladys V. Butler, Blanche L. Gordon; address and
presentation of
diplomas,
superintendent Maarioe C. Foss.
J Qly 4.
B.
Rev

Charles Carver

Mrs. Ansel

idg

friends

visiting

teanley,

who has been

friend* in Rockland and

A

in

viait-

Camden, i*

Rev.

to the

viiie, will

June 116, by

are

B. Cole and daughter Mary

Ells

Chalto and

Mr*.

home of

at

electrical

Chatto's

is assistant matron snd Miss
for the

summer

Anna nurse

’‘Rosemary cottage"—
of the Congregational

at

the mission home
charch of Boston.

July

week

and two

Cambridge,

from

occupy the Lorrimer

are

Mr*.

are

daughter Maud
Kelley, of Waltham,

Alice
here to

spend

party

their vacation.

came

from

Ellsworth

.Saturday to stay over the Fourth at M. R.
McIntyre's camp on the shore of Skillings

Bar Harbor last

fittingly

was

In the party were
Mr*. Nellie
Martin, David Carney, wife and two
children, Clyde Richmond, wife and two
children, and Harvey Salisbury and wife.

concert

in

observed

the evening.

was

in the harbor

July

the

4.

Addison Lori mer, of Bangor,

at

was a

the parsonage last week.

Richard returned

of Bar

Saturday

from a few days’ visit with his
parents in Winlhrop.
Miss Gladys Stinson is home for a few
days before going to Northeast Harbor,
where she nas employment for the sum-

Harbor,

Miss Belva
Lew

is

are

Mrs. Ernest Perry and little daughter
rSorrewto, are visiting her parents, J. W. Stinson mad wife.

Hugh

will

Lindsey

build

a

and wife

house and

Lindsey

are

make

here.

home

this

July

July!.

Mr.

Mnt

2.

Stover, of Cambridge. Maas., is
visiting his parents, R. P. Stover and

£$&trtlftCm<2U*.

wife.

Health Demands

Min Hittie McIntyre and C. Mary Cam*
attending the educational meeting in

are

that the bowels be
regular. Neglect means sickness.
Sluggish bowels are quickly

kept

Boston.

William Forsyth, of Bocksport.

cupied

oc-

pulpit of the Congregational
church Sonday.
Henry A. Saunders and Kencetb L. Osthe

good have gone
have

to

regulated by

Boston, where they

Littlefield

was

Dominated at

representative

to tbe

as a

candi-

legislature.

Mina Douglass, Mrs. O. M. Stover
snd Misses Nellie Douglass and Fanny
were

Bangor

in

last week

on

hbmMc.al Bl

MdEmrr^n.

nosi-

ness.

Elf's
«*

*

6h.

«

at*
Relief at

Karw

-bed..
Once.

and

■

H.

connecting

_

W^s.

TBC limaoMl
A a* r«

L*SU»!
tnu*

at Bound.

1*1*

Berths Blanchard and two children
Bar Harbor.

Her

house

Trenton, has

has

her

French,
father,

Hall’s.

RETURNING
Iveave Boetos
for Rockland.

3

p

in

Leave Rockland 3.13 a cn. or on anrtrV of
from Bowtoc. dally, except Mor '»y,
tlartwr, Btueblil, Sedgwick. a© iuter-

for Bar
medlate

landing*.
K. L. SMITH. Accnr. Bar Harbor.
A. M. If It a KICK. Agent, Bluealll.
E 4 Rato*. Agent, Sedgwick.

M. J. Dii-mbkt

AM

seal

H.

Harbor.

Bar Harbor.

VJaokeag.

Franklin Road.
Washington Jonction.

*7 22
7 30

gUaworth...
E 1.worth Falla.

7 t;

Nlcolin

..

2£?5'
L*.ke.
Lake
Phillips

BROUKSVILLE.

Holden..
Brewer Junction.

Bangor.
u

same.

..

New

SandsVI

AM
AM
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a 40 ’ll 06.
9 u) 11 20
0 10 11 »
9* 11 so
IS SO
1 15 "4 15

....ar
on
•

Junction
a

by

the

school,

led

by Hope Joy

as

July

mar-

i
POOR. FOOLISH WOMAN.
trying to improve her complexion by
face cream when the trouble is in (he
If she does not read this tell her,
some one. that Lane’s Tea. the great laxative
and regulator, moves the bowels each day.
driving oat ali impurities from the blood and
making clear and beautiful skin. Druggists
and dealers sell Lane's Tea, 26c- a package.
She is

using

blood.

*

Chips.

“FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS HAVE CLUED
ME.”
The above is a quotation from a letter
written by H. M. Winkler. Evansville, Ind.
“I contracted a severe case of kiduey trouble.
My back gave out and pained me. 1 seemed
to have lost all strength and ambition; was
bothered with dizzy spells, my head would
swim and specks float before my eyes. I took
Foley Kidney Pills reguia ly, aud am now perfectly well and feel like a new man. Foley
Kidney Pills have cored me," G. A, Pan-

es aa.

!
\

[

Mrs.
Na»al Catarrh* an inflammation of the
delicate membrane lining the air passages, is
not cored by any mixtures taken into the
stomach. Don’t waste time on them. Take
Ely's Cream Balm through the nostrils, so
tnst the fevered, swollen tissues are reached
at once.
Never mind how long you have suffered nor how often you have been disapwe
know that Ely’s Cream Balm is
pointed.
the remedy you should use. All druggists.
50c. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
New York.

t
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Stopa to lease paascngcra Irom caat of tVsshtngtou
Duily except Sunday morning, t Monday a only

short time, !

Curtis Young, who has been visit-

Surry,

I* M
*7 10
720

I! I..

*

York.ar..
Stopa

home.

tor

7 47

17 56

AM

Portland..ar;.
Boston

Olin, who have
been employed at Swan's Island, are at
son

at home

4 00

Hancock Point.
6 35
Sullivan ....
Dwerl Perry.
7 SO
7 07

Mrs. Susie Campbell and Mrs. Hannah
Friend, who are ill, remain about the

Paris Carter

de

Sorrento...

L.

Albion Closson and

.lane 20, 1010.

BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Mantet
.de.
Southwest iisrbor.
Northeast Harbor.

Robbins.

Jane 30.

In K fleet

]

G0TTS ISLAND.
BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.
Dr. Lester Powers and wife, of Baco, called here
by the death of bis brother
graduation
John Carroll, of Southwest Harbor, is
r U
PM
1 M
PM
were recent guests of Mias Nellie Crab*
New York.jp ..!.
Dallas.
The Bap:g gg
doing mason work for Dennis Driscoll.
boston. ..*10 00 *10 00
: tree.
AM
in
was
dress
for
the
occachurch
tist
gala
A. J. Candage and daughter Lois, of Portland ..It
20 *1 ». *7 00
The Willards, who have been staying at
Miss Harriet Johnson, of Machias, was East
AMAM
FM
sion, the class colors, green and white, Mrs. Burnham's
u
Bluehili, were at L. O. Fowler’s Bangor
bungalow, left Thursday. the
..it
5 50 •« 10
9 30 *11 06
last
week
of
H.
M.
Johnson
and
the
Across
front
of
the
guest
predominating.
Tuesday to remove their household
M. V. Babbidge made a new mast for wife.
Holden.
S
S
aSv*.
in
letters
on
a
white
backstage
green
goods.
E. L. Gotl’a sloop Daisy, and left for
PhuiipaLake.1.r«4*Ti!!oi::::::
Dr. E. G. Abbott, of Portland, spent
ground was the class motto: “Step by Capt.
June 27.
A.
Ellsworth Thursday.
Step.”
Bunday at the home of his father, Alonzo
Ellsworth Pulls...
...
10 bt
PRETTY MARSH.
The exercises were largely attended and
Capt. Joseph Bragdon, of St. Paul, Abbott.
the program was carried out in a manner Minn., and a party of five are guests of G.
Frank Haynes has gone to Northeast
Miss Carolyn Oaks came from Bangor
that reflected highest credit on those who H. Kirkpatrick and wife at the St. Paul
Hancock
til 08 1
! Balurday to visit her mother, Mrs. Olive Harbor to work.
2.

dally, except Suaday,

*team«rr

Burry grammar school bad its
exercises Wednesday evening.

cottage.

;< m,

R.

Thursday.

E XEBCfMEH.

took part and to their instructor.
The graduates were gowoed in white.
The class was escorted to the platform

3

sister, Mrs. Leland, is with her.

2.

John Wallace spent a few days at his
home in Boston last week.

Mary

HANCOCK.

GRADUATION

8ed**r!<*fc

sum-

John Allen, of East Boston, and George
Bailey, wife and son, of Bar Harbor, recently visited Mrs. Bailey s sister, Mrs.

of

V'oung and wife.
July 2.__

Spec.

brave*

Catherine

|

to
care
who
assistance daring the next St*
tear* aod are le*al resident*
Ilswerth. I !
forbid ail person* trusting the a on my account. »« there t* plenty of room and accomodation* to care for them at the City Farm

summer.

July

Straw or

rosy

for

daily, except *u-dav. for Herrick * Lat!:!**.
South BrooknvUle, Egsemoccin, l>trlgo ir-l
Rockland, connect!nc with Meatner for (lotion.

M «iiw
Av* A*
I

Pauper .Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth
HAVING
for those
support mod
need

Richardson, of Southwest Harbor,
visited relatives here recently.
Miss Flora Richardson is at Kennebunkport Beach, where she has employmeot lor
of

*

S01D BY DRIGGtSTS EVIR1VIMERC

on

£ben

moved into her house here for the

BRAnn.

r

Bar *r T«
>l>Ml
CHI-4 III S-TFB ft
HR CM* PlU*.
a*
-g^-r v-ripirsMiiE
t~“~

Mrs.

called

t»

arttb Meaner

Steamer Bootkbay leave* BlueMH 2 pm,
dally, exempt Sunday, for Sooth Bluer.:.1,
logton, North Haven and Rockland. con&cciinc
With •traw.er for Bo*ton-

CHICHESTER S PILLS

HILL.

Mrs. Francena Rich,

Way; RA.OO Rouitd Trip.

On*

•••

Mrs. Mi os Richardson has employment

mer.

•4.23

Cat ..rrh r:4 drive*
x
way aCoid a» the Head qiuUy. Before*
C.
of 1.„ "b Kil femeU.
Full *.z# j
Steawer 4. T Moree leave* Bar Harbor 2 m.
-*«
«,♦
m or
fwby mail. Fkjtxid ; dally, except Sunday, for Sea! liar tor v prtc'a If
c fr.s* in rttnahm75 <**.
ea*i Harbor, N>«Uwe« H*ju»r. BroukUn, [Her
v,
rs,
\%amB3 S;r»-et, New Yor:. '■ I*le. Sargeotvlllc, Dark Harbor and Rockland,

tbe seventieth year of his age.

the

promts

--

illness, at the home of
wife. He leaves a widow, one son
snd three daughters. Mr. Osgood was in

wife

Between

1

a

snd

Stanley and
friends here Sunday.

*

Bar Hart>or and Boston:
H als

resident of

lingering
Willis H. Osgood

are at

I

Bala

wrean?

at “Winnecotte”.

July*.

i

Eastern Steamship Coop?

CATARRH

C. Clemmshaw and wife, of Troy, N. Y., I
W. H. Cieminshaw snd family,
of Cleveland, O., are spending the summer

Henry H. Osgood, a former
town, died July 2, after

TW mK wnltraN pritmi Imd of
rtpatatiaa «Btf —motnn ia

PHILADELPHIA!
ftaiiuaBa ml iuaasoiti

FOR

season.

this

Midway between Broad Street I
Station and Reading Terminal I
on FJbert Street
I

A Beilabia Bsmsdr

Johnson and wife, of St. Paul,
Walter Rich and wife, of Cleveland, O.. have opened their summer home
and

for the

I

Beecham’s
Pills

employment.

Dr. Otis

Mechanic Fails, is
George French, at

guests of Mrs.

Mrs. Charles O. Palmer and son, Robie
Ellis, of Dexter, are spending a few weeks
with Mrs. Palmer’s parents, Capt. P. H.

resigned
his position
in the Carlisle institute,
where he has served twenty-five years as
professor of chemistry.

their home.

w. T. BRCRAKJER. RuiP;
rufapaaa, !!-»• pm day and up
tmmi—. HJ) par day and up

of friend* here.

been

Prof. W. B.

-WINDSOR HOTEL

Mary*rei Hinckley,

Barboar and

of Bloehill, were married Saturday night
at that place. They have the beat wishes

coos

T. S.

Marjorie Liscomb,

Miss Bue Haynes DeLaittree, who has
ia Lamome visiting relatives, arrived

mer.

B

Clara, of

Miss Dorothy Bingham, of New York,
is at the Permstron cottage for the •eaaon.

and wife, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday at Georgs Ray's.
Mrs. Bertha Kay spent Thursday of last
week with
Mrs. Billings and daughter
Josie at Center.

Liscomb.

visiting

ji
■

t>*«

Mr*. Bessie Hanford, with two children,
Boston. u» visiting her parents, J. A.
Hamblen and wife.

Lionel Stewart

Garland spent last week
with her parents, Waiter Duoton and wife.
Mrs. Charles

Misses Doris Burr and
son

am* r*»«t
D C.

_WASHINCkTOrS,

visiting

is

I

Wrtto -tr errtnm toHE
ns M fwMia *w r»tw4

of

at

BARTLETT'S ISLAND.
Mrs.

IoaocuntokWD

pros.

Are.

SALISBURY COVE.

Stanley.
Hawke* and

Xiy

Oliver Mill*, of Portland.

I>r. A. M. Thomas and wife, of New
York, are at -The Birches" for the season.

Joseph

summer.

Stanley,

Agnes

Miss

Mass.,

and Dr. Walter
Waltham, Mass.,

for the

cottage

to

son

and wife of

at their

Mass.,

cottage.

Amo* Thomp«onSand

Thompson

came

4.

tr
ojrkwot
mnd Utl fr** r» .v -n. ■
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auto*

an

friend* and relative# here.

Mrs. Ella Walls is ill.
sous

mii

&mrrtiscinntt»

WEST 8TOS1SQTOS.

a

BEECH

MARLBORO.
last

July

Robinson, of Bar Harbor, is
few days with hu family.
Wallace Hinckley and Norman P. Merrill are spending a few weeks in town.
spending

_

Mr*. Wanamaker

became

mobile.

C.

4.

frightened at
No one was injured.

bones

lee-cream

are

0. W. TtrtiT.lo’T
nm Sari Bank
W. K ow*, frM*d«it

A.

Carrie

employment.
Calvin Turner, with one of Irring Cundage s teams, had a smashep Sunday. The

and Mrs.

company.

Btmson, a teacher in New
Jersey, and Miss Anns D. Stinson, a
trained nurse from Boston, spent last
week with their father, P. Stinson.
They
left Monday for Eliot, where Miss Susie

guest

W. K.

8CRRY.

the

at

Miss Basie H.

Eva Greenlaw', of Oceanvilie. is
spending a few days with her sister, Mrs.

_H.

are

parents for ten
days before leaving for New York, where
Mr. Chat to has taken a position with an

Mr*.

They

wife

4.

mate

Leach, of North Blue bill, visRichard Giles and wife Monday, r*
rwu‘f for Northeast Harbor, where he has

A. W.

at their cottage.

shipped

as

parorulart (squire of

Nahum

July l._Spec

date for

P.

at

Far

ited

Mrs.

is

OWK TOUR OWW ROME.

wafer*.

tbe democratic class convention

C.

has

r

nobscot.

her house very
served

Tapiey

Pearl

ciate

A

large boaton n trip

outing here.

summer

Slatem. II toe*. wamtK/v
mmttn, II per .Kan.

Bucknam. Ospt Maurice Perkin*, of Pe-

were

The fn^nds present appreMrs. Partridge's kindness in giTiog
them thu opportunity to meet Mr McBride before hu departure on Friday.
and

a

of the three-masted schooner

will be much mused by those
who hare thoroughly appreciated his
bread scholarship, liberal mind, optimum,
aod the practical and heipUd quality of
the sermons preached dan sc ht» ministry
of nearly two aod a half years.
Mrs.

Stover

Byron H.

mer.

Banger-

Edna

4.__

Mr*.

yacht Tekla II.
Mrs. G. A. Frock snd Mrs. S. W. Greenlaw are at the lighthouse for the sum-

her mother here later,
daughter, Lina, s teacher in
Bpringfleld, Maas., with a party of
friends, will go abroad to spend her vacation. Alice Robbins, soother young lady
from this village, is one of the party.
_

a

day

Capt. Emory Oott
one nigh: last week in

Dr.

Mrs.

the

river.

Childrens’

I-,n

2.

in

by

week

Donald White, of Waterville,

and

was

GalUson

W'lUiam

Stinson's.

.V.

EvaGott

home

EAST SURRY.

week.

and

while their

July

July

A backboard
Mrs.

her

illness of their sister.

ChpC.

He

Partridge had decorated
prettily with flowers, aad

open.

»bm frrn am borrow os rosr
tbtret. jtre t tost taooear- tad
reduce it eeetT mowrs * Moots
pa turrets Md latere* tore tie r
wifi tmount to bat imVaar.
Utsn you are bow par®* to,
rent, tad IB about tea reart yi*,
Will

R. Kimball, jr.. of the banking firm
£. &. Kimball Jk Co.. Boston, is taking

his usual

preseal to cay farewell to Mr. McBride
aod to give him their good w ishes for the

Bev.

Portland last

the exercise*,

4.

friend, of

a

at

Hassell.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Jacob Greenlaw and wife came from
Islesboro Wednesday and opened their
hou*«* here. Cap*. Greenlaw returned to
Ialeshoro Friday. Their daughter Vivian,
school in

called to

serious

management, who made the affair

July

town, hot who for the past few years has
spent a part of bis time with his daughter
in Shelton, Conn., died there June 28.
He
was greatly beloved by his friends, and
will be greatly missed here, as he had
spent most of the summer on the island.
His age was eighty-one yearn.

public

After

arrived

Arthur Loander and
were

a success.

brotner, Mr. Leonard and family, ail of
Cambridge.
Cap*. Jeremiah Hatch, formerly of this

teacfcrr in the

is

Friday evening, July 1.
Opening address, Mrs.

Warren.

Wooster and

Calkins, wife and little son, of
Oroao, are vtsmng Mr*. Calkins' parents,
George A. Foas and wife.

part was carried out by
Mr*. Frank Hodgdon. Mr*. Mary Harper
and Herbert Butler.
Much credit i* due

Mrs. Edwin Carman and daughter left
Friday for Marblehead. Mas*., to spend
the Fourth with Capt. Carman, who is
employed on a yacht there.
Mr*. Van Wyck, of Cambridge, Maas.,
who is summering on Gray's point, is en-

a

Mr.

Fidelia

Mr.

and

given

Hopkins, of Trenton, visited
fared*, A. I. Carter and wife, last

Mr*.

and the musical

Fred W’ebfo and daughter Muriel
and Mr*. Charles Wrebb, of btonirigum,
werv guests W’ednesday of Mr*. Austin
Smith.
Mr*.

Adams,

was

Carter, of Nieolia, spent Bandar

Worcester, Mass,
here .Saturday,

of

Oa Jaae 3X Mra. W L Partridge opened
boas* for a farewell receptioa to Rev.
Wviliam H. MeBnde. who boa recently resigned the pastorale of the Congregafriends

now

WIT PAT rest

visiting her
parents, Millard Leighton and

s

»er

future

painted.

ts

Wellington. Redman took

Wilbur

cottage last

week.

ice-cream, cake and lemonade were sold.
The receipts, f!5.3B, are for the church
repair fund. The literary part of the program was in charge of Mr*. Mabel Somes

N. Garland, who has been visiting friend* here, went to her home in Bar
Harbor Monday.

sister,

entertainment

her

Mrs. Letts*
her

The program:
Mabel Some*; chorus, nine boy* and girts;
chorus; recitation*, Misses Gladys Gray
and
Mi*® Marjorie
Hodgdon; chorus,
boy*; patriotic exercise, four girls; quartet; recitations. Misses Marian Hodgdon
and Carmen Harper, solo, Mr*. Frank
Hodgdon;
drtlL eight boys; chorus;
sketches from lives of patriotic leaders,
five girls; chorus; recitation. Miss Bernice Ashley; solo and chorus.
Address,

Mr*. C.

tertaining

fine

Center church

Edward Judkins last a hone recently.
The animal got into a swamp and was not
able to get out.

Mrs.

sisters Sadie

at

Mr*. Dyer, of East brook, who has been
visiting relative* here, has returned home.

here.

and

Hanum arrived

Leighton

E.

Nearly ftfty

if

A SEW SERIES
tt

ing party recently in his launch
to Green island light.

BLCEH1EL.

Carl Gray and Howard Osgood
Northeast Harbor for the summer.

S.

Mr*. Augusta* I. Carter recently visited
relative* in Bar Harbor.

_

home.

her

Augusta,

Mr*.

V. M.

Gertrude, who were called here by the
death of their mother, Mrs. Clancy, hare
returned to Owl * Head.
N.
July 2.

SOUTH DEEK IBLE.
u

of

4.

many

exceedingly.

them

July

both

are

made

with rthlim her*.

i* home from Farmington normal school for the summer.
Mr*. SL D. Harper and daughter, Mrs.
Koppei. and grandson. Alien Goodwin,
visited Alien Fierce and wife, at Weal
Tremom this week.

exer-

church.

Flossie tee kin*
Belfast.

M- Lean.

spending a few week*
Mist Mildred Fierce

favored with

graduation

L.

E.

miss

have

week.

SEAL COVE.
Mrs.

They

and

MT. DEBEKT FERKY.

ASOJt.

dozen

bungalow here,

a

and the last to leave.

...be boa!

4.

Gray have

journey.

t»^nty-four year*. They were usually
the firtt of the summer resident* to arrive

Recitation.Florence Morgan
Recitation
Hareey Black
Recitation.Hariaad Carter
Closing add tea*..Ada Emrr^o

apprtf:..*: ,->a.
Tte X. E. C. enjoyed the hospitality of
Mr*. Ererard Cousin* at ter new home

and

or

Morgan

ence

M

ia

C.

tional chare*.

deck

as

wife.

loading atom at Boltiraa.
♦.

Frank

husband

L Ctattm aad WiafeM SuitQ^t
too. atr ward, of the tcaaaotr Alice J.

•Jaly

having

their houses

man are

O.

rani

cm

of u»

Hlmrtl Imad BUllaiia'i

Fred Cede. John Giles and Emma Sher-

_

and have been coming to the island regularly each yaar for the past twenty-three

Rc-cliattoa.......- tee Black
IccTUtioa. ..—.Ethel Morgan
SeciSMiei
...Abbie C a adage
.-Joliet <. aadage Grace Carter
■v»ng
Krciianeh.
Mem.: Carter
Rec nation...Walter Stack
c
Dtaiogae.Leawood aadage. Alton Can*
&afe. Abbte Oaadagt. Ada Enertoa Flor-

Baiter, w.fe and young ioa. of
West EofSeid. are fpeodhif their vacation
w jtib Mrs. Bailer s parents, C. E. Dweikj

F.

unable to stand the

Mr. and Mrs.

E dark

_

..

Otii

at

Andrew Turner has shipped
hand <m the steamer i. T. Morse.

Mr*.

hone while the

vMrturMVT wui

lst«M ia

Lads R. Peabody is prostrated by
attack of lumbago.

Mm

Mra. Aabta* Wooaar.

are

ib

a severe

Arthur Saiiakory aad wife aad Viota
W ..water. of Waltham. Man. cam Freda y
for a read aiU Mra Baiiabwrr'a mother.

tratjtree.

fine* ekm-r field

has the

town.

ik.

here

The many
Gray
wife, of Cam bridge. Mass., are sorry to
ieara that they are not able to come here
ikw year, as Mr. Gray is in very poor

Foarth with hi*

i.

came

friend* of

family.
*pead
VOb<A5 * RAT SCHOOL.
Ecfaai HsHLaoo and Edward Bragdon,
After a pieaaant term, tbotigb inter
who left tea Bar Harbor rboraday, hare i
rspted by cnaage* and *>cxrw»». tbe pupils
pcmiUoob a; the New Florence hotel.
of Morgan'♦ B*y school presented tbe lot'
Hehoonea Oliver Mitchell baa iooded low tug program, Friday. July 1. to an inwstn
biocka and ercaewalks for W. IS.
terested aadienoe of parent* aad tnemU
Bhhddl Co., and seiied for Ne w York.
Singing.—...............Sebooi
Rrcttattea.........Alexander Casdage
Mrs. E.izaoech Gate*, of Cart me, joined
Haryana Carter
her daughter Edna here to »pex»d the teittboi...
tecbUe*.
Grace Black
Fourth with her par*;,ta, J. L>. Pterkiae
Ln*.->rce.Velma Ewert-on. Berman Carter
and wife.
to

j

;

Master

and

afternoon.

health and

Conferring dtlplw— i.
Sapebf Sc boots

her father last

ret era. ag

at

|

Rye

Leslie

fan at tW tow of O. W.

a

6%
is

a

waa

Boaart Vowog. who i» eoaptryro a*
aaieawaa by thr Hadgfcsaa A Fai< lo.
Baagor. tpoat the Font as tom.

|

accom-

spent a few weeks
Thursday.

who have

Goat's I»i*3d.

v«

The Thimble dab tret Wednesday with
Mr* Waiter Stanley. The member* ®otenntaed the lad ire' aid wcasty of Great
ran berry
island. Both societies were
well represented. There were twenty-one
goewta. and eighteen of them «at down at
one long table for sapper.
Ail had a de-

..

saaamer.
.a* bed

in

Mm That, of Phila-

Edward Willard and

Elsie R Sperry
tie Bat.H»;t» Clark
Redtetteu, A Oatbp Graduate-. Doipfe Kane
Recrta&oa. Tie Oigaa BaAider.
Etbears Carter
Recitation. Aa Incident af tae War.
Ira Ti« rarfj
Elies lewd
Bee:sat;«a. BU; Mnnea'* Ride
..Alice
Coniter
Yllwffrtery
Ret Off M Keyes
CiiM a&dren*....

wo®.

» at

Foaa aad

J ha Brook*, of Bontoo. arrived at

hr*.

.-

«-L 3ta*ory
Single Bnusd
; But Item im. Casey

Jordan, who is employed
home for a few day*

NORTH BROOK UN.
walks.

Bari Marotaker. of Cbarfeaaoa.
a«tn<

Baxfcteg.

baa arrived for the repair of aide-

Ptaak

tart a«t.

!

Mia* Exost

enjoyed for aesy yrara. Mock
ihslf be given W. EL Clark and

erday.
gras
Mnetc for the dance a; tbs hail the night
-Cbrt'i OnlSii
Marcs..
of the Fourth »aa fsrnaafied by Noyee orj Prtjw.... te Off M Keys
chestra. Last Belli vaa.
>
!« kM Reacted at a

a

the

not

credit
■rife, woo labored faithfully and dil»gentiy ta make it a *«cce*»; also to tbe
grad Bate* waotoec part *» tbe exercise*
and aefrsted iO tbe decoruitos- Tbe pro-

bor. where he ha#

employ me a;..

Mas Eunice McChnslin, of Boat on,
gorst of Mr* Fi*<1 Morse.

E. Clark, sapcriuteadteacher, Gruurilie
.■s&sder* and Wills Kick, of tbe acboof
>oard. end Bee. G. W. M~ Key«u.
Tbe exercises afforded a pieaaure Surry
W.

were

deal of Kteoli and

b*s

j

platform

tbe

on

grads****

visstiajr in Bangor. returned gatisrday.

Muvtt

|

aabera.

were

F E. CnMnt aad aoa Fndrrc.
Mtibodga. risked O. W. Fan asd »tl?

ot

Dr. Ifai -'.JB Stow mmi Haul}, of BooEtbesyu Carter, IraTmworgy.
Unipk
their cottage.
Elbe! Lori. Aik* Coulter. Clana often; ton. are at
Mias Flora Stratton, of Lnmotae, is the
PzusdeaL. 3ra Treworgy, recretury. He sen
dark; crauaurrr. AUce Coulter.
; guest of Mr*. Arthur Sporting.
Aagsnut* and Villa Trewosgy asd Heie*
R. K. Stanley left Monday for Bar HarfUae.

COUNTY NEWS.

Harbor,
mn«.

Capa

BUtXPOKD

Helen Clark.

Sperry,

Oaks. Man rent* to XcathaaK
atm aba vitl Or eaapioyad Uua

COUNTY NEWS.

asanbnl of tbe

«u

France* Curts. Ebe

John W. Bfausdell ham finished sawing

naen

Coulter

AIk*

graduaueg ?!*•*.
ThereBeam K. Try*orgy.

\

is home.

R. H. Davis has been making repairs
the house of Misa Linda Smith.

on

1

Hancock

Point.

Northeast
Southwest
•‘A”**'

Master Harold Kenniaon and Albert
Johnson spent a few days at Bar Harbor
recently.
G.
July 4.
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure any case
of kidney and bladder trouble not beyond the
reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.
G. A. Paacaaa.
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nights. qSnndayonly.

•Daily Sobdays included, f Stops on signal. J Bicept Sunday
Boston si ti a m.
Stops to leave passengers bolding tickets from point*
at Sorrento Sundays only to leave passengers from points west o*
**an*or‘
Bangor
s

I
I

Hun'lsT* leave

MORRIS McDONALD,
Vice- Pieeident and General

General Passenger

Manager.
PORTLAND. MB.

Agent-

COUNTY

NEWS.

In Bar Harbor laat week at tbe mediconvention.

w«r»

cal

Mrs. Aidant Aims left
Saturday for
Rockland to meet her husband, who sails
on a New York
yacht.
*
Rex.

eastbrook.
who will preach here Ihia
Mr. Hodgden,
to-day.
rummer. i» expected
and two children, of
Mrs Simeon Blake

_

_

COUNTY NEWS.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
W. W. Rich, of Attleboro, Blue., hu
joined hie wife here to spend the Fourth
in their old home town.

are

_

Brooklin celebrated the Fourth with
sports in the forenoon, two games of base
ball in the afternoon with Deer Isle and

INDIAN POINT.
Frank L. Hi 'gins and
for the

w

ife

are

at home

summer.

El
Y >rk,

is

Sargeiitville teams, and
ing at 1. O. O. F. hail.

ith a gentleman from New
visiting his sister, Mrs. C. H.

Heed,

r

w

Higgins,

formerly

of

a

ball in the

even-

Mrs. W. T. Parsons and sons, of Providence, R. I., and
Eric Parsons, of Cambridge, Mass., at the
Parsons cottage; Mrs. Margarite Spalding
Arrivals last week

Stover.
Willard H.

Bar

were

I>r. and

Mrs. Small

in

were

Ellsworth

Wednesday.
Frank E. Weston, who has been quite

ill,

is out

again.

N. T. Bunker and family
from Bar Harbor for

Ralph
visiting

Crane and

a

few

are

at home

days.

wife, who have been

relatives at Brooklin, are home.
Dr. H. W. Small and wife, of Deer Isle,
Gerry, children and maid at the Milton;
in town last week, guests at Dr.
Mrs. Abbie Hi'gins, who spends the Miss Dorothy and Parker Dodge at the were
Small's.
winter with her daughter, Mrs. C. U. Wayside; Mrs. Crawford, family and maid
Joseph M. Gerrish, L. M. Pendleton, J.
Norn*, at Bar Harbor, is at home for the and Mrs. Joseph Trussoysi, at Hendophil
summer.
lodge; Mrs. Bturtevant and family at J. Roberts, B. F. Summer, J. B. Webber,
and C. T. Hooper attended the
Mrs. Rodman Htover and Mrs. James Kowina cottage: Mrs. T. W. Tolcott, Roy A. E. Small
democratic county convention at EllsStover, of Baltimore, Md., and New Y'ork, Tolcott aud family and Miss Myrtle Green,

Harbor,
visiting

an abeence of seven years, is
mother, Mrs. Abbie Higgins.

after

his

Arlington, Mass at their cottage, and
Mr. Brown, of Boston.
Une Femme.
July 4.

of

•re
Tinting their husbands’ parents, C. H.
Stover and wife.
Mrs. Almira Higgins, an old resident of
this place, after a long life, died June 30.
She leaves two tons— B. H. Higgins, of
this place, and
Bloomfield, of Bar Harbor.

July

Matilda Gill, of Boston, is at her

cottage at Point Lookout.
The band

EGYPT.

as

the order

boys will not go to Brooklin,
was

cancelled.

Miss Sadie and James Pettee are visiting
graudmotber, Mrs. S. E. Barter.

Bamuei Savage has gone to Show began
visit his mother.

to

their

George Linscott, of Bar Harbor, spent
with his family here.
>»’. G. Hardison
spent Snnday and Monday with relatives in East brook.

MissAddie Robinson and Miss Esther
Holbrook went to Rocklaud Saturday.

Sunday

daughters,

Meltiah

Scammon,

of

the

steamer

j

j

Ur. Porter, with his boyB, is staying at
“Seaside Karin” for a jutrt of the season.
Mrs. Clara Pettee and Mrs. Herbert Barter, of Rockland, are visiting Mrs. J. U.
Barter, who, with Miss Mertie Pettee, is at
her cottage in the village for the season.
Charles H. Hubbard and son, and Misses
Betty, Nancy and SaHy Hubbard are at
their cottage at Lookout.

and Prank Jordan, of the |
John E. Barter and wife, of Roalindale,
steamer Sappho, spent Sunday at home.
Mass., formerly of this place, are visiting
Miss Alice Butler has returned from at John K. Collins’. The old homestead
j
is still under
Cambridge, Mass., where she went to where Mr. Barter was born
attend Harvard commencement. She was his control. Mr. Barter is a house carof
accompanied home by her brother Adolph, penter and contractor, and built most
He
*ho is a student there.
the cottages and the Point Look Out.
is now extensively engaged in building in
July 4.
G.
Roalindale.
C.
DEER ISLE.
July 2. ___
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
SEDGWICK.
Lewis C. Ellis, June 30.
Calvin A. Turner, of Bangor, was in
Mrs. Ellis
a
of
Atlantic, spent
Joyce,
town last week.
day recently with Mrs. Dr. Small.
Arthur W. Smith and family arrived
Jack
Haskell, mate of the four-master Saturday for the summer.
Jessie Bishop, Is at home for a week.
Charles and William Moseley, of NeedHaskell arrived home from Boston
his week on a short visit to friends and ham, Mass., are in town.
Miss Ethel Haskell, of Little Deer Isle,
relatives.
is
employed at the Traveler’s Home.
Edwin L. Haskell, who sail* a
yacht for Islesboro
Susie Cousins, of Lynn, Mass., is
Mrs.
parties, spent Sunday
•t home.
her parents, T. J. Pervear and

^'orumbega,

j

<^apt.

visiting

J*. H.

W. 8mail and Dr. C. E. Wsegstt

A TRW SHORT WRICKS.
8- “»**•!. Edwmrd.Title, 111., write.:
"A
“®nths ago my kidneys became oon“•* *evere backache and
the wi*
pain across
•“<* hips.
Foley Kidney Pills
®y backache and corrected
°V®d
ol ®y kidneys. This was
brought
using them for only a few
•hort
and I can cheerfully recommend
them ,, ®*ks,
u- A. Pakchsk.

f'.'J'

Drnmi?.ney>

worth.

July

wife.
Dr. Bert Hagerthy and family, of Ashland, spent Saturday with his uncle. Dr.
R. E. Hagerthy.
U’
July 4. _________
Farmers, mechanic#, railroader#, laborer#
the
rely on Dr. Thoma#’ Electric Oil. Take#

•Unit out of cute, burn# or brui#e# at once.
Pain cannot stay where it i# used.—Adel.

E.

4.

NORTH LAMOINE.

ISLE AU HAUT.
Mrs.

4._H.

Mrs. Fenton, of Sorrento, is visiting her
Mrs. Lixzie Stratton, and
Minnie Fenton.
Miss Kffie Clark, of Exeter, N. H., and
Miss Verie Clark, of
Manset, are visiting
their parents, A. N. Clark and wife.

|

When Plainfield
Boomed
By M. QUAD

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Arthur Robinson went to Rockland lest
visiting in town.
Harvey Torrey is ill.
week end returned with a bride, having
daughter Elsie,
Mr*, Elmira Jelliaonand
H. O. Staples, of Portland, is visiting married Bliss Carrie Greenlaw.
friends in Sullivan
Wbo have been vialtlng
his sister, Mrs. Dora Hanscom.
The Carroll family, more than a dosen
are home.
,nd Hancock,
E. C. Smallidge is in Seal Harbor visit- in number, went to Brooklin in a motor
is going to NorthMrs. Eugene Clark
his mother, Mrs. E. P. Smallidge.
launch to spend the Fourth with E. E.
to work this summer. Her ing
e«,t Harbor
Alton Closson, of Rockland, Mass., is Lurvey.
went two weeks ago.
bend
bos
Howard Gilley, of Camden, a retired
spending a week with his parents, Frank
Setb Joy, wife and little daughter Lola,
lightkeeper, is visiting his sister, Blrs.
and Marcia
Springer, of Closeon aud wife.
Misst* Eva
Miss Abbie L. El well, of New York, ar- Mary Lurvey, and other relatives.
Franklin, spent a couple of day* at
Rev. A. Archibald and wife are at the
and Wilbur camp last week. rived home Saturday to spend the summer
the Ooogins
Fiske cottage as usual.
Mrs. C. F. Dole
and little daughter with her mother, Mrs. M. L. Klwell.
Mr*. Sidney Jordan
and Miss
An ice-cream sociable way held at Union came to her summer home, “The Ledge,”
Jamaica
Plain,
Maas.,
of
|
Dorothy,
last week, where she has been joined by
sister of Mr*. Jordan, who hall Saturday evening.
Proceeds of the
Inez Ooogins,
her daughter and her husband, Horace
there the last winter, evening, about |7. All enjoyed the even- !
working
been
has
Mann and wife, with a young lady friend.
home Sunday for the sum- ing.
expected
sre
Rev. C. F. Dole will join his family in a
will come later, and
Jordan
Mr.
R.
C.
Abbott
and
wife
were
last
mer.
away
few days.
week. Mr. Abbott visited his brother in
.bile here will build a camp.
The
was pained to learn of
Leona
June
and
Mrs.
28,
her
Abbott
Bucksport,
daughter the community
Tuesday evening,
sudden death of Horatio Seavey,
in Biuehill.
a party at their
Wilbur and wife gave
which occurred on the evening of June 28
of Misses leah and letha
Albert Heald, of Melrose, Mass., came
cnnip in honor
at the Hotel Holmes, he having been
who are visiting Wednesday,
Hurd, of Winterport,
spent one day with his wife’s
there in an unconscious state,
The evening was spent in games sister, Mrs. Ella Lord, and went to Pe- brought
them
and passing away within a few hours.
cake and lemon- nobscot
anil music. Ice-cream,
Saturday.
Blr. Seavey, who made his home with his
.de were served to about thirty guests.
Miss Annie Chapman, of Calais, and
daughter, Mrs. Martin Lurvey, at Dracut
O™.
July 2.
Harvey Torrey, of this place, were mar- Center, Mass., though past his eightyried in Biuehill June 23. Their friends fifth
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
year, seemed in his usual health and
extend congratulations.
anxious to start on his annual trip to
leave
to-morrow
will
Mias Myrtle Tapley
4.
Kay.
July
spend the summer at his cottage in Mt.
for Portland, Ore.
Desert. He was in the best of spirits
BROOKLIN.
Mr*. Charity Tapley returned to her
when, with? his daughter and Miss
Frank Conary, of Bunshine, ia visiting
borne m Bangor Friday.
Gladys, he took the Boston boat for RockOscar Ford.
is
her
Farrow
Franklin
visiting
Mrs.
laud. During the night he was stricken
Four were baptized at the Pudock shore with paralysis and was found unconsister* »n New London, Conn.
scious. His daughter, hoping he might
Mrs. George H. Tapley is visiting her Sunday afternoon.
Henry Alien is home from Brooklin, rally, concluded to keep on to Southwest
grandcoildren in Rockland.
Harbor, where she knew she would have
Mass., for a short visit.
Schooner Nelson Y. McFarland it at
the willing help of her sister-in-law and
Mr. 8tewartr of Boston, visited Mrs.
Negro island waiting business.
her husband, Henry Trundy and wife, at
MiM Stella Farnham is home from Henry Allen over Sunday.
Hotel Holmes. A telegram brought her
Frank Staples came home from RockWashington, where she baa been teaching.
husband, Martin Lurvey. Thursday after
Alden D. Tapley is building an exten- land Saturday for a few days.
a short service, the body was taken back
Brooktat
South
tchoolhooae
the
on
Miss
Charlotte Everton, of Boston, is
sion
to Lowell to be buried by the side of his
the guest of Mrs. Wallace Smith.
Tille.
wife. He leaves another daughter—Mrs.
The Wells house opened Saturday with Sarah Kingsbury, and a son Charles.
Road Commissioner Babbidge has disSpray.
July 4.
charged his teams, and will do no more Mrs. Geneste, of Washington, D. C., as
hostess.
rosd-building uutU after haying.
WEST HANCOCK.
Mrs. R. K. Babson and daughter Angie,
Dr. Eugene Tapley and wife, of Belfast,
Mrs. E. H. Butterfield made a short visit
visited In* parents, Capt. Thomas Tapley of Roxbury, Mass., are in town for the
to friends in Bar Harbor last week.
*od wife, last week, coming in their auto- summer.
Mrs. H. C. Milliken and granddaughter,
While hero they took their
mobile.
Lucius Cousins and wife, of Holyoke,
Miss Marcia, are visiting relatives in
father out for several spina.
Mass., are guests of Mr. Cousins’ parents,
Tom»o!C.
Surry.
July 4.
C. C. Cousins and wife.
A. E. Tracy and wife have gone to HanHollis Stanley, who is employed in
EAST FRANKUN.
cock Point for the season.
They have
the Fourth with his parents,
Miss Harriet Blaiadell, who has been Bangor, spent
opened a fish market there.
T. C. Stanley and wife.
teaching, is home for the summer.
Mrs. John Wakefield, of Holden, reMrs. Florentine Young, of W’ebster
Mrs. Nancy Ash, of Weal Sullivan, is
cently visited her daughter, Miss Almena,
is
the summer here
Iowa,
City,
spending
caring for her sister, Mrs. G. H. Rutter,
who is employed with Mrs. A. E. Foren.
with relatives and friends.
who is very ill.
Mrs. Henry Forec, of Brockton, Mass.,
Ward Free thy and family, of Everett,
The schools closed July 1, after an
is with her daughter, Mrs. Ida Richardson'
are
spending a few weeks with
eleven-weeks’term taught by Mrs. Harriet Mass.,
called here by the illness of her son Henry.
Mrs. Freethy’s mother, Mrs. Rosa Snow.
D. Lufkin, of Hcarsport, and Miss Ethel
George P. Butler, who has been in the
Nellie Joyce came home from MelMrs.
of
Orono.
Phillips,
South the past two years, is with his
last Saturday, accompanied
rose,
Mass.,
Mr*. Helen Sumner and little daughter
mother, Mrs. Mary R. Butler, at the old
her grandson, Lewis Watson, of that
Muriel, of H.attle, Wash., arrived June 30 by
home here.
city.
to spend the summer with her mother,
Mrs. Sherman
McFarland
recently
of
New
Mrs. Clarence Billings,
Haven,
Mr*. Annie Blaisdell.
made a short visit to Portland, called
who has been visiting her brother, L. H.
The grammar school graduation Friday
there by the serious illness of her sister,
at his summer home, returned
evening, July 1, at the Baptist church, Powers,
Mrs. Edna Russell.
home Thursday.
was a happy event for the twelve graduSumac.
July 4.
and children, of
Mrs.
Nellie
McPherson
ate* who took their parts in a
pleasing
WINTER HARBOR.
manner.
Music and singing added much Brookline, Mass., and Mrs. Boland Kadcliffe and children, of Rockland, are visto the entertainment.
Ralph Moore come home from Waltham
B.
iting their mother, Mrs. Henry Allen.
Friday.
July 4.
B,r Harbor,

Coleman

Hagen spent the Fourth with

friends at Calais.

Roy Linecott, who is employed at Bar
Harbor, spent the Fourth at home.
Frederick Tweedie, of Cambridge, Mass.,
is with his

grandparents

for the

summer.

Millard Young has returned home from
North

Hancock,

where he

has

been

em-

ployed.
Miss Blanche Palmer and Miss Mildred

Crane, of Orono, were week-end guests of
Coleman Hagen and wife.

Capt. A. B. Holt and family and Dr. H.
Holt, of Dover, made a short visit at

A.

the Elms the first of

the week.

Mrs. P. B. Russell has recently returned
from Auburn and reopened her cottage
here. She has for guests Mrs. Carey and

New'buryport,
July 5.

son, of

Mass.

Y.

_

BUCKSPORT.
of John Grindle and
wife, of Mill vale, died Wednesday, after
an illness of one week of brain trouble.
She was a very vigorous and charming
girl, and was popular among her friends

Lizzie, daughter

and

neighbors.

She attended the circus

on June 20, and had since complainde
It is thought that the
of her head.
heat and excitement of the day affected
her brain. She was fourteen years of age.

here

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. F. T. Burkhart and daughter Beatrice, of New York, are here for the summer.

at

Mrs. Ethel Eaton, who spent last week
home, returned to Northeast Harbor

Sunday.
Mrs. Edgar Springer, with daughter
last week in
Berle, spent several days
•
Northeast Harbor.
A.
July 4.
MUST BE ABOVE SUSPICION.
Kidney and bladder trouble ailments are so
serious in their consequences and, if unchecked, so often fatal, that any remedy offered for their cure mast be above suspicion.
Foley Kidney Pills contain no harmful drugs,
and have successfully stood a long and thorough test. O K. Pabchbb.

ford.

Next year’s meeting will be held
Augusta.
The plant of the American Ice Co. at
Ioeboro was burned last Wednesday
afternoon. The two large ice-houses with
The Congregational church at Robbinsa capacity of 80,000 tons and containing
ton was struck by lightning Monday and
about 40,000 tons, the large stable in the
destroyed by lire. The loss was f8,000.
rear, and two four-masted schooners-the
Capt. Frank W. Goodwin, one of the Henry L. Peck ham and Young Brothersbest-known residents of Bangor, died
lying at the dock, were burned. The loss
suddenly Saturday, aged seventy-seven is estimated at about |150,000, with pracyears.
tically no insurance. It is supposed that
Austin G. Sitnonds, one of Pittsfield’s the fire was caused by a spark from a locomost respected citizens, died suddenly motive. The loss on the vessels is estimaJuly 1, of heart trouble. His age was fifty- ted at |40,000, with no insurance. Both
K1TTERY TO CARIBOU.

Copyright. 1)10. by Associated Literary Press.

For years and years the other Inhabitants of tbe village of Plainfield
bad spoken of Simeon Jones as Simple
Simeon. He was an old bachelor and
lived alone. He bad no opinions on
politics or religion; he made bis living
by working for otber folks by tbe
day and by raising crops on bis two
scree of land.
When any one asked
why Simeon was simple tbe only reason given was that he bad once been
offered $500 for his place and refused
to take It.
Ail of a sudden at a particular date
It was discovered that Plainfield bad a
mineral spring, a pirate's cave and a
bill from which an Indian maiden had
leaped to her death. Result—a boom;
result—tbe organization of tbe Plainit
field Hotel and Land syndicate,
purchased tbe crest of Indian Malden
bill one day and set about tbe erection
•f a summer hotel tbe next. Of course
property went up—all but Simple Simeon’s two acres.
Tbe land company
expectea

to

get

mat

at

me

same

oia

make the
offer. Tbe hotel land and Simple Simeon's joined for a distance. When the
hotel was completed its southern veranda was within ten feet of tbe line.
In dne time, which was when the
syndicate got good and ready, it offered Simple Simeon $400 for the land.
Then $500 was
He shook bis head.
offered, and when he refused it he was
called an Idiot. The hotel opened with
another boom. Among Its first guests
were Professor Chlselhurst and a Mrs.
itipton. He was a naturalist and she
a poet. He was a bachelor and she a
widower. They took to each other.
One July day. when there were sixtylive guests in the hotel and the syndicate was expecting every minute that
Simple Simeon would call and accept
their offer, that Individual appeared in
front of the south veranda and erected
a rude bench. When he bad finished
the Job and departed the professor and
tbe poet descended the steps and sat
on the bench to coo.
They thought
very kindly of Simple Simeon for putting it there. Next morning It was noticed that the bench was occupied by
two beehives, and the Industrious insects conld be seen flying in and out as
they earned their wages.
Professor Chlselhurst had been anxious to deliver a lecture on natural history. Here was his opportunity. He
offered the widow bis arm, and the
couple walked down the steps and
over to the hives. The professor cleared bis throat and began to talk. He
had a cane in his band and flourished
He stated thut the
it as be talked.
honeybee had been known for 10,000
years. Egypt used to be fairly swimming In milk and honey until the trust
got in and raised the price.
The bee must not be mistaken for
The latter was only
the bumblebee.
a big loafer of a bee, content to sit on
the fence all summer and die off at the
coming of freezing weather.
“And now, ladies and gentleman,”
said tbe professor as be stepped back,
The bee"we come to the hive Itself.
hive is an emblem of industry.”
Here the professor, carried away
with his enthusiasm, tapped on one of
the hives with his cane. The bees responded nobly. They had been interrupted In their industry and now
poured forth to see what was up. The
first half dozen lighted on the naturalist, and as he began to execute a
barn dance there was hearty applause
The next assortfrom the veranda.
ment hit the widow, and everybody
was prepared to applaud her when the
Insects begau to come thicker and to
look higher, and tbe circus began.
There were shrieks, yells, oaths and a
rush for shelter, but a bee can follow
where a human being can squeeze
through. They followed. They buzzed.
They were emblems of Industry as
well as tbe hives. Hardly a person in
the hotel, from manager down to dishIt took half a day
washer. escaped.
of smudging and smoking uud using
brooms and dusters to clear the house,
and the guests began to depart with
the bees, inside of two days the last
had vanished.
The poetess and the
naturalist were among the last, and
she faced him with swollen eyes and
said:
“Professor, what a fool you were to
rap on that beehive!”
“Widow, what a silly thing you were
to write a poem on bees!” he retorted
as he got his mouth open for the first
time for hours.
And meanwhile what about Simple
Simeon? Men bad rushed to him and
threatened him. but the bees were his
and on his land. ‘He did not propose
to remove them, and they did not go
until his two acres had been sold for
a thousand dollars and the cash was
He Just grinned and
In his hand.
looked simple, and they hurried up to
give him his money. When the property was transferred and the industrious bees and their emblems had
been pitched into the pond the hotel
began advertising for guests. No one
responded, it was closed to reopen
another season, but It still stood empty. It is untenanted today. The boom
came and boomed, and then the bottom dropped out. Today the mineral
Spring still bubbles, and they will point
you out the spot where the Indian
maiden leaped to her death and where
the pirate made his murderous lair,
but Plain field booms no more. Now
and then an Inhabitant will wake tip
to >aj that Simple Simeon waa the
only fool who made a dollar ont of the
bustle, but be la asleep again by the
time yon aak for detalle.

price when it got arouod

to

in

Frank A. Conant, a prominent inauranoe man of Lewiston, died Wednesday,
June 29, aged sixty-three.

six years.

fitted and in good condition.

well

were

Young Brothers, Capt. fetoow, hails
from Boston. She was built in Belfast,
in 1890, and is 186 feet long, thirty-seven
feet wide, drew eighteen feet and was 887
forty-seven years.
tons net. Edwin P. Boggs is the managDuring a shower Monday morning at
owner.
Capt. Henry E. Harding is
Houlton, a three-year-old Indian girl was ing
managing owner of the Peckham, which
killed by lightning. She was sleeping
hails from Chatham, Mass. She was
with her mother, Mrs. Frank Frankie,
built in 1891 in East Boston, and waa
who was not injured.
owned in Newport, R. X. Her dimensions
Herbert Lyon, aged sixteen years, of
were: Length 190 feet, breadth thirtyWest Haven, Conn., a sailor on the
seven feet, depth eighteen,
tonnage 738.
schooner
The

E. L. Whitman, for more than twentyfive years a conductor on the Maine Central railroad, died in Bangor Friday, aged

St. Leon,

drowned

was

while

swimming at Brewer Friday. He was
subject to fits, and it is believed he was
seized with one while swimming, as he
sank suddenly, without a call for assis-

•'IS L.IFK WORTH SAVING?”
Mrs. Mollie McRaney,
Prentiss. Miss.,
writes that she had a severe case of kidney
and bladder trouble, and that four bottles of
Foley’s Kidney Remedy cured her sound and
‘‘I
well. She closes her letter by saying:
heartily recommend Foley’s Kidney Remedy
to any sufferer of kidney disease. It saved
my life.” (i. A. Pakchb*.

tance.

Percy

E.

Chamberlain, aged seventeen,

of Charles H. Chamberlain, of Bangor,
was
sit-zed with cramps and drowned
within a few feet of shore while swim
ming in Kenduskeag stream last Wednesday afternoon. The fatality was witnessed
by his mother and sister, who were on
the bank but were powerless to render aid.
son

ILigal Satire*.
subscribers, Graeme Harrison, of St.
Mary’s Bramber. county of Sussex, England. Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,.
Anthony Max tone Graham, of Redgarlon.
BaMleby Cultoquwhey. Perthshire, N.B., and
Frank Storrs, of the town of Northcastle*
County of Westchester, state of New York,
United States of America, hereby give notice
that they have been duly appointeaT executors

THE

W. W. Stetson, of Auburn, former State
superintendent of schools, died Saturday.

Mr. Stetson was born in Greene m 1849.
He gained prominence outside of his own
State by lecturing, and through his writings on pedagogical subjects and school
administration. He was State superintendent twelve years, and a former president
of the American Institute of Instruction
and of the Maine Pedagogical society.

of the will of
ALICE OGSTON HARRISON, late of ST.
MARY’S BRAMBER
aforesaid, and given bond as the law directs.
Not being residents of the State of Maine, we
have appointed Luere B. Deasy, of Eden.Hancock county. State of Maine, whose ppstofflce
address is'Bar Harbor, Maine, as our agent
and attornty for the purposes specified in
section 43. chapter 66 of the revised statutes of
Maine. All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGraeme Harrison,
mediately.
Anthony Maxtonb Graham,
Frank Storrs,
Executors.
June 7.1910.

Robert Dufresne, of Portland, aged
twelve years, w*as accidentally killed by a
playmate, John Fickett, also a^ed twelve,

Thursday. The boys, with some companions, were camping on Stroudwater
Dufresne stood at the entrance to
their tent and told Fickett that he could
river.

not hit him with

a

thirty-two

calibre

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HARRIET N. GRINDLE, late of BROOKSVILLE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Ralph H. Condon.
South Brooksville, June 7,1910.

THE

re-

which they had. Fickett placed a
cartridge in the chamber and then turned
it until he supposed it was below the barrel. When he pulled the trigger he was
horrified to hear the report, and Dufresne
volver

fell dead.
At the meeting of the Maine Medical
association in Bar Harbor last week,
officers were elected as follows: President,
Dr. E. H. Bennett, of Lubec; first vicepresident, Dr. Addison Thayer, of Portland; second vice-president, Dr. F. M.
Whittier, of Brunswick; secretary, Dr. W.
Bean Moulton, of Portland; treasurer, Dr.
E. W. Gehring, of Portland; councillor
from the fifth district, Dr. R. W. Wakefield, Bar Harbor; councillor from the
sixth district, Dr. R. H. Marsh, of Guil-

subscriber nereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administhe estate of
LOUISE COX, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate
sons having
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharles H. Hooper.
mediately.
Castine, June 25,1910.
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ale which does
and which
children and women as well as men. It is pure,
wholesome and healthful, the only ginger ale
which is totally non-astringent. Ask for it by
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GINGER ALE
Clicquot Club is made from the finest ginger (not red pepper),
tbe best confectioner’s sugar (not saccharine, Drown sugar or
molasses), with a dash of limes and lemons. It is perfectly manufactured and carbonated; combined in a way that removes astringency; and blended with Clicquot Spring
water, the finest ginger ale water in the
world.
Ask your grocer any grocer—for Clicquot
Club Ginger Ale and remember that there
are also Clicquot Club Sarsaparilla, Root
Beer, Birch Beer, Blood Orange and Lemon
Soda—all equally delicious and pure.

THE

CLICQUOT

CLUB CO.
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Humphrey MS.ser was lying cm tbe
gnat one July afternoon in the center
of tbe square about wbvh clustered
the rllUge of Atherton.
Humphrey
«u a typical ease of a boy bora to
the plow who yearned for something
better, at least more inteilertoai. He
wished to go to «..«** and study a
profession. He was ready to work his
■way while study mg. but Just aa be
was about to matriculate hi* father
died, the farm waa sold out under a
mortgage and the boy's mother and
slater were thrown upon him for rapport. To bear this burden and hia earn
as a student appealed to him a matter
of abeer impossibility. He must forego
hia projects, accept a situation offered
him in a cocrotry store and go to work
He was about to arise and walk to t
corner of the square where the store ia
question was located to announce that
be would begin hia dudes the next
morning when be beard a whirring
w orid and na a abort distance from
him an arrow standing with its point
imbedded in tbe ground. To the feathered end bung a bit of paper, which,
now that tbe arrow was at rest, fiewted
idly ia the wind. Humphrey arone.
went to the arrow, broke the string
that beid tbe paper and found tbe following words written ia pencil:
Tour mother aad sister
Go to collesraria be provided for.

Humphrey rwept with hi* ere the
square and the booses that lined it
The former waa empty; tbe latter
showed no sign of the person who bad
shot tbe arrow. They were mostly
dwellings, and Humphrey knew nearly
all of tbe people who lived In them
He began at once to con over those
among whom the mysterious archer
There waa Peter
might be found.
Owens, a friend of his father, who was
well U> do. but Mr. Owens waa not a
man u> hide a charity under a bushel.
There waa Harvey Dixon, his mother's
cousin, but Dixon had all be could do
to provide for his own family. There
waa his intimate friend. Bob Clark,
who bad been left a legacy by his
grandmother Humphrey knew that
Bob when he was younger had been
fond of archery Besides, Bob’s sister
Luclna had shown by her actions that
•he admired Humphrey. Had not Luclna something to do with the matter?
Humphrey thought all the rest of the
day about the proposed benefaction
and to the evening went to see Bose
Wyman, a girl in whose Judgment he
had great confidety-e. intending to ask
her to find out for him who bad shot
the arrow. Eose did not live on the
square and. having no means, could
Hot possibly have bad anything to do
with tbe message He told her of the
circumstance sad that he could not accept the favor without knowing the
donor and agreeing to repay In time
the amount expended upon him. Would
abe help him?
Bote always took time to consider
before reaching her decisions. Finally
■be said;
If tbe person woo shot tbe arrow
wished to be known he or tbe would
not bare taken that means of communicating. To endeavor to discover tbe
donor would be ungrateful in yon. My
advice to you Is to accept the gift as It
is offered."
“You've got a lot of horse sense in
that head of yours. Rose," was the reply. "I'll take your advice.”
Humphrey left her, wondering how
a jcIt\ no older than himself could have
so much foresight.
Relying upon her
Judgment, be acted on her advice,
went to college that autumn, rang tbe
college bell for his tuition, did all aorta
of odd Jobs and In his third and fourth
Besides this, be
year taught school.
read tbe first books used by students
of law.
Tbe promise of hi* unknown friend
to provide for hts mother and sister
was kept, but the smounts provided
were small and at times irregularly
paid. Humphrey, remembering Rose's
words that It would be ungrateful for
him to endeavor to discover who was
the donor told his mother not to look
into any checks she might receive and
if any came that revealed tbe secret
not to fall him. Tbe remittances were
all made by check, signed by the cashier of the Atherton bank. But. obeying
her son's instructions. Mrs. Miller never inquired at tbe bank from whom tbe
money came,

though

It was not

proba-

ble If she had done so she would have
received any satisfaction.
Bat the one clew Humphrey possessed as to the Identity of the unknown donor—the fact that Bob Clark
bad been fond of archery when a boy
—took possession of tbe atudent's mind
and kept its place there all through his
college course. Attached to tbe clew
was a feeling which kept him in a
state of constant perplexity. What if
Loclna Clark had persuaded her father
to advance tbe means sent his mother?
That Loclna bad shown a predisposition for him was evident. At tbe end
ft his studies it was to be expected
that tbe secret would come out If Latins had been Instrumental in the matter It would be incumbent upon him to
bestow upon her any return she might
desire. Suppose she should wish tbe
offer of himself!
Loclna was an attractive girl, and
such a result did not appear especially distasteful to him. Indeed, tbe association of her with this (to him)
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toward her daring the whole
of hh college wee. Batch year be
was growing older and at the time of
hia graduation had attained the m*a
when ewe begin* to think of his doaoe*
tie furor*. Ba thoughts during this
perhd were all of Larina Clark
While ia college Humphrey took one
or ton »ch'.*lar*h:j« wbfch brought
him monetary aartrtaura. ten beyoad
t> on his hands to
thi* he bad ton c
study for prises or honors ia bis tins*.
At the time ot hia graduation nearly
*2 hi* friends st Atherton, includitg
Lochia Clark, west over to attend the
! exercise* at the college. Bose Wytaaa
had berctae the principal of a school
for small chi.dm., and the exercise* of
! her owe pap.ta prevented her from
seeing her friend graduate
Humphrey had studied enough iaw
while ia college to enable him to get a
situation to as office that would pay
him a meager salary ami give him aocb
a legal edaratloE as may be obtained
from office practice. Therefor* be did
He preferred
not attend a law school
to stop the payments of hia unknown
friend. He therefore directed hit mother to return the first payment made
after be began hia duties and ask the
cashier of the task from which it came
'f be might not now know to whom he
had bees indebted- The cashier after
taking time tor consultation with his
principal retained and answered that
whenever he felt abundantly able to
repay the amount the demur's name
would be given him. Until then there
could be nothing gained by furnishing
the desired information.
Humphrey was much disappointed.
He thought of charging Bob Clark
with being a party to the matter of hit
benefaction*; but thinking that If his
without
his
sister
were
involved
knowledge it might raise a delicate
complication, he desisted Since the
only clew be had was to connection
with the Clark famLy there was no
In his
one else for him tc consider.
perplexity he remembered that he had
been guided by Bose Wyman’s Judgment thus far and it would perhaps
be better to take counsel with her before going any farther.

tog

him

Ml* Scott Geyer to rtoiting trends hi

CnaSrag.
Mto» Lydia Mills,
tram

Iteafor tar the Town*

Grandma Bporarr ns sweaty ll|M
She bad bee* a farmer's
years old
wMoe tor forty yean aad tor tbe mot
fifteen bad lived with ber eon fetor
and bis wife.
She broke ber era.

A E.

"

ftyht of bftmf hti>|
-Sorely you bad.” replied tbe doctor,
-and I am sorry for you."
-Then 1 want yon to do something
for me. I've been whirring along all

I
ji

gaaat

C. Coastaa, Mtoa and Coastow
Mia* Dorothy Pitta cam* from Boston Frdsy.
Henry Hodgkin*, a termer resident of
thto low*, sow of Bar Harbor, to rtoitiag
fneads here.

Boy E. TVler came from Portland, where
employed, to *prnd bis recat ton with
Mm Bernice Smith delightfully enter- J. U. Tyler aad wile.
tained at white Jane S. Edward H
The Congregational aad Methodist SunSmith ha* joined hi* mother and timer tor day eeboote unite to-day and go to Saddleback island on a picnic.
Mr. Harrison, owner of Bean * Meadow
Johs L Hooper, principal of the Webtent, cornea orer from Bar Harbor often ster grammar school in Anbnm. has been
to fith 19 hi* teraam. Hernu Joy u carertoiting friends ia tows.

Long.
-You didn't?"
Mrs. George Haatey, of EvstretU Mass.,
"Serer. I always bad a broken leg
is spending the summer with her mother.
or something when there waa a circus,
spelling school or party. I never went | Mrs. Con Long.
huckleberrying. I never skated or slid
Percy DeBeefc, wife and children, ot
downhill 1 never saw a mad dog ot Wert Franklin, ere guests at the home of
a balloon. I never went to a church
Mrs. DeBeek’s father, 8. A. Long.
picnic. I've always bad broken bones ; Mr*. Harry Binder, of COancO Bluffs.
on band or been down wltb rtckneaa.
Iowa, who is spending the snsuner with
1 ought to have some little fan in life, her sister. Mrs. Johnson, in Bine hill,
hadn't I? I ought to have seen a dog visited relatives hen last weak.

hi* idea that if Lu

fl

Mr* C.

Mat Carrie Du a bar Mas mnraed tram
Maaanehaactta. She aa with her Miter.
Mn. Ida Jettison. in Sorrento

_

Clark bad bad anything to do
with the matter, should be apeak to
InBob, com pilrat ions might arise
deed. Bone was of the opinion that if
any woman bad been the donor the situation might become very embarrassing. She advised Humphrey hot to let
the benefaction Influence him in the
matter of lore. If be loved Larina be
should tell her so. shutting his eyes to
the fact that she might bare secured
for him toe assistance which had enabled him to obtain a college edocatJoa.
If be did not love her for herself without this hypothetical) favor be should
not propose to her on account of It.
Humphrey left his friend, baring
gained a new Item of knowledge. He
bad spent four years at college and
come home to learn that a girl with a
common
school education bad more
sense than he bad. He felt like saying
with the poet. •‘Knowledge cornea, but
wisdom Ungers

a

I

and

Gent Hardison and wife an rtetiiag
Mr. Hardison 1 mother, Mn. George G.
Fatten.

"Grandma, yon an seventy right
years o*d. and Tib afraid this Is tbs
rod of things.* said tbe doctor
“That's wbct I’m thinking myself."
she replied.
“Please prop me op la
bed. I want to go over things a Utile,
doctor.
1 haven't bad u>»eh fun la taker end oa the lookout tor poacher*
this world. At tbe age of tee I tell
The mwb reboot* cfoned Jane & the
off tbe bars and broke four ttta*
tenrhen returning to their home* Mnee*
"Tea. I've beard so."
Beatriae Gordon and Vera Smith to Weal
"When I was twe. re I chopped off Sailiran; Mite Edith
Wingate, Cherry
one of my toes. At fifteen a bone ran
Sold. Him Sarah Parker, Sedgwick; Mu*
away with me and broke my right tag. ; Era Chine. Old Town. The tenrhen lean
At seventeen I supped on tbs lee aad pieman 1 memocia* both of their school
broke tbe other."
work and *ociaOy. Mia* Parker pre the
"Tto"
primary school e picnic oa the shore, with
"At twenty I was almost drowned ta •ce-crmai.
Mias Chine chartered Loot*
At twenty-two 1 married Mania to take the grammar pupil* and
a mill pood.
Moses Spooner. Doctor. Moses wan a friends, to the number of twenty- eight,
poke of a mao. Be coaid hardly keep down the bay ia hi* motor boat. The
out of the way of s haystack. Be waa lunch we* left at Bmgdoa'* island. The
always wanting to test. I waa elmeat party landed on Calf island; wild terawberriea were picked for poach, base halt
glad when be died
“Since yon knew me I have bad a and other games were played; then came
bog tat my ear. fallen down stain, bees lunch with a mfe tending at duik oa the
bitten by a snake, booked by a cow. home shore.
biowed cp wttb kerosene, twisted my
H.
Jaly 5.
ankle, fell ont of a tree and bad varl
EAST
BLCEBiLL.
oos braes broken. This breaking my ;
Mite Lena Ward well went to South west
arm Is about the last of me. ain't It?"
Harbor to-day.
"We will hope not, bat"—
“Oh. talk It right oat. doctor. To*
Miss Margaret Coagrovc went to Seal
can't scare me none."
Harbor Friday.
“As I told yoa. it’s serious.”
Miee Don Hatchings is visiting Mrs. G.
"I’m feeling that way. 1 reckon my E.
Hardy in East Sorry.
days are over, bat I’m not complain
Tnfu and wife, ot Waltham.
Hartley
leg. Do yoa know, I never went to a
Moa.. are coeats of Mr. Taft's sister. Mrs
circus?"
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Portland, to
of M»*- W. S. Tbarlow.

Mn. DnSa* H Bans it mating at fen
trail tiliQnatBiad. Grand Manna.

■

Bose confirmed

8TOJHNOTOS.

UR SCLUV19.

-V.

/ Cmmuf Praia Pt-r* ,4
#^1.
Enough far Ike Geo4 it Ha
Dear He.

Those who came home for the Fourth
were Lather W. Bridges.
A. B. Leach.
Archie Long,
Frank Webber, Charles
Y oatman, pearl Cooper and family, from
Sooth Brooksville;
Richard Ashworth,
from Stoningtoo; S. Watson Cousins. Redstone, Si. H ; A. J. Unndie, Prospect;
Harry M. R. Cousins. Portland: Ralph
Witham, Ballinn, and Fred Cousin*, mail
clerk on B. B. K. R. Co.
B.
July 5.

he to

Mies Antne Tburtow aad Mtoa Flora
Marta, wbo bate bee* rtoiting Mrt. H. B.
Haskell ia Ellsworth, are home.
Job* Jordan and Tildea Sawyer, wbo
working at Mt. Waldo, came
borne Saturday to work on the J. L. Uoee
qnarry.
has called o*
Joan its chapter. O. B.
iu meeting* for the summer. On Jane 10
the degreee were conferred on Artbnr
SpoBord. After an interceding program
taacb was served.
bare been

Res. Henry W. Conley, of Ellsworth
Falls was in tow* tael week. Mr. Conley
was a former pastor of the Congregational
church here, and his many friends were
<

glad to welcome him.
Hagb M. Barbour and Mis* Margaret
Hinckley were married at Blaehiti Jane
2S.
Mr. Barbour to a resident of Stoningtoa. Miss Hinckley has been a teacher in
the school* here
nd*

The

manT

several

years, and bas

friends.

rmaiu

of

Capt Jenmian Hatch,

a

former eitisen of this

place, were brought
Chelmsford. Mess., for burial. Cape.
Hatch leaves two daughter*—Mrs. Elmer
E Crockett, of this town, sad Mrs. A. A.
Bickford, of Chelmsford.;
from

The ms Saomngtoo opera bouse waa
dedicated with a grand ball July 1. A
large company waa present and a good
time

a

reported.

Music

was

by

the

Stoniugton band. This hall has new
piano, seals, scenery and it Sued up in
first-claa# style.
Nihil.
| July t.
TRENTON.
oradcatioic exmnna.

district No. t cloned June 34
taught by Mias
Clam Day. of Sooth Blochtll. After the
reading ciaews, the following program

MRS. JOHN HON.

"I hare been Mitering for the p5rt
year* with many ayntptom- inrid-nt to my age, al*o catarrh and indb
g*-»tion. I waa weak and dlecouraged,
had no ambition, coaid not *!eep at
night, and lost greatly in weight.
“1 tried other remedies, bat with no
rocceon, until I commenced to take p*.
rana. I now feci better in every reaped, can aleep wdl, and have gained
in weight.
1 cannot prai-i Pertma
highly enough for the good tt ha* iii.no
ten

<

me.

!

“If any women are anfferine a* J d!
I would adrlae them to try Peruna mud
convince themed v«*. Parana ha*dose
me good.
I know by my experience
that it is worth it* weight in gold to
any one who need* tt.
"1 aleotookManalin.forconetipatioa,
In roanectioa with Peralta, ami If. usd
it helped me where other laxative*
failed.”
haw Wd of Catarrh
Mine Maliaa Jolley, Parmele, S. a,
write*: “I hare been taking yonr Peru na, and can eay that 1 am well o! the
catarrh.
*■] thank yon for your kindue** and
jour advice.”

School in

after

was

a

successful term

in their bant, having aold
old one to Blanchard Bowden, of
Booth Bin*hill.
at*

inf lied

their

Wilfrid Canary is home to help

presented:

Welcome to all..... ..Harold Hodgkin*
Recitation...Medians Davie
OsrOwa Free Laad. Concert eve reives
Boye and Girls.
Fraaklia Hodgkin* and Irene Moors
The Five Benves.Gladys Darke
What the School Bell Say* ..Three boy*
.-Arther Leiaad
Independence Bvl:..
Recitation.Sylvia Leiaad
My Fire* Speech.Romeli Moore
Three Travli Blade*.Edward Leiaad
Eight children
Report of the Little One*
Recttntlon.—Sylvia Leiaad
Grows Vp Laad.
Doroehy Lei*or! and Arthur Jordan
Little Hoa**keeper.Dorothy Leiaad
WhemPa Clean* Hoa*e.Harold Hodgkin*
Three children
Oar Flag, na ekcrci«e
Recitation.
Sylvia Leiaad
Ah eserclee’ Good by".Sis children
—

in

bay-

ing.

Laze* Cooary la home from Otsiioe for s
my life, and 1 want to go oat of It ao
vacation.
the whig 1 want Zadoc to go to town :
and hire one of them autos and taka
Horae* Do flee is employed for the season
me for a ride, and 1 want you to fix
as hostler by Mrs. A. P. Serin*
me up for IL I’ve got to go, but I
Mr*. Abbie Allen, of Brooklin. s visitwant to go baring fun."
ing her nephew, George H. Alien.
"You've got a fever, and It will inW. C. Sorcroea and family, of Wellesley
crease 11"
CRANBERRY ISLES.
Hills, Mass arrived at tbeircottar-July 1.
“1 can't help 11”
A daughter was born June 24 to Mr.
Miss Jsne Tweed, who has been at the
"Moving you In and out of tbe auto
and Mr*. J. C. Crosby.
He made up hia mind not to act In
Sorcroaa cottage, returned to Boston Friwill be very painful”
the matter without Hoee's sanction.
Miss Gertrude Sparling, of Isles lord, is
day.
"But I'm used to 11 1 tell you, doc- I
But he seriously considered offering
Mas Emma Meckel, of Sew York, is
tor,. I’m going to bare some fun to end ; working for Mr*. 8. B. Hsmor.
himself to Locina Clark. He believed
Mrs. Ids Stanley, who has been in the
visiting Misa Katherine Sorcross at the
up on if 1 bare to Jump down tbe well. ]
that there were nine chances In ten
It's my due 1 Jest want to laugh good hospital at Bar Harbor, will come borne
“Crane water'.
that she was at least indirectly conand hearty once before 1 go.”
tbit week.
Misa Maud Beacon, of Bloehilt. spent
cerned In the matter, and If she were j
The doctor wrestled wltb grandma ;
two days laat week with Mr*. D. E. Allen
Elisha Bunker has been ill of grip.
the whole would make a very pretty
for tbe beat of an boor, and then Za5.
SPBC.
July
at “Mtllbrook Farm".
George Sparling ran the launch. Kite, for
romance.
But, not being sure of bis
doc waa called In to decide. After lisJuly 4.
him during his illness.
fBCMm.
love for her, he concluded to wait. It
LAMOINE.
to
the
tening
arguments he said:
W. Bulger has finished laying the
struck him. moreover, that he would
George
It
looks all right to me.
"Why.
SURRY.
Mia* Flora Stratton ia visiting friends
floor in the hall. A show company
not like to confess to the practical
Seems aa If mother ought to have soma new
at Ialestord.
Mrs. Mary p. Lord, of Gardiner. >s visitarrive Wednesday.
Bose that he was influenced by this
fun after all these years She bain't will
Mrs. Stephen Young, ot Corinth, called ing friends hare.
The Misses Fobes, wbo spent last sumsupposed “pretty romance.” He had got any new bones to break."
on friends here one day last week.
NeW singing hooka have been placed in
come to dread Rose's unromantie way
Tbe doctor put It off another day. mer with Millard Sparling and wife, arMia* Ellen Berry, of Northeast Harbor, the Baptist church.
of looking at things. He thought that
for
summer.
the
rived
Thursday
j
and then, thinking that tbe worry waa
and Monday at home.
if she bad only bad a little of the ideal
Howard and Bert Milliken were in town
aa bad aa the fever, he gave conaenl
The ladies’ aid visited the Islesford •pent Sunday
in her nature he might hare considot
two days laat week.
El
wood
is
Allen,
Melrose.
visMam.,
Zadoc went to town and hired an auto Thimble dub Wednesday at the borne of
j
ered her a sweetheart Instead of a
and chauffeur, and the broken woman Walter Stanley and wife. All report an iting at the home of Chpt. Charles HodgGeorge Sperry and wife, who bare been
friend.
kins.
waa carried out with all due precauvisiting in Sallivan, an home
enjoyable time.
! Lionel Hodgkins and son Merle, ol WalBat Humphrey could not make np
tions and seated In 11 8he waa in good
Roossy.
July 3.
Many from hen attended the dance at
bis mind that be loved Lncina Clark
tham, Mass., recently spent a few days West Ellsworth Monday evening
spirits from the brandy the doctor
for
exclusive of tbe gratitude be felt
AMHERST.
wtlh his father. D. D. Hodgkins.
gav# her.
George H. Clark, Elmer Kane and Ed.
ber supposed favor One day be went
"I hope yon ain't blaming me any.
Mrs. Harsh Robinson is ill.
Mrs. Lturm Parke and little son, ot Bal- Withe* wen home for the Fourth.
to Rose and told ber this.
He also
Zadoc." she said as the machine moved
Harold Kenniston visited his parents in timore, Md.. who wen called here by the
Lyda Carlisle was called to Ellsworth
told ber that be bad borne tbe un- off.
death of her sister, Mrs. Avery, are visitlast week.
Bangor
Monday to can for her sister, who is ill.
">ot a mite, mother."
certainty attached to tbe secret long
her
Oscar
Unscott.
brother,
C. D. Nickerson, of Jacksonville, Fla., a ing
Charlene Smith gave a pleasant party to
"Too know I've got to be seventy
enough and it was time be was reformer resident, is here on a visit.
Among late arrivals, for the summer a number of her friend* Friday evening.
lieved of It. He also desired to com- eight year* old?”
Will Eddy and wife, of Eddington, are an Joseph Bragdon and wife, of Minne"Yea"
i mence to make small payments return
Schools dosed Friday, with the excepapolis, Minn.; Watson Y’oung, wile and
i lag tbe amount be bad received. To
tion of West Surry No. 1, which will conj “And yon can't remember ever bear- guests of Bewail Nickerson and wife.
son Francis Holt, of Webster
City,
Iowa;
Lucie Watt, who has employment in
tinue one week longer.
I do Ibis be must have tbe name of tbe ! Ing me even giggle, can yon?"
Mrs. Ansel
Reynolds and daughter
doDor and be bad been told tbat it i
Asos“No, mother.”
Bangor, was at home over the Fourth.
July 2.
of Cambridge, Mass.. Herbert and
Louise,
would at stub time be proper for him
"Always had broken bones or some
Mrs. Ezra Relliher and son, of Bangor,
Harold Hodgkins, of Waterville.
to make inquiries to tbat end.
[ thing to keep me from feeling good, are visiting relatives and friends here,
Teething childnn have more or less
B.
July 5.
Yon was going to take me to tbe dr- !
Rose considered awhile replying, then
O.
diarrheas, which can be controlled by
t July 5.
advised him tbat if sucb was bis In- cus two years ago. bat I fell down tbs
giving Cnamberlain'a Colic, Cholera and
BLCE1WJL FALLS.
Brushing up the Old Farm.
| tentlon be might with propriety ask cellar stairs tbe day before.”
Diarrhoea Remedy. All that is ueoeraaT
D.
P.
Friend
ia
ill.
rake
the
very
garden walk.
“Yes.”
I tbe casbler If be would reveal tbe seis to give the prescribed doee after each
j Howard,
the
trim
Come,
lawn,
Chatto,
Mr*. Oscar Wood returned home Friday.
“Yon was going to take me to camp
: cret.
Humphrey was so delighted that
operation of the bowels more than natural,
Por the Winthropa are coming
be was about to go to tbfc bank at ones meeting last year, bat I ran a maty
A. R. Conary A Sous have lately ptur- and then castor oil to cleanse the system.
▲t Friday * early dawn.
nail Into my foot.”
chaaed two Buckaport engines, and hare It is safe and son. Sold
i when Rose stopped him.
by all dealers
Howard, go gather the eggs.
“So yon did.”
j “Ton base plenty of time.” tbe said.
And
kill
the
chanticleer.
"And we was talking of going to a
Aktertisraunt.
| “I make it tbe rule of my life to sleep
For the Winthropa are coming,
over Important decisions whenever It
picnic next week, and I went and
The time is drawing near.
la possible.
broke my arm.”
Go tomorrow.”
Haate to clip the horse’a mane,
J o»t like you. Rose,” he exclaimed—
“Yes."
Pat n gloea upon hie hack.
Bnt you
“no Impulse, no romance!
“But I guess I’ve got pretty nlgb
For the Winthropa are coming.—
tbe end, Zadoc. Is there a smile on my
make np tbe deficiency In mighty good
In nothing muat we lack.
STOPS FALLING HAIR
AN ELEGANT
facer
Sense.”
Frances, beat the porridge pot.
DESTROYS DANDRUFF
MAKES HAIR GROW
went to tbe bank next
“Why, mother, there sorely isl”
_

„.

—...

_

_

j

Ayer’s Hair Vigor

DRESSING

Humphrey
morning and asked for tbs nams of
bis benefactor. He expected that tbs

casbler would ask for time in which
to get tbe consent of his principal. In
this Humphrey was mistaken. He bad
already been authorized.
"Rosalie Wyman,” was the reply.
Humphrey gaped at tbe man for a
while and then without a word rushed
out of tbs bank and did not atop till
he found Bose.
“Bose," be said, *T would like to torture yon and then burn you at tbs
stake. How did yon do It 7”
“Worked and saved.”
•Well, all 1 have to say to you Is
tbat If you have any nee for a natural
bora fool there’s one at your disposal.”
“Think over It; there’s plenty of
time/*
“Not one second.”
“Well, then, there’s been a long watt
for ms. I’m glad to have It over.”

•

:

“And 1 feel like giggling. Yes, air,
Zadoc. I believe I'm going to be tickled after all these years! Yon won't
mind it will your
“Not a bit mother. Go ahead and
grin and giggle and laugh.”
"Then tell him to pot on tbe whlx.
It’s great Zadoc. It*a grand. Don’t
yon see me grinning. Can’t yon bear
me giggling? Seventy-eight years old.
and this la tbe first grin and the first
giggle that I can remember!”
“Keep ’er np. mother. I shouldn't
Wonder if you'd live to be a hundred.
“More whiz, Zadoc—more whlx!"
And ten mlnotea later he aald to tbe
rhanffeur:
“Get ns back home—ma’a dead!”
“Yoo don’t aayr
“Smiling to boat the band, but she’s
dead. Poor ma! fibs never bad any
fun dll now. and this baa whiaaad tbs
Ufa out of her!"

And broil a luscious teak;
For the Winthropa are eoming—
A good impreaaioa make.

Ingredients:

Margot, sweep the parlor floor,

Ask your doctor if there is anything injurious here.
Ask him also if there is not genuine merit here.

Go. dot the graea room clean,
Por the Winthropa are eoming,
And no dirt mot be seen.
Don your swell eat stockings, Sue,
Get out your party gown.
For the Winthropa are coming,
You mat not look run down.

•

•

}

Does not Color the Hair*

^r~

Father, put away the hoe,
Bring golf ticks to the fore.
For the Winthropa are coming.
Be gentlemen once more.
•

**-ag-j.

Only

•

Stars peep o’er the eastern hills,
The moon illumes the wet;
Since the Winthropa are coming.
All natnre’a at its beat!
—Theodors IP. DTsvis.
Blue hi 11 MU).

He serve# his party best who serves his
country best.—Mayes.

a

Step

from Hoaltb to Sicknoao. By driving all Impnritioo fro®
ayooom, "L. F." Atwood'. Modicios will
moot obotlnsto cold. It to eon to I *ap l»
CF. At«ood
tauut from oolou attack.
te tbs btmoo and taka a done at tbs 1 so sign

m

gj

oposdilj<3Soo-

Leap

po^o*

Ap*'t**'*!
fBTJOt

enrod oao bottle of 'L. F.‘ FoHriM,
■.
so mo eke woo decidedly boOtorM1U» w.
bottia
Baa that
"L. F." In lues rod lattoro is on tbo
A largo botUa Nets. Wrbof«cBbarwl..W.Uto
orartl/IMB ro
THE

“L. F."

l»nrtland^»j

